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Intmluction

Between fir:al yea).. 10C,4 a1 169, c:7)end4t,.:,.s on =-J-

rnwer prcgrams ro.'2e fmm around ::;433 mi.Alion to ebout f,:2,2 billion U.:9].

Table 1, containing fc.dcrai obligiltion figures for Dost progr;.i.: rt
curing the 1960's, shows that this increase was the resuit of nding

already existing progr,-..ms--vocaticnel treining urdar thc,

Manpr.7,:er Development and Training Act (!IurA), and vr:cational cduce.tion-,end

inaugurating new programs.

Most important of the newer programs (in terms cr-. expe in

are:

(1) Neighborh:ad Youth Co? 7s (flYC; $321 ndllion), estziblishe'l by

Economic Oop=itunity Act of 1964, conducting three ser.zra-!:E:

the

an in-schcci program dezimad to provide vaid flobs for youth
inclined to drop cut of school thus enco..1.:2-e t:neir continu-..d
schcco hroll-r.o-..t; a sum=r rdmilai objectives; &..r..4

an out-of-chi t-:...gra!:, for %hoz:: .ino have left sohco]
and 11(.!ed wc ez:).!rie3:ce Ftni education *co com7.ete in al::
job garket [99, p. 70].

(2) Concentrated Enr,-;loyinent Program (CET.; $12.4 3%i:1110:I ) , es tablis11.zr2

in 17 and fm:lecl by -tha Econar_ic Clpnb.lnity Act iinc..1

unemployed ycuths anJ au1t speciEc ereas b 'i:Hi

range cf servir-s including training [99];

(3) Job Opportunities in the Buciness Sector (JOBS.

started in 1968 a-nd funde.d throuEh the Economic Opro-ti.lni.n. ar.:

C9)

a broad

1110n),

1,1.7T Act!..-..
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Table 1

FUnds Oblizated Under Eant>w2r Profryams,
Fiscal 1963-1169'
(in million: of dollarc)

Program 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Manpower D.:_lvelont
and Trainin:7,

Institution.al 55.2 135.5 249.3 281.7 215.5 218.3 196.6

On -Tile Job .8 6.6 37.2 57.9 106.9 94.9 56.4

Vocational
Rehabilitation 65.1 78.9 90.9 143.0 220.5 312.5 374.8

Vocational Education 54.6 55.0 156.9 151.6 225.9 191.8 192.0
b

Bureau of Indian
Affairs Training 7.7 8.2 8.8 10.0 10.8 11.8 12.0

b

Neighborhood Youth
Corps 127.7 263.3 219.1 155.0 320.6

Job Corps 183.0 310.0 211.0 285.0 278.1

Work Experience and
Training Frog:N=1 20.7 76.2 98.8 15.0

Concentrated Employment
Program 25.0 78.8 93.1 114.2

Operation Mainstream . IBM 23.6 22.3 41.0

New Careers eta m 15.6 7.6 18.5

Job Opportunities in
the Business Sector 60.1 153.3

Work Incentive and
Training Pmg-am 9.0 100.8

Total 183.4 284.2 874.5 1,318.7 1,426.5 1,476.4 1,858.3

a
A major exclusion from this list is the operation cf the United States Employment

Service.

b
1969 figures not available. Figures. are 1968 obligations.

Sources: [102], [35], DO]. [08], C99], and [96].



subsidizes employers who hire, train, and up-grade hard-core un=ployment

[99];

(4) Job Corps ($278 million), established in 1955 and funded by the

Economic Opnortunity Act, provides residential trainmg and education for

youths with severe prt;b1cms requiring a change in environment to benefit

from such aid [0:11; and

(5) Work Incentive and Training Procram (WIN; $101 million), replaced

the Work Experience and 'Training Program EP) in 1963, is funded through

the Social Security Act of 1935, and provides broad services including

child care and subsidized employment to family heads with depenient children

[99].

These five programs listed above are just a few of the many established

after 1063.
1

Without exception, new programs were aimed at various disad-

vantaged or poor groups. Even those programs operating prior to 1953 have

been re-oriented toward serving disadvantaged persons. MDTA programs

of iginally stressed skill training, and were aimed at unemployed and under-

employed Nrsons, with an emphasis on those with previous labor force exper-

ience who could be trained quickly for occupations characterized by labor

shortages. 1011A, now has a dual role--training for labor-short occupations

and training the disadvantaged. Vocational education was conceived originally

to train persons for skills needed in agriculture and industry. In the 1960's

this emphasis remains, but special provisions have been made to aid specific

disadvantaged groups.

1The 1970 M.-.1nro-.:er Report of the President itemized 28 separate manpcs.:er
program; operatiirg 1771 s cal 19b9.
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Changes in the wientation of mwewer programs are well illustrated by

changes ix che-acteristen of persons aided by them. As Lhe char is on pages

five and six shcw, eeleeted characteristics of trainees of V.:TA institutional

programs in 1053 differ substantially from these in the sure programs 1969,

and fran thPee in other ercsrars in 1069. Participants in riLTA in 10C3, rela-

tive to their 1969 counterparts (see chart a), were more likely to be male,

aged 22 and above, white, heads of households, have completed high school,

and be experienced msrtbers of the labor force,

NYC and Job Corps, aimed primarily at disadve.ntaged youth, clearly served

this group (chart b). Only about 3 percent of (out-of-school) NYC partici-

pants and 0 percent cf Job Corps participants were aged 22 or above, compared

with the nearly 75 percent of those in (institutional) =A in 1963. At the

se me time, only u pereent anti 12 pericent of those in NYC and. Job Corps, nespee-

tively, had completed high school, while 59 percent in mim% had done so 6 years

earlier.

CEP and JOSS were designed to serve both youths and adults, and the per-

centages of those ageci 22 and above in these progrars (63 percent and 52 per-

cent, respectively) reflect this, so that the broad age compositions are similar

to that of mna in 1263 (chart c). But CE? and JOBS were aiding persons who

were more disadvantaged. Only 28 percent and 13 percent cf their participants,

respectively, were white, compared with 76 percent in MDTA in 1963; and only

around 30 percent of those in CEP and JOBS had completed high school, compared

to 59 percent who had done so in the 1963 MDTA programs.

WIN, Operation Neinstream, and New Careers were aimed primarily at older

persons, who respectively ccmprisc 84 percent, 98 percent and 92 percent of par-

ticipants in these programs (chart d). Again, substantially fewer of the par-

ticipants had completed high school than was the case in MUM program in 1963.
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Chart c tharlf7C3 pa_r't-icipant characteristics between

;STA in 1063 and the newer pro;,rems contained in charts b 1:11.rough d. Compared

to MUM in-Ltitutionei training in 1953, prozrazs established after 1963 had

higher p:.1rtieil:salion rates of

(1) ft:lc:alas (50 p,--:rcent ver7rAis 36.2 percent),

(2) youths (77 percent verz...us 25.4 p.ercent),

(3) non- :'kites (53 pe-rce.nt vqrsus 23.5 percent ) , and

(4) non-high school graduates (E8 percent versus 46.7 percent).2

The marshitude. of expenditures on manpoc.tr programs is sufficient justi-

fication for re.quirii:g careful evaluation of their operation. The wide range

of programs initiated following 1963, and the duplication of prozrams serving

similar groups, indicates that the past seven year's have been a period of ex-

perimentation as well as one of intensified efforts toward reducing -poverty.

The number of programs-. available, as illustrated in Table 1, adds urgency to

evaluation activities. Which pro ,ran con-binaticn of prograrrs is r...ost

effective in reducing -poverty, and in giving persons skills needed to par-

ticipate in. the competitive labor Perket, can only be determined through

reserach.

It becomes apparent, then, that evaluation of manpower programs is a

necessary adjunct to their operation.3 Proper evaluation gives us a mirror

2,
fhe ex4a-e--:yely large enrollments in

have (mu:plated high distorts the
ucational achicver4Int change in zr.:inpc,..:er.
NYC results in an estimate of 73 percent

3The importance of research is reccEniz:ed. The 196" 19rA charged the
Secretary of Labor with the of cvaluatir chang,ing; StrUC-
ture in the resources, and of evaluating the operation of
the nation's raanpx..-wer prc.Erams [9] . This evaluation has IT.cten an integral
part of all malpower prt)17.,ra::s since then.

NYC, in which very few perticipmts
relative size of the c.hange, in ed-
piccren participeots. Ignoring
in place of 88 percent.
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that lets us Cee peet results, alluas ue cceepeex: relative SUCC2.SS in

achieving stated goals; it enables us to adjust the compoeition of existin;:

programs and devisc: nee.: ones to increase the efficiency with which the goals

are reach:ed. Careful esealueticn can help in another way. "It requires a

clear zirticul-atien of cbjectives and a precise reathcciolou for detenrining

exactly heel th-e-x... objectives are being met [21, p. 50]. "It

Evaluation can take many forms and be concerned with many different

aspects of activity. For example, a reanpo;er training pro7ream can be eval-

uated from the stan-.Yeint of the efficiency of its management structure,

the skill or learning achievements of its participants, how it uses its

facilities, the way it is viewed by present and past participants and by

the community, whether it is achieveing its goals, the economic efficiency

with which it is achieving those goals, etc. Evaluation of various man-

power programs from the standpoint of economic efficiency, generally referred

to as cost-benefit analysis, attempts to indicate whether the value of the

outputs of a program exceeds the value of the inputs; and if so, by h:ow nrech.

It can core,-pare the costs and results of alternative program or of alterna-

tive methods of conducting any one program, and direct investment into the

better path.

As noted above, cost-benefit analysis is only one of many ways by which

a program's success can be judged. It does not give any final answers as to

4
Cain and Hollister C10, pp. 122 -125] suegest that this is not neces-

sarily an easy task, because few prom.= have one well-clef-L-1.2d objective or
even one dominant eb-i. ective. The difficulty is increased because scrra objec-
tives that 27:pear to he important are not amenable to measure:rent (such as
student:'' at--titiejee tc-ealea a Ci.r7:3St. thet :ea cannot tell
what a proi_eram's Feeals are until it has been ceserating for a while and we can
observe what it ha.; been doine. tne extent that this is true, it reflects
poorly on dee-it-mere of prel:rams. What rules does cne follow in
setting up a proiTem if preciee goals wee not known'?
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whether a program is "justified," or "zccd," or should be expanded or con-

tracted. It merely sus7,ests he,s well a pro:Iram is -serating when viewed in

a specific L'.anne.r. Cain and En Ulster, [10, pp. 149-50] surr7ezt that cost-

benefit analysis is a way of inceasinr: rationality in the decision-r.zking

process, encourao-ing the uze. of "rules of evidsnce."

Since our c..:st.snds, for resources tolsce:::d supplies, the efficiency with

eihich we use those resc).Lsces is (or :should be) an is.-:portant consideration

in the way they are allocated. Cost-benefit analysis has the potential for

increasing the efficiency of resources used in iranDcz.:er programs. Its con-

tribution has been united by the lack of an agreed-u;)on method:logy for

conducting cost- benefit studies, a shortr7e. of skilled persons qualified to

perform the research., the lack of funds for conducting cost - benefit research,

and the seeming fear of administrators that the outcome of the studies will

be unfavorable. Cost-benefit studies are not included routinely as a part

of progrs...rn evaluation; when such studios arc perforzed, the results are ac-

cepted as valid only when they cast a favorable light on the program. Peter

Rossi has stated

. . . I do not 1-slow of any action pr og7am that has been put out
of business by evaluation research, unless evaluation itself was
used as the hatchet to begin with. is this the case? T..ihy
do negative results have so little inpset? The :sain reason lies
in the foci- that the praetitimers, first of all (and sometimes
the researchers), never seriously cntortainad in advance the
possibility that results would coma out negative [70, p. 129].

He points out that administrators first attack the rethodology of the re-

search, a.ttempting to cast doubts on the results.5 Or they indicate that

5
Researeht-xs -thesrselve.s r..sty add to this problem by setting standards

of proof that cannot be mat bs..cause. of the nature of the proznazzs being
examined. Thus it is easy to criticise almost any study [10, p. 149].
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nore study is needed before any conclusions can be reached. Or they indicate

that the goals the researchers exi.mined were not the real goals of the pro-

gram after all.

Components or Cost-Ranrfit Analysis

Bruce Davie has outlined compactly the various co:rponents that go into

cost-benefit analysis and how they are combined TO reach the various "decision

rules" that may be applied [197.6 Benefits and costs can be viewed appropri-

ately from the standpoint of society, the individual, and the different

levels of government. The lists of costs and benefits are not the same for

each, nor are the lists of goals and the relative importance attached to each

identical [19, p. 33]. Thus, society benefits from a program to the extent

th;lt total irr:o7e i c innreasad. withDut reper0 to the dictrihution of innorna

gains or what happens to taxes. However, the individual who pays the taxes

does not benefit directly from them, so they must be subtracted from his in-

creased earnings when private benefits are calculated. The goverraiont also

does not gain the full benefit from increased earnings, but only the increases

in tax revenues stimulated by increased earnings.

Society benefits to the extent that fewer resources have to be utilized

in administration of government transfer payment programs, and to the extent

that costs of crime are reduced. These benefits are not caputred by the in-

dividual who undergoes the training. On the other hand, various governmental

units will have their budget situations improved by the total reduction in

6_
Inc followinr outline of various costs and benefits that should be

considered co:r.--.0 az:n:01y from Davie. Althouirh, as he notes, no one person
can be credited with c:evelopment cf these concepts. The measures of effec-
tiveness listed are not Irom Davie.



Society

Components of rx!necit-Cost

Calculation of a GivenActivity

Benefits

Individual

1. Increa,:e in

earnin7:s of T,re-

ram 17,alticil..:nts

(gross of ti.;.xeo)

1.

2.

2. Increases in other
incc:r. (gross of
taxes)
a. To pay for fringe

benefits
b. Due to other re-

sources becoming
mere productive

c. Due to increasing
the productivity
of future genera-
tions as children
becomes er -
ecattI (itiluz-genev-
ation effect)

d. Due to previously
unemployed workers
taking jobs vacated
by program partici-
pants (vacuum
effect)

3. Reduction in admin-
istrative expenses
of transfer payment
progrEzs
a. Uneonployrrent

administration
b. Employment ser-

vice operation
c. 1qt:0ft:re pro.-ram

adrainistration

4. Reduced costs to
society due to bad
citizenship
a. Economic less to

others
b. Crine control system

IncreaFe in
ealming.s (nbt of
taxes)

frin7c
benefits due to
increased income

1.

Governmant

Increase in taxes
a. From parcicipsnts
b. FrINA ot2:ers

2. Decrease in
expenses of
a. Unemployment

insures nca

b. Employ-went service
c. Welfaxe pre =rams
d. Crire control
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Components of Berl.:::fit-Cost

Caleulailon of a Giver. Activity

Society

1. Opportunit7
costs (:L'oss
taxes)

2. Operating 'costs
of training cr
education agency

3. Capital expenses
of training or
educaticn agency

L. Induced reductions
in income. (gross
of taxes) of ,..:orkers

pat. 1 WIS-
placarent effect)

i.

Costs

Individual

Opportunity
costs (net of
to

2. Loss of transfer
pay,tents
a. Welfare supl:ort
b. Uno.mploymanc

insurance
c. Other subsidies

Govel..r.=n-t

Costs C. instructicn
and supplif.-...5 (net
of -taxes )

2. Ca.pitJ. costs

3. Additional atrin-
istrative costs (net
of ra.::e.$)

Li.
3. 'Extra costs related

to program parti-
cipation
a. Tuition

etc.

Additional subsides
paid during ti ai:iing

transfer payment programs (both the payments themselves and the administ,a-

tion costs of the programs), saving more from this source of benefits than

society. Savings to government will not be the total savings from crime re-

duction; but only that portion reflected in lomer crime enforcement costs.

Looking at the three lists of benefits, society has the greatest number of

sources of benefits, and probably experiences total gains in excess of either

individuals of government.

This does not imply that society always TAU receive the greatest net

benefits, because costs must be included in the calculations also. Depending

on who pays for the program, any of the thme groups rray experience the most
net benefits. In aovernment programs, the normal situation would be for the
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governmcnt and society to bear more program costs than the individual; and

for society to capture mere gains than either the individual cr the govern-

ment.

When cost and benefit components of a cost- benefit analysis are compared,

comparison vuot be 7:21C:C.1 at a given point in tiu.e. Since in uost cases both

costs and benefits accrue over a period of years, thy must be discounted in

order to tat al into account the time factor. There are three comnon methods

of comparing costs with benefits: (1) present value of net benefits, (2)

rate of return, and (3) benefit-cost ratio.

The present value of benefits is calculated by discounting both benefits

and costs back to the resent (generally to the beginning of the program)

and subtracting the calculated value of costs from benefits. This will tell

us the absolute size of gain due to the program. Rate of return is calcu-

lated by finding the interest rate that will equalize the present value of

costs and benefits. This tells us the rate of interest the "invest:, ent" in

th'e program is earning. The benefit-cost ratio is calculated by dividing

present value of benefits by present value of costs. This tells us how

large the gain is relative to the size of the investment. The benefit-cost

ratio differs from the present value of net benefits because the latter tells

us the absolute size of the gain. The benefit-cost ratio is usually best to

use when there are budget constraints, because it allows attention to focus

on gain per dollar spnt.
7

Consequently, the rest of the study will be

7
Each of the meths -:is described above for comparing costs and benefits

of a proTrom 11.1s deficiencies that, under curtain conditions, can result in
an nincerrt.ct" decision. Mese dc!ficiencies are discussed in many places.
See, for e% ample, [39, pp. 49-593.



The Three Metho.ls of Comparing

Benefits and Costs

Type of Method of
Comparison Calculation*

1. Present Value of
Net B.nefits

2. Rate of Return

n Bt - Ct
1. Z

t=0 (1+i)
t

n
2. Z

Bt - Ct
-

t =0 (1 +r)

n B
t

t=0 (1 + i)
3.

n
E

t=0 (1 + i)
t

Decision
Rule

1. Select the project with
the hiEhest.net innefits
first, fil= pursue suc-
cessive projects in de-
scending, order of net
benefits.

0 2. Select the project with
the highest rate of re-
turn Cr), thz,n pursue
successive projscts in
decending order of r un-
til r equals some pre-
determined interest rate
(i).

3. Sele.:(: LiPr:

thc: 1110=tht i10,

pursue projects in de-
scending order until
B/C=1 or budget exhausted.

where B
t = benefits in year t

C
t

= costs in year t

n = nutber of years spanned by the analysis
i = social discount rate
r = rate of return

*Davie's notation is used here because of its simplicity.

Source: [19], Figure V-2, p. 313.

concerned primarily with benefit-cost ratios, framing discussions in those

terms but recognizing that the same data can be used to calculate present

value of net benefits and rate of return as well.

So far the only benefits zentioned have been those which could be measured

in economic terms. Otter measures can be introduced to assess a program's
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effectiveness. then these types of benefits are discussed and meesured,

but not entered feemally into the calculaticns, the analysis is still re-

ferred to as cost-benefit analysis. licwever, when they explicitly enter into

the benefit calculatiens, either with ecenceic benefits or as separate cal-

culatiens, the analysis may ba referred to as cost-effectiveness analysis.8

Cost-benefit analysis is much more o.-me. on than cost-effectiveness anal-

ysis for two reason. F1: et, economists have had a substantial influence

on the development of cost-benefit analysis and are coneerned primarily with

efficiency in the use of resources. The most direct way to compute effi-

ciency is to measure the dollar value of in ;its ageinst dollar value of out-

puts of an activity. Second, effectiveness measures are ambicuous. Values

determined for varicus measures of effectiveness must be arbitrarily deter-

mined and weighted. Subjectiveness is more evident in cost-effectiveness

Lee ii 1 ecee Zal U Luut;11 it pr....r.:lied.te6 both kinds of enalysis).

The emphasis on the econanic consequences of ranwerer programs as opposed

t, say, social consequences and the resulting "praminence" of cost-benefit

analysis relative to cost-effectiveness analysis has been criticized fre-

quently [65, p. 222; 20, p. 10]. However justified these criticisms may be,

they do not invalidate the cost-benefit studies for four reasons. First,

8
Gath I-Lanreum has differentiated met-benefit and cc et-effectiveness

analysis in a different ;Tanner. He conoidere cost-benefit analysis to encom-
pass cost-effectivenoss anal!,sis as I have defined it above, ,..-henever the
evaluation considers cnly ens pl.o7ra7.1. Thus he defines cent- benefit analysis
as the process of :leterminin; V...ether a given program is "...=,th" mere than it
costs, however "worth" maybe ,lefined. Cost-effectiveness analysis, as :-:an: um
defines it, is the s7:21.ch for the "1,:ast-cosz method" of aehicvirr.; any speci-
fied result. Usine ;:ani-um's detire.tion, cost-effectiveness analysis includes
conarin; costs 0: chiffenmt proT7ra7.3 servinF the sa:le iTcu? and of
analyuinz alternative aetivicv patternt; within any one pro,71-am in orcer to find
which is least ce-7eneive [56, nu. 117:,-75]. I pl,efer the definitions developed
in the tte.et, but do not leeic,..; which usage is more munon.
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many studies do concern themselves extensively with non-economic aapects of

manpower px)zra-P.n, [39] and [853 for example, though these aspects have .lot

been interated into the ccot-benefit calculation. Second, manpower pro-

grams ere not the only source of non- econcrric benefits (good citizenship,

appreciation of envirc=ent, etc.). General education in particular is re-

garded as a Letter means for achievint7, them [73, p. 51]. Third, wlem ad-

ministrators list a large number of program goals, they usually can be re-

duced to two--increasing income and achieving more equity in society [62,

p. 352]. Fourth, the main goal of the war on poverty, of which the many

manpa.:er proFrams are a part, is to raise incomes. Other (non-economic) goals

that can be cited are secondary [73, p. 517.

When cost-effectiveness analysis is performed, the lists of costs remain

unchanged from cost-benefit analysis. Measures of effectiveness that can be

saleeted W evaluaLe a program, hodever, are ligdtea only by the imagination

and ingenuity of the investigators. Some of the more obvious are listed

below.

Measures of Program Effectiveness

1. Academic improvement between pre- and post-program tests

2. Skill improvement between pre- and post-program 'tests

3. Absolute levels of achievement in.both academic and skill tests at
end of program

4. Percentage of persons .completing program who are placed in occu-
pations using skills in which they trained

5. Percentage of persons completing program

6. Pementage of persons completing program who are placed

7. Employment-unemplcrilent experience following training (both ab-
solute and relative. to non-participants)
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8. Opinions of progr.em gl,aduates as to ha-r well the program prepared
them for future emplcysznt

9. Opinions of proprzmt praduates' ii mediate supervisors as to how
well the progran. prepared thin for emolcym,:,nt (both absolute and
relative to non-participants)

10. Extent to which pro ,-ram is serving those persons for' whom it was
designed.

Problems Encounterod in Estirating.Ccsts

Accounting Costs

The most obvious problem in determining the cost of some activity is

lack of good accounting data. For some reason, all levels of government

have been slow to adopt accounting practices that permit cost calculation

for specific activities within any one agency. The federal government has

been moving more rapidly than state governments in this regard but even

at the federal level no firm commitment has yet been made to provide de-

tailed cost data by activity. The result is a dependence by investigators

on educated guesses for determining progra'n costs.

This introduces a more subtle problem--the use of average, rather than

marginal, costs--a problem made more serious by its very subtlety. Average

costs can be calculated with less detailed data than marginal costs. Given

the generally "lumped" nature of accounting information available, it is

natural that average costs are most often used. However, average costs can

be used only to "look in the mirror to see where we have been" and to decide

whetherwe should have been there in the first place. Average cost data

cannot tell us whether we should expand, hold constant, or decrease the level

of a program. To get this information we need rmarginal costs.
9

9
Marginal costs tell us ho4 much the total costs of sane activity will

change when we change the level of activity by some small alr.OLult.

7
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Benefit-cost studies that rely on average cost calculations to make

suggestions concerning the appropriate level of some prozram (i.e., should

a program be expanded or contracted) have this serious, often unrecoglized,

deficiency. Since researchers generally caution the reader that ( average)

cost data have been estimated, results can he interpreted with this in nind.

But since the researcher rarely weans the reader that the use of even com-

plete averaze cost data has certain limitations, unjustified conclusions

may be dram (by the researcher as well as by the reader). Cf all the

studies examined in this Draper only one, [39], makes a conscious effort

actually to develop marginal cost data. Others, [17] and [90] for exac,ple,

warn the reader that their use of average costs may have resulted in over-

statement of costs of expanding a program.

Joint -Cnctc

The so-called "joint-cost" problem arises when a given expenditure

(e.g., for a capital facility or administrative services) serves more than

one activity either simultaneously or in sequence. The problem is to decide

what portion of those costs to allocate to various activities. Some re-

searchers have allocated joint-costs on the basis of relative sizes of

activities which they serve; others have ignored them. There is no "right"

way to do this, although the question "Ilow much have those costs been increased

by the presence of this particular activity?" is the one that should be asked.

In many cases the answer will be "Nordu." In each case, the decision on how

to handle joint-cost items should depend on the particular questions the study

is trying to answer.
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Opportunity Costs

The deter; rilition of opnortunity costs (what one mast rive up in order

to do what he is doinLO is one of the more formidable problesrs encountered.

In the case of vanp,:er proz1:,ams, opportunity costs generally consist of

earnings the participants of some prof:ram gave up in order to rarticipate.

There is no dire :::t way to measure this loss. It be estimated as the

particiLants' earnings prior to their entering the program. A better way

of measuring lost earnings is to use a control group with the same eharacter-

istics as the participants except for participating in the pi-co,nm.

A yet unsolved problem in calculating opportunity costs is to find a

means of estimating the "vacuum" effect--the number of jobs vacated by

program participants that were filled by workers who otherwise uculd have

been unemployed. To the extent that the vacuum effect operates, cpportunity

in
andcosts for society are reduced, and the use of control groups overstates

11program costs. The vacuum effect generally is assured to be zero,- at least

partly because of the difficulties encountered in trying to measure it.12

Price Distoitions

Two kinds of price distortions can enter the cost-benefit calculation.

The first emerges because of the price advantage held by governnental units

10Thcy
arc not reduced for the individual in this case because he does

not receive any of the benefits accruing to the previously unemployed workers.

11
Borus [7] makes a notable exception to this. He assumes that every

job vacated by pros nam participants is filled by a previously unemployed or
underemployed person.

12
See [31, pp. 100-03] for a more complete discussion of this problem.

a9
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in purchasing materials. Non-payment of sales and property taxes enables

the government to purchase more resources for a given sum of money than

could be purchased by the private sector. Econc:rists disa;Tr-Je over whether

a price adjustaant sliould be made so that resources are valued at Vint they

are worth in the private sector. l!oamal practice is to not make an asjust-

ment.13

The second type of price distortion is difficult to detect. It

is possible for a government project to be large enough to distort the prices

of resources it purchases and "products" it sells. For example, the demand

for technicians to teach eourtcs in skilled areas pulls themout of the

labor market and increases the wages of those still employed the private

sector. Additionally, training program graduates may be plentiful enough

to force wages down (or keep them from increasing as rapidly as they other-

wise would have increased) in those occupations for which they were trained.

These types of price distortion are generally ignored [49, p. 355] because

there is no sure way to detect their existence or magnitude and because

most manpower programs are of a modest size relative to the labor markets

which they utilize and serve. These distortions are probably small or tem-

porary when they do exist. None of the studies examined in this paper has

attempted to estimate the extent of these distortions.

13Again Borus [7] includes them. Stromsdorfer [85, p. 342] also argues
for their inclusion.
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Problem', Encountr:re;d in F..otimat4n7,

Control Groups

Most economists zagree that "before and after" analysis (in which the
participants serve as their own control group [10, pp. 125-201) is seriously

deficient. It is almost impos'.;ible to S11:.7..7 that i..-nr..rovements experienced

by pro:;rerp. participants in eelaings and CIP.ploymmt r.Jsult from participation

in the program and not from other causes, e.g., the passage of time and
changes in economic conditions. Cain and Hollister [10] point out that the
"before" situation may not be representative of the participant's general
experience .14 Consequently researchers have used one or more separate con-

trol groups in order to isolate a program's effect on its participants.
Finding an appropriate control group is difficult. Economists disagree

about requirements for determining And- selecting one that ic

and adequate. Regardless of the control group that one researcher uses,

someone else can point out why that control group is inadequate. Ideally,
a control group would be identical in all respects to the participants (or
II experiar.ental" group) except for program participation. To achieve this kind
of control group, one would have to pick at random from persons who had ap-
plied and qualified for the program in question.15 Administrators have not

14Scott [72] and Rasmussen [67 J have used this approach by attempting
to compensate for changes in general economic conditions before .the program
commenced and after it is completed. In each case it is up to the reader
to decide if the researcher adequately handled the problem.

15Even this method is not guaranteed to give identical groups, since
being rejected may affect the behavior of the control group. Chernish et.al. [15] have found that pecons rejected for participation in an ?DTA pro-
gram area disappointed and discouraged; some are bitter toward the Deploy-
ment Service.
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shown a willingness to do this, although Pkysi [70 has euzzested that this

problem can at least partially be avoided if we adopt so;I:.2 techniques uti-

lized by the medical profession and give the control group some kind of

"placebo" tereatrant--e.g., piacem.nt, counseling, or testing. He does not

feel it is necessary to hold back all "treatment" of the control o'.:7) .

16

Given that the "ideal" control group is unavailable for non-existent) ,

researchers have relied mainly on one or !more of the follee:ing croups;

1.. Those who completed the prc'grarn but did not utilize the training

2. Those who entered the program but dropped out prior to completion

3. Those who applied for and qualified fort the program, but did not

show up

LI. Workers who were registered with the Employment Service as needing

jobs, but aid not apply for the program

5. Friends and neighbors of program participants.

Use of each of these groups involves problems that reduce the reliability

of results to some degree. Use of groups 1 and 2 is based on the assump-

tion that no benefits can be attributed to the program unless two criteria

are met: first, that -the job was obtained because the course was completed;

and second, that the skills learned in the course were needed for the job.

As Hardin [32, p. 106) points out, hew to determine if these criteria have

been met is a problem in itself. Additionally, very real benefits may be

due to program participation even if the skills learned are not necessary

16
This idea is good if we can be sure of findinc2 some kind of "treat-

ment" that does not affect labor market behavior. There is some suspicion,
for example, that placen:Int and ccunseling are of the most impprtz..,nt
parts of m-anixixer retrain :in progrems, and that many of the benefits may
flow from these activities even in the complete absence of training and
education.
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in the job received, or if the participant droppeo cut prior to completion.

One such benefit Trd.5.tht Lie tnc acquisition of better personal habits. Hardin

argues that groups 1 and 2 should be included in the expA:rinental group

[32, p. 106].

Use of qualified applic7ints who did not par.ticipate in the program

(group 3), avoids the above problems , but runs into difficulty because these

people nay have found jobs attractive enough to keep them cut of the pro-

gram.17. That some qualified applicants Tray have failed to sho'..; up for train-

ing because they found good jobs does not invalidate the use of this control

group if it can be assumed that the reasons for not showing up are randc:n.

Hardin states that he finds some "comfort" in the fact that "rand mess"

does play a role throughout the selection process and in determining who

actually reports for training--erratic judgment of the Mployment Service

in initial screening of applicants, failure of applicants to receive their

notice of acceptance, temporary illness, and failure to qualify for train-

ing allowances for a number of reasons [32, p. 107].

Control group 4 is good because it helps to match the labor market

conditions of the control and experimental groups, but suffers because

matching the personal characteristics is more difficult. Using personal

interviews to Father additional inforaation concerning personal characteristics

17f
ores [7] has attempted to avoid this problem as well as those men-

tioned in the preceding rtha-varampti by utilizing multiple control groups.
In each case when someone withdrew from traininr, or failed to report at the
beginning of the pro frail, he excludes those who did so because they foundattractive employ.*ent. 1-!e is then caught on the other horn of the dilenrz,
because he ends up with a ran e of e.nnual benefit estimates ($424 to $1,033)
depending on which control r.-roup he uses. This forces him to decide cThat
estimate of the benefits is "best."
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of the contrv. groups and controlling for differences in these character-

istics threu;:h statistical techniques reduces this problcee
18

Use of control 'group 5 (selected by the method sometimes referred to

as "snabeLline") runs into tne problem that characteristics of the control

group may not be sufficiently like those of the experimental uoup to give

good results. Use of this group is based en the aesuerption that relatives'

and neighbors' characteristics will be similar to the trainees'. The most

oarmonmeth,ed used to compensate for deficiencies in the use of any specific

control group is to explore the type of bias introduced through its use and

warn the reader accordingly.

A different kind of difficulty in the use of control groups is the

necessity of assuming that experiendes of the experimental and control groups

are independent. An imrease in the supply of better strained workers due

to a tiailai,g pr* rain will we'Ne iLth.eve di:fieull thenbefoLe for the Un-

trained to get jobs. Thus some workers tend to be "displaced" (hence the

term "displacement" effect) from their jobs by the increased supply of better

trained and educated workers .19
Operation of the displacement effect can

18This technique will be successful if the differences in characteristics
between the experimental and control groups are subject to measurement.
Chesler [16, p. 1653 indicates that these differences may in fact be the sort
that are difficult to measure. In comparing personal cheracteristics of the
two groups, he has found that relative to those volunteered for the program,
those who did not ". . . did so for one or more of the follcering reasons:
(1) lack of interest (taste) for the particular skill; (2) belief that earn-
ings and employment oprortunities would be less or no greater than they would
be without the skills acquired through participation in the progran; (3)
relatively high aversion to uncertainty; (4) conviction that :eastering the
content of the course would be difficult; and (5) failure to perceive a real
need for effecting any change in one's general labor market situation."

18This raight be thour,ht of as the "other side of the coin" of the vacuum
effect discussed earlier.
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result in an overstatement of benefits. No good way has yet been devised

to measure the displacement effect, so the normal assumption is that it is

zero.
20

Solie [76] does not attempt to measure it, but tries to compensate

for it by repeatedly warning the reader that displaccenent may be occurring.

Size of the control group also is important. Large control groups

cannot be selected at randcm, and if questionnaires are used, the data

gatheri ng is expensive and time consuming. Small control groups can be

picked at random, but they may not be large enough to permit treatment of a

large nuelber of variables (either because of statistical restraints or be-

cause all the desired characteristics may not be represented). Small con-

trol groups also may have a "hot house" environment in which conditions are

special and cannot be re-created anyplace else [10, pp. 126-27].

Lack of agreement over what determines an adequate control group has

resulted in use of different control groups in different studies. Page [64J

uses unemployment insurance applicants with characteristics similar to pro-

gram enrollees as the control group; and all enrollees, both graduates and

dropouts, as the experimental group. Cain and Stromsdorfer's [11] control

group consists of unemployed non-applicants, and their experimental group

is composed of all the program graduates. Main [54] and Blume [6] use the

"before and after" technique. Borus [7] uses a number of different control

groups. This variability in control groups makes the different cost-benefit

20
TWo notable exceptions are Berus [7], who assumes that anyone who

did not complete the proaram and utilize his new skills in his first job
displaced someone else; a:Ki [90], who assumes that unless the wage
rates were ineread trainir.;;,, the training was merely being used as a
screening device by cmplcyers.

35'
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studies hard to c=pare with each other because altering the control group

will affect results.
21

Lack of Data

Researchers have followed the practice of estir:ating thz: economic bene-

fits of government prozrams by calculating the increases in income that may

be attributed to them. As a practical matter only the earnings of program

participants are included.22 It is recognized, ha ever, that this measurP

of benefits probably excludes significant unmeasured economic benefits.

Some of these benefits may accrue to society (and to the individual) through

reductions in crime, increased productivity because of improved health, in-

creased earnings of the children (the inter-generation effect), increased

non-wage job benefits, and increased productivity of other resources. Lack

of good data for ;leas wing thesc clibu.)..daaed IiveluQien

in most studies, although often these types of benefits are recognized as

existing aid possibly quite large (See, for example, [44] and [12]).

In addition to the often non-measured economic benefits noted above,

significant benefits may exist that do not lend themselves to quantifica-

ion. Several more obvious "non- economic" benefits are: (1) consumption

value of the training and education (Many people enjoy the training and ed-

ucation process itself, and thus derive benefits simply from participating.),

2
'This is only one of several difficulties encountered in comparing the

results of various cost-benefit studies. This general problem is discussed
later in the paper.

22
Some studies include estimates of reductions in the costs of oper-

ating transfer payment programs. Researchers rarely attempt to include in-
creases in income induced in other groups whether they result from increased
productivity of complementary resources or the multiplier effect.

36
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(2) benefits society may receive from its citizens participating more in

public affairs (clsouming that those with core education and income do more

of those things included under "good eithenship"), (3) the ind ividual's

satisfaction in being succecsiul in his chosen vccation, (4) value of op-

tions to the trainee of further education and trainizIs made 1.ossible by

participating in any one proeram,23 and (5) value of redistributing income

in a more "eouitable" meenner. This last source of benefits is particularly

important in the context of this study because one of the important goals

of manpower programs is to reduce poverty.

Other Problems

Benefits and costs of an activity must be related to each other at a

given point in time in order to have meaning. This necessitates selecting

discount re-to and tircorizon (the. 7Deeiod Cr I;mt! over which bene,7its

and costs are to be considered) so that present values of the streams of

costs and benefits can be calculated. 24
Unfortunately, little agreement

exists over now the discount rate should be selected, let alone what the

resulting "correct" rate is. The Army Corps of Engineers has used a rate

as low as 3 1/4 percent. Borus [7] has utilized several rates, one of them

23
To the extent that participation in a vocational curriculum in high

school makes a college education more difficult, these benefits are re-
duced. On the other hand, non-technical post-hish school education is not
a real option for many students in the first place.

2
4Discounting is justified for two reasons. First, use of funds in

one endeavor precluc:es their use in another. Thus some other opportunity
is foregone, and the discount rate represents the value of these opportun-
ities fort:zone. Also, people have a pcsitiva time preference for goods.
That is they value having things new more than they value having the same
things sometime in the futulc. The discount rate reflects this also [85,
pp. 344-46], [1], and [39, pp. 59-66].
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15 percent. Most studies in the manpower area utilize discount rates rang-

ing between 5 and 10 percent.

Selection of the time horizon also is sub',-:.!:tive. Since most studies

observe the benefit stream over a relatively short period of time (one to

two years), benefits :rust be esti.mated by so :r: kind of extrapolation if a

longer time horizon is desired. This introduces the vroblem of d.2termining

the basis on which the extrapolation is made. HU, et. al. [39] rcfuce to

extrapolate, calculating the benefit-cost ratios on the basis of the four -

year earnings actually observed. Kaufman and Lewis [1;4] extrapolate earn-

ings until age 65 on the assumption the observed earnings advantage of voca-

tional graduates will remain constant. Weisbrod [107] utilizes census data

to make the extrapolation. Carroll and Ihnen [12] make two extrapolations

to age 65: one under the assumption that the earnings advantage of junior

college voudLiunal graduateb at the end of the periucl of obsevvcilion (4

years) remains constant; the other based on census data (the differential

increases at 2 percent annually). Borus [7] uses a 5 percent discount rate

and a 10-year time horizon, adjusting the earnings advantage of trainees

dc*inward to reflect the movement of trainees out of the occupations for

which they were trained.

The various ways in which the extrapolations have been made reflect

differences in approach to handling uncertainty.
25

If we could wait long

25
Uncertainty arises because we do not lalow the actual path of benefits,

and have no good way of predicting what events might occur to affect those
paths. Industrial composition might chang,e and bring a change in demands
for skills. Dra:tic technological breakihroui-hs mitht eliminate the need
for some skill almzst overnight. Institutional arrmr,an.onts might change
and affect carninr.s. These possibilities cannot be prodicted. One factor,
mortality, can be taken into account. See [107].

iT
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enoujl, and de...fer judswents concerning the val.= of some activity, we could

observe the actual results of a prxx,xxa over several generations. This is

not practical. Strar.::.brl-cr [85, p. 314] sugLesto uneortainty !nicht be ad-

iusted for by u-:ing hi;:!er rates of discount, ealculatinL, what are exTected

to be the "best" and 'eYorst" estimates of what ritht helmen, Cr using "s,,,n-

sitivity" analyzis, and system.atically varying zzsumptions coneerning em-

ployment, wapcs, interest, etc., tOsee how sensitive th: results are to

changes in then.1 and presenting a range of solutions. The reader then can

decide how to interpret tha results .

i0

CONCLUSIONS

Cost-benefit analysis is a potentially valuable tool in the design and

operation of manpcmer programs. Utilized correctly, it can help decision

Troke-nr, ,the ^ff4:14-ney of the activities with ihey cae in-

volved. Cost-benefit analysis is neither used routinely nor considered a

key factor in decision-making when used. Data problere and the lack of an

agreed -upon methodology probably explain much ofthis. Often desired cost

and benefit data are not available. Researchers sometimes must be arbitrary

in the allocation of joint-costs and the calculation of opportunity costs.

No agreement obtains over what constitutes an adequate control group, what

the "proper" discount rate is, how uncertainty should be handled or what

benefits should be included in the explicit calculations.

The formidable prdblems of the researcher attempting to conduct a cost-

benefit study may convince some that another approach would be more fruitful.

26T71is is the most cc--on Tethod. Another approach would be for theresearcher to provide sufficient information to enable the reader to make
calculations on the basis of varying assungtions.

3?
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Ooldfazb [2C] has surveyed the problems involved and concluded that we would

be better off not to attc:mpt to calculate benefit-cost ratios. Davie feels

that benef:its that cannot be quantified are iJ:crtant enouEn to ". . . m3ke

it iir.:.ractical to undertake strict cent- benefit analyses of vocational edu-

cation en a widespree,:i scale [20, p. 10]." But most researchers would not

advocate clter.ing the activities of a prcgram or changing its priorities on

the basic of a tenefit-cost ratio alone. They recognize that the ratio may

be one of the lesser considerations in guiding decision-making in these (man-

power) an The uncertainties involved in the answers provided through

the analysis need not prevent cost-benefit analysis fro:a contributing to

decision-making.

An assessment of the contributiOns that cost-benefit analysis has made

in the past and can make in the future in conducting ronpower programs is

Lee'. laf I uniil dfLey a series of actual cost-benefit stuaies have been

examined.

Chapter II examines four studies of the benefits and costs of vocational

education in high schools. While the resulting benefit-cost ratios exceed

one, the value of these findings is limited by methodological problems of

the studies, and by the narrow range of questions investigated.

Chapter III suranatrizes the results of two cost-benefit studies of voca-

tional education in post-secondary schools. High opportunity costs attendant

with such oducaidon result in ratios greater than one, but lower than those

associated with vocational education in high schools.

Chapters IV and V contain cost-benefit studies of out-of-school manpower

pmgr.ams; Chapter IV concentrating on institutional training programs and

Chapter V on programs with an OJT component and on several miscellaneous

yb



programs. Benefit-cost ratios exceeding one are found in every major

power program examined, although calculations based on Job Corps operations

require liberal discount rate and time horizon assumptions to achieve these

results.

Chapter VI SUI:MariZeS the results of Chapters II through V, and con-

cludes that while n.ay get satisfaction out of finding benefit-cost ratios

greater than one for manpoer activities drinz the 1960's, such studies must

be compared with each other with care and have not been performed in suffi-

cient quantity.

The study concludes that cost-benefit analysis' greatest potential

lies in internal analysis of programs rather than in comparing different

programs.



II

VOCATIMAL EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Vocational education in secondary and post-secondary schools poses

fewer metho:2o1 ogical problems for cost -lxit analysis than any other man-

power program to which such analysis has been applied. This is so for four

reasons. First, cost data, while imperfect, are kept on a more consistent

basis by the schools than by most outof-school programs. Second, non-voca-

tional high school graduates and high school graduates not attending post-

secondary schools serve as ready-made control groups. Third, there appears

to be general agreement on treating opportunity costs. At the secondary level

such costs usually are regarded as zero on the reasoning that the alternative

to high school vocational educationa general education--is

ally imposed.' At the post-high school level, opportunity costs are con-

sidered to be the earnings differential between students who did not attend

a post-secondary school and those who did during the period such a school was

attended. Finally, data on personal characteristics of students ususally

are fairly complete, with information on family background, I.Q. and past

school achievement readily available.

Vocational Education in Worcester, Massachusetts

Arthur Corazzini [17] has examined cyorg)arative costs of vocational high

school and academic high schools in Worcester, Massachusetts, for 1963-64.

1
One case in which this is not true, and opportunity costs should be in-

cluded, is a study of high school vocational education as a dropout-preven-
tion program. In this case, the income foregone by staying in school is
rightly included.

-32-
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Cost data for his study came from school records. Benefit data came from a

sampling of starting wages at 12 large 7mm:fact-Luning firms in the Worcester

labor marlxt.

Costs of schooling computed by Corazzini app a!ar in Table II-1. His

cost calculation;; inc1u(.1,2 current op rating expenses of the schools, costs

borne by studnts, foc:!:one earnings (opportunity costs), and an adjustment

for property taxes not paid by the.schools. Total annual social costs per

student in the vocational schools exceed those in the academic schools by

$678. Over a 4-year period, then, (undiscounted) additional costs of voca-

tional high schools over regular high schools are $2,712.

Table II-I

Annual Social Costs of Vocational and Academic
High Schools in Worcester, Massachusetts,

lncri

General High School Male Vocational High
Costs (per pupil) School Costs (per pupil)

Current Operating Costs $ 452 $ 964

Implicit Rent (depreciation) 59 165

Property Tax Irnputation 21 81

Costs Borne by Students 56 56

Foregone Earnings 1,120 1,120

Total $1,708 $2,386

Source: [17), Table 4, p. 102.

More detailed analysis by Corazzini suggests that much of the higher

costs in the vocational schools is the result of under-utilization of facil-

ities. The student- teacher ratio in general high schools is around 20; that
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1)

for vocatienal schools 12.G.' Averege salaries of instructors in the voca-

tional schools are higher ($7,800 vs. $6,000), but it is not clear whether

this is due to greater training of vocational teachers or a greater avercve

seniority [17, Teble 3, p. 99]. The net result probably is that marginal

costs cf operating the vocational schools are less than averaLe costs com-

puted by Coraz'Aini, so (s.:p-ins:.en of vocational enrollments would not add

en additional ;;;673 per stud:slt (Corazzini notes this).

The non-rando;:i wage survey conducted by Corazzini indicates that grad-

uates of male vocational high schools were being placed with a wage advan-

tage over graduates of general hi,th schools of from 5.04 to $.23 per hour.

Based on a 40-hour workweek over 50 weeks (2,000 hours per year), and ignor-

ing any differences in unemployment. experiences, vocational high school

graduates could be expected to earn from $80 to $560 a year more than grad-

uate.= from ge,n4,1 hi gin

Corazzini does nct calculate benefit--Lost ratios, but he does calculate

"pay- -back periods," or the .length of time it would take graduates from voca-

tional schools to earn back the additional costs of their vocational educa-

tion. The present value of vocational graduates' increased earnings never

will equal the present value of additional costs if the wage differential

remains at $80 per year at either a 5 or 10 percent rate of discount. At the

largest wage differential ($560 a year) it takes more than 6 years for in-

creased earnings to equal additional costs if the discount rate is 5 percent.

2
Not all this difference can be ascribed to the nature of vocational

education versus reneral education, because the student-teacher ratio in the
female vocational school was also 12.6. Presurobly, the girls' vocaticnal
school would have a hii;her proportion of office skills course 7; which zenerally
do not necessitate small classes. Additionally, the vocational high school
curriculum includes non-vocational courses.
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The time required increases to 10 years if a 10 percent rate of discount

is used.

Benefit-cost ratios can be estimated from the above data. Depending on

assumptions concerning the size of the carTings differential, discount rate,

and time horizon, the calculated ratios range from .4 to 2.3 (Table 11-2).

Table 11-2

Benefit-Cost Ratios of Vocational Hiflh Schools in
Wor cester, iiassacriasezts, 1963-64

Earnings Differential 5% Discount Rate 10% Discount Rate

10-Year 30-Year
Time Horizon Time Horizon

10-Year
Ti ma Horizon

30 -Year.

Time Horizon

$320 .8 1.8 .6 .9

$500 1.3 2.8 .9 1.4

Source: Calculated from [17], Table 6, p. 106.

At an assumed earning advantage of $500 and using a 5 percent discount rate,

the benefit-cost ratio equals 1.3 over 10 years, and reaches 2.8 if the time

horizon is extended to 30 years. If the earnings differential is assumed to

be an unweighted average of the range observed by Corazzini ($320), benefit-

cost ratios are somewhat lower, although extending the time horizon beyond

10 years will result in ratios exceeding unity. If the discount rate is 10

percent, benefit-cost ratios generally are less than unity. However, if fav-

orable earnings assumptions are made, and the time horizon extended to 30

years, the ratio equals 1.4.

Data developed by Corazzini indicate that vocational education in Worcester

has not been especially valuable in terms of economic payoff, and he con-

cludes that some alternative program need to be developed in order to serve

students' needs in a less expensive way [p. 120]. According to Corazzini,

yS
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many vocational progreur:s have served only to indicate a career choice; they

have not served to enhance students' econcmic futures [pp. 103-99]. These

conclusicns must be interpreted with the follcwing observations kept in mind.

First, Corazzini notes that he probably has overestimated costs of in-

creasing enrollments in the vocational high s:.:nools, because they appeared

to be underut;lized. r.zeccnd, he has not examined ample .,ens ei:priences

of the vocaticnal high school graduates--the second half of the . :age rate-

employment equation that determines earnings. Last, potential advantages

of vocational education not measured by earnings have not been investiated.

Thus, his conclusions must be examined carefully.

Recalculations of benefit-cost ratios, starting with data presented by

Corazzini and modifying calculations to make the methodology parallel more

common practice, result in substantially different conclusions than those

Corazzini has reached. Taking cost data developed by him, and subtracting

additions he makes for implicit rent and tax imputations results in voca-

ticnal high school costing $512 more a year per student than general high

schools (as opposed to the $678 calculated by Corazzini). The unweighted

average starting pay of vocational high school graduates was $1.93 per hour;

that of general high school students $1.75. Using this $.18 per hour differ-

ential as an estimate of the wage advantage of vocational graduates, and

using Max Eninger's [223 nation-wide data for 1903 general high school and

vocational high school graduates to estimate differences in post-graduation

employment experiences of the two groups, results in an estimated earnings

advantage for vocational graduates of $668 per year.

Benefit-cost ratios calculated on this data appear in Table 11-3. Using

the relatively conservative assumptions of a 10 percent discount rate and a
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Table 11-3

Re-calculated Eenefit-Cost Ratios of Vocational Hijj1 Schools in

Worcester, Eassaenuzetts, 2663-64.1

Discount Rate

5 percent

10 percent

10-Year 30-Y8'6,

V.= I.:.orizon Timr..! Horizon

2.2 4.8

1.5 2.9

aCost differential $512 per year and earnings advantage $668

per year.

Source: Calculated foom Data developed by [17] and [22].

10-year time horizon, the benefit-cost ratio is 1.5. With more liberal

assumptions, a ratio as high as 4.8 results. These estirrates probably are

closer to actual economic results than those presented by Corazzini, and

suggcct that vocational snhools have returnee t:x.momk b,nAfitr; in P):-

cess of costs. These results should not be interpreted to mean that more

funds should be allocated to vocational high schools--alternative methods

of preparing youth for entry into occupations may be still more efficient.

They do suggest, however, that vocational high schools have done more than

simply indicate students' career choices.

Vocational Education in Three Pennsylvania Cities

An extremely detailed study of costs and benefits of vocational educa-

tion in three Pennsylvania cities has been made by Teh-ei Hu, Maw Lin Lee,

and Ernest W. Strcu1dorier
3 (referred to hereafter as Hu) [39]. Hu uses

3Cost data are available for only two of the three cities (A and C),

so, while City B is included in the discussions of the results of vocational

education, it is not included in calculations of benefit-cost ratios.
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cross - sectional data over a five-year period between 1956 and 1960 to cal-

culate the margin:13 costs (additional coots) of educating students in voca-

tional and in coaLgrchensive hiLh schools (Table 11-4).

Table 11-4

Marginal Cot of Cz.ararinq Echcc'is in at;es A anc,
C, for Fi.;cal l259-130

ra;,e n)11sed on Avc: Daily Attence (i.A

City A City C

Comprehensive Vocational Comprehensive Vocational

Year ADA Marginal ADA Marginal Pfl; Marginal ADA Marginal
Costs Costs Costs Costs

1956 1,834 $33]. 1,772 $403 2,232 $240 2,031 $432
1957 1,827 411 1,667 466 2,714 285 2,222 365
1958 1,820 325 1,254 476 2,513 289 2,294 ]94
1959 1,993 325 1,279 465 2,511 259 2,474 210
1960 2,126 313 1,303 540 2,458 329 2,428 279

].956 -60 1,917 308 1,426 464 2,505 270 . 2,316 386

Source: [39], Tables z0 and 21, pp. 123-24.

In both cities, comprehensive high schools were less expensive to oper-

ate than vocational schools. Between 1956 and 1960, marginal costs of voca-

tional schOols in City A were $156 above comprehensive schools. In City C,

they were $116 above comprehensive schools. Marginal costs of both types of

schools were lower in City C than in City A.

flu utilizes equations developed from the cost data to estimate opts

enrollments of the high schools, i.e., school size where average costs per

student would be minimized. Ignoring capital costs, optimal enrollment of

comprehensive schools in City A is 2,957; in City C, 3,191 (Table 11-5).

The optimal size of vocational schools in Cities A and C respectively is
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Table 11-5

Schciol Duvlironts that t...'ould 1-11.nim;-,c2 AvPrac-,

Stu-lent Cot in Two Cition, 1956-GO

Comprehensive Vocational

City A 2,957 2,295

City Aa 3,350 1,958

City C 3,191 3,339

aIncluding capital costs.

Source: [39], p. 125.

2,295 and 3,339. When capital costs are included in City A, the optimal-

sized comprehensive school increases and the optimal-sized vocational school

decreases.

Economic benefits to society are measured by the earnings advantage of

voc,ational 'high graduates over cmpt graduates...61. 4..~.1.

during six years following graduation. The earnings advantage is controlled

fqr differences in I.Q., race, marital status, ond level of father's educa-

tion. Average monthly earnings of graduates, when differences in personal

characteristics have been controlled far, appear in Table 11-6. It is inter-

esting to note that academic graduates earned less than graduates of any

4
Hu notes that these calculations are tentative, and should be inter-

preted canc.fully. Thu attempt to say something about the optimal-sized school
relative to the actual size of those being utilized, is important. By making
such estimates, we can say so :tithing about the efficiency with which current
schools are being operated. According to Goldfarb [ 26], the assumption made
by most coal- benefit studies- -that prcErams ale being efficiently operated--is
a major failing . To thy: extent that efficiency of the programs is discussed,
then, this fault of cost-benefit analysis is avoided.
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Table 11-6

Average Eont.hly Earninsa of c-.,n-College-Bc:und Hil7h School
Graduates in a Si-Year Period Folic/all-IL Graduation

Average Before-Tax
Curriculum Monthly Ezanings

First Year Sixth Year Six-Year
Average

Aeadegdc $292 $441 $415

Voc-Academic 344 486 469

Voc-Comp 349 463 451

General 322 454 433

Voc-Technical 354 491 463

a
In 1960 prices.

Source: [39], Table 26, p. 137, and Table 27, p. 140.

other curricillun. First -year monthly earnings weY's .'")92, compared +e,

$349, and $354 for vocational-academic, vocational-comprehensive, and voca-

tional-technical graduates, respectively. Graduates of the vocational-tech-

nical curriculum experienced highest earnings of all graduates in the first

5
Hu differentiates between graduates of five different curricula. Allof them except vocational-technical graduated from comprehensive high schools.The five types of curricula are described as follows:

"1) the academic curriculum for those who were college orientated;
2) the vocational-academic curriculum for those who had a dual quali-

fication both as academic and vocational-technical graduates;
3) the general curriculum, whose curriculum was below the level of

college preparatory and whose basic characteristic appears to be a
lack of specific career orientation;

4) the vocational-comprehensive curriculum, which included those who
took vocationally oriented courses but whose preparation was less
concentrated than vccational-technical; and

5) the vocational-technical curriculum for those who concentrated their
efforts in a coherent area of vocational or technical study [39, p.133]."

All of the earnings data refer only to those high school graduates who did
not attend college.
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and sixth year: (S354 and S491 respectively), although vocational-academic

graduates avera^,ed most during the entire period ($469). In each case,

however (except for vocational-academic), the earnings advantage of non-

academic-curricula graduates decreased over the six-year period. Table TT-7

shows that in the first year after graduation, vocational-comprehensive

Table 11-7

Annual Earnings Advantarea of :Ion-Academic Gra:luates Over Acade7Lic
Graduates in a Six-Year Period Following Graduation

Curriculum First Year Sixth Year Six-Year Average

Voc-Academic $624 $600 $648

Voc-Comprchensive 684 288 432

Voc-Technical 744 600 576

aIn 1960 prices, gross of taxes.

Source: Tabae 11-6 above.

graduates earned $684 more than academic graduates. By the sixth year they

were earning only $288 more. Vocational-technical graduates earned $744

more the first year, and $600 more the sixth. Over the 6-year period, voca-

tional- technical graduates averaged $576 more than academic graduates. Voca-

tional-academic graduates (from comprehensive schools) averaged $648 more

over the 6-year period.

Since differential cost data exist only for vocational-technical schools

and comprehensive schools as such, it is not possible to calculate benefit-

cost ratios for curricula other than vocational-technical. Eu calculates

what seems (to this writer) to be very conservative benefit-cost ratios when

vocational-technical education is viewed as an alternative to the curricula in

comprehensive schools. The benefit-cost ratios in Table II-8 are calculated

si
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Table 11-8

Benefit -Cot Ratioz, of Vocaticnal-Technicel vs. Comprehensive
High SchcDl 1'rez;r,4ms in Ten Cities in Pennsylvania, 1953-60

Discount Rate

5 percent

10 psacent

B/C in City A

1.3

1.1

Source: [30], Table 43,p. 171.

E/C in City C

2.9

2.3

with the assumptions that benefits (earnings.differentials) are contant

and equal to the six-year average over six years and then change to zero,

and that total marginal costs in the vocational-technical schools are the

relevant costs for computing the ratios. Even so, the lowest benefit-cost

ratios in Cities A and C are 1.1 and 2.3 respectively. The data thus sug-

gest that vocational-technical schools, when viewed as an alternative to

comprehensive schools taken as a whole (including both academic dnd voca-

tional education), return more in benefits than they cost.

It is not clear, however, that Hu has calculated the benefit-cost ratios

on comet cost data. The ratios are arrived at by use of the additional

benefits of vocational-technical schools over comprehensive schools, but the

additional costs over no school at all. More relevant costs are the differ-

ences in marginal costs between vocational-technical schools and comprehen-

sive schools; or, the cost of transferring a student from a comprehensive

school to a vocational-technical school

Hu calculates such ratios, but labels them "ratio of difference in mar-

ginal benefits to difference in Trarginal costs" rather than "benefit-cost

6This is the marginal cost concept.



ratio." Ratios Laced on the differences in marginal costs and benefits are

larger than thooe calculated by Hu. These ratios appear in Table

Table 11-9

Restated Benefit-Cost Patio ca of Vccat4ondl
vs. Compn:Alennive Ei-h :oho )1 7-1:-.):7r.ains in

Two Cities in Pennsylvania, 1!-.66-60

Discount Rate

10-Year
Time. Horizon

City A City C

30-Year
Time Horizon

City A City C

5 percent 3.7 9.5 7.5 18.8

10 percent 3.0 7.5 4.6 11.5

TT-9.

a
Based on "ratio of difference in marginal benefits to difference in

marginal cost."

Source: [39], Table 43, D. 171, and Table 41, p. 168. Hu limits his
calculations to a six-year period on the iustification that there is a con-
vergence of earnings by the sixth year of the two groups, and no earnins
data or cy,,,dialiie aftl., That. Daze of Laf.r=ren-J.Js in 43
of that study, hcwever, do not shcw this convergence. Thus I have extended
the period of observation on the justification that the earnings co not
necessarily converge, and to make these ratios more comparable to others
presented in this pager..

With conservative e;s=ptions (10 percent discount rate and 10-year time

horizon), benefit-cost ratios in Cities A and C respectively are 3.0 and 7.5.

Favorable assumptions (5 percent discount rate and 30-year time horizon) yield

respective ratios of 7.5 and 18.8.

One might be tempted to conclude that more money should be spent on vo-

cational-technical schools than presently is spent (at least in Cities A and

C in Pennsylvania). But this is not a safe conclusion to reach, for the fol-

lowing reason. The calculated ratios compare costs and benefits of graduates

from vocational-technical schools against all graduates of comprehensive

schools (who did not attend college) , including vocational graduates from those

schools. We have learned nothing about the relative efficiency of offering

C3
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vocational edeeation in a vocational-technical school versus offering it in

a comprehensive sthool, an iportant failing if a policy commitment has been

made to offer vocational education. Nor have we learned anything about the

efficieecy of vecational education in a comprehensive school versus academic

education.

Hu's study is a "gold ndne" of information concerning relative exper-

iences of vocational and non-vozational graduates, and the experiences of

vocaticnal gradeates with different characteristics. A few of these observa-

tions are presented below.

The earnings experiences of vocational-technical graduates varied con-

siderably depending on these students' courses. The first year following

graduation, those taking Agriculture and Horticulture courses earned least of

all graduates; $108 a month less than those taking Commercial courses. Grad-

ates 4e. To-I flesign eerned e.c.,st4S4 a month more than Comaarcial course

graduates. By the sixth year, Building Trade graduates were earning $166 a

month less than Ccmmercial graduates, who in turn were earning $140 a month

less than graduates in Agriculture and Horticulture. The low income of

Building Trades graduates is difficult to understand, unless a high percentage

of these graduates was unable to find work in the trades and took jobs in oc-

cupations other than those trained for.

Occupational classifications with minus signs beside the earnings figures

in Table II-10 widet be regarded as lower wage occupations (relatively), and

those with positive amounts as higher wage occupations. Except for Building

Trades, the occupations with minus signs follow most pre-conceived expecta-

tions. Food Cervices, Discritaative Education, Personal Services, and Cloth-

ing and Fabrics are often reLarded as lewer paying occupations. Graduates.of
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Table 11-10

Relative Avera7e Before-Tax Monthly Earninu, ENperien-e-s o
Vocationel-Tecnnical Graduates in Ponnsylvania

Course

First Year

Graduation

Sixth Year
Folicwitv,
Grx_luation

Six-Year
Average

CoNnF2rcial $ - $ - $ -
FO:Tj vice - 70 - 16 - 21

i'rades - 36 -166 - 87
Mechanical and R,r,v1i,- - 58 45 4
Tool D..itsign 94 110 98
Wood Working Occupations - 21 69 51
Electrical S Electronics 0 8 8

& Horticulta.e -108 140 34
Professional Occupations - 30 79 26
Distributive Education 3 - 71 - 49
Personal Services - 75 - 84 - 85
Clothing and Fabrics 11 -49 -23

`Measured as earnings relative to graduates in ComaIrcial courses.

Source: [39], Table 39, p. 162.

these curricula earned from:01 to $85 a month less than Commercial graduates

over the first six years following graduation. Mechanical and Repair, Tool

Design, Wood Working, Electrical and Electronics, Agriculture and Horticulture,

and ProfesSional Occupations often are regarded as higher paying occupations.

Graduates with these skills did in fact earn more than the average vocational-

technical student.

On the other hand, these earnings figures reflect the effect ofwith-

drawals from the labor force. Thus, occupations for which a relatively large

number of women are trained, even if higher paying occupations, will show lower

than average earnings if a large number of women get married and stop working.

These relative earnings, however, should not be regarded as meaningless.

To the extent that we are interested in increasing future incomas as much as

possible with current expenditures, we will want to train persons in occupations

c.
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characterizee by high earnings. Thus we will want to give preference in train-

ing to those meet likely to reuelin in the labor force. Since other goals

also are important, this should not necessarily be the overriding factor.

Additional findins:

(1) Vocational-technical graduates in training-related jobs earned $648 more

the first year following gradual:ion than those with jobs in non-training-related

occupations. By the sixth year this earnings difference had disappeared.

(2) In the short-run, those who completed some type of post-high school train-

ing earned less (as expected) than those who worked. Six years after gradua-

tion, however, they were earning $33 a month more than those without additional

formal training.

(3) Males earned more than females, and the differential increased over the

six-year neriod.

(4) I.Q. was related positively to earnings, but affected earnings very little.

(5) The father's educational level did not affect earnings of graduates.

(6) significant differences showed in vocational-technical students' earn-

ings in tht three cities studied. (This means that the substantial differ-

ence in benefit-cost ratios between Cities A and C [Table 11-9] was due partly

to lower earnings of academic graduates as well as to slightly lower costs

of education.)

(7) Academic graduates experienced highest unemployuent the first year fol-

lowing greduation. They were unemployed 1.8 months longer than vocational-

technical graduates, 1.7 months longer than vocational-comprehensive graduates,

and 1.5 and 1.1 months longer than vocational-academic and general graduates,

respectively.

(8) Academic graduates took longer to find first jobs following graduation

than other types of geaduates.
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(9) During the sixth year folloaing Eraduation, vocational-technical r,radu-

ates were still experiencing siglificantly less unemployment than aaderoic

graduates in spite of the fact that after six years, occupation wits not re-

lated to type of graduate..

(10) Dropouts of vocational-tee Inical pro` rans fared better than droi.cuts

of comprehensive schools. (Since. there raib:t be significant difference.s in

characteristics of students enterim.7, these progrz::::s, this observation =at

be interpreted with care.)

(11) Vocational-techni.cal graduates obtairrid ws.-,re jobs in areas of their

career interests than non-vocational-technical grezduates. Thus, vocational-

technical graduates were able to pursue their interests more closely than

other types of graduates .

(12) No difference in frecuency of voting. existed between n.naduates of dif-

ferent curricula.

(13) No differences showed in the aspiration levels of students among the

various curricula.

(14) Vocational-technical graduates required an average of but 3 months

less on-the-job training than graduates of other curricula and earned $245

more during that training period.

(15) Race did not affect earnings [39; pp. 147-195].

These observationa indicate that vocational-technical graduates exper-

ience benefits other than those ineasured by relative earnints. On the other

hand, to the extent that voting behavior is an indication of good citizen-

ship, vocational training does not make them better citizens. Hu reaches

a predictable conclusion from the above analysis.
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This study hee ireacated that further investeent in vin t1
edecatien is werth-ehile. It coos not nceeesarily iol-

low that all alteeetive 2.nveeeeL-nts are not mere werthwhile.
Further stuciLee are rceluiree to evaluate alternative pro.reems
of vocational or oecupaticnal education Epp. 237-38].

Vocational. Education in One Pennsylvania City

A study closely areseciated with that performed by Hu, Lee and

Stremedorfer hee Leen conducted by Kaufeeln and Lewis [44] . Like the Hu study,

Kaufman and Levi e (referred to heleafter as the Kaufman study) are interested

in vocational education in Pennsylvania. They are interested in a broader

evaluation of the vocational education process than Hu, but they also examine

the employment and earnings experiences of vocational graduates, and compute

benefit-cost ratios. Kaufman utilizes some of the cost data developed by Hu,

but examines the experiences of 1960 and 1962 graduates through 1964.

Kaufman msPs rust Beta from school records in one lerin nity.

graduates were collected through mailed questionnaires. Per-student costs

of vocational education were estimated to be $553 per year ($2,212 undiscounted

over 4 years). Per-year average benefits were $838 (as Treasured by the vo-

cational-non-vocational earnings differential) over the 4-year period follow-

ing graduation (2 years for the 1962 graduates). Kaufman controls for sex,

race, I.Q., occupation, father's educational level, post-high school train-

ing, and training relatedness of employment. On the assumption that benefits

would remain constant over the entire working life of graduates (estimated to

be 47 years), the following benefit-cost ratios have been calculated. With

a discount of 5 percent and a 10-year time horizon, the benefit-cost ratio is

2.7. If the time horizon is extended to 30 years the ratio increases to 5.4.

Even at the relatively high discount rate of 10 percent the respective ratios
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for the 2 tim e. horizons arc 2.0 and 3.0. may conclude that vocational cd-

ucaticn in Pennsylvania has been returning more in benefits than it coot.

Table II-11

Benefit-Cost 1:atios of Vocational Ecluc:ltion
in 01:C Pennzylvan:i.... City, ir3i.,0-'34

10-Year 30-Year
Discol.Ant Rate Tira Horizon

5 percent 2.7 5.4

10 percent 2.0 3.0

Source: Calculated from [44], pp. 142-145.

It is important to note that most of the earnings adve.ntag-e experienced

by vocational graduates in Pennsylvania was due to their more regular employ-

ment rather than higher wage rates. The average weekly starting pay of both

TtN , Arm%%Az:Cu 1.41C 00:t= 0CAL.= Q. say AUAI Cr ILA vy.-;c2A-1y41=1 617.a.wactL=Q wczza Ju.

Vocational graduates earned more than academic graduates because they were

employed about six percent more of the time, and because their wages increased

faster [44, pp. 105-06]. These advantages, according to Kaufman

. . . -appeared to be associated with obtaining a job which was
related to their preparation. The employment stability and
average monthly eax'nincs indices were siEnificantly hither for
those graduates whose first jobs were highly related to their
training [pp. 108-09].

This fact becomes more significant when Kaufman finds that even when only a

modest number of vocational graduates entered the labor market each year,

many could not find jobs closely related to their training.

As Table 11-12 shows, Architectural Drafting graduates were most suc-

cessful in finding jobs cicsely related to their training, with 80 percent

finding such jobs. Next "best" area of study was in the Dusiness Education

curriculum with 78 percent. Auto Body Repair (64 percent) and Sheet Metal
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Table II-12

Perccritage of 'ocaticr.al Cr..72.uates from

One Pt:nn:;ylvani,,. C.i::y tic ,z;

Identical to, or. Ei Ehiy

to a'hair Training

Program

Percent Findin: Jobs
for Which Incy
Were Train.::.-.1

Business Education 78

Trade and Industrial
Sheet ! :L--al 62
Auto Body 64
Printing 58
Plumbing 54
Machine Shop 54
Carpentry 40
Auto Nechanics 44
Bricklaying 29
Welding 38
Cabinet PlakinL; 28

Tecnnical

Architectbral Drafting 80
Mechanical Drawing 54
Electronics 31
Industrial Chemistry 40

Source: 1:411), Table 48 p. 92, and Table 49, p. 93.

Work (62 percent) ran a somewhat distant third and fourth. The relatively

small success of graduates of some of the building trades skills in finding

training-related jobs (and the earnings disadvantage ex-parienced in jobs un-

related to training) is consistent with Hu's findings that many vocational-

technical students in building trades courses earn less than the average

vocational-technical graduate.

Part of the difficulty vocational graduates experienced in finding

training-related jobs may lie with poor school placement services. Kaufman

reports that about 20 percent of graduates' initial jobs result front school
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p:1,-vocItryt effcrt.s [44, T.:,1)1(: p. 90]. Kaufman feels, hc over, that a

large part of in schsls' efforts to turn cut vocational

graduat.3 sp-7!Ci:liyead feels that vocational schools

would do to offer but broaler, courses of study [p. 129].

Kaufi_an siNcral °tn.-Jr observationz in evaluating ext.eriences of

voviti=a1 Firat, self-evaluaLion by vocational and non- vocational

graduatt.:s Indicated that vocatio nal st-utents felt batter pr.:Tared for their

first jobs than did non-vocational graduates. Lut supervisors felt just the

reverse--that nm-vocational L-raduates performed better on their first jobs

than vocational gra:luates [Tables 51 and 52, pp. 96-97]. clear explana-

tion for this app.:ars. Last, when graduates were asked to rate their first

jobs with respect to satisfaction in tyr...e of work, pay and promotion oppor-

tunities, no differences in ratings emerge between vocational and non-voca-

1-4^:1111 grnr1"I'tir:n DV-42 E5 "1e. Th,

deriving no more satisfaction frrm their first jobs than non-vocational

graduates.

Kaufman's study indicates that investment in vocational education as

conducted in Pennsylvania was worthwhile insofar as it returned more in economic

benefits than it cost. On the other hand, vocational prog-sms were not ac-

complishing much when measured by their students' job performance or job sat-

isfaction.

Kaufman refuses to suggest that his study results indicate that more funds

should be shifted into vocational education as it has been conducted in the

past. He suggests, rather, that programs should be reorganized to make them

less job specific and more meaningful and relevant to students with various

disadvantages , pp. 116-17].
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Vocational Education !Al Yoliti City

In hio r/L: vccatknil c-Llucatien in New Yortz CityiNichael Taussig

DO reaches a different concluzdon conarninz the economic efficiency of

vocational education from the ::_ttlpor,, G Lh. three previous studies examined

[17], [39], and [44]
7

Te.uf.:siF;'s study was prompted by the Net. York City

School Board's decir-:ion to ITV;C. al/ay fro::-. a ty,tclm of i)e.pate acadeaic and

vocational high schools tcward a sy'sttam of c==chenoive hi7h schools.

According to Taussig, this dscision was influenced by civil rights groups

which objected to a separate school system co !.prised of large number of min-

ority group.. Additionally, both research and casual obser:ation su7aested

that vocational schools were not effective in preparing students for problems

they would have to face wen they leift school. If true, little justifica-

tion could be found for the higher per-student costs of vocational school.

ILau subg,..oteu high db an ditx..maLive

to separate vocational schools. Taussig has attempted to discover if voca-

tional high schools were more effective than academic high schools in prepar-

ing students for the labor market, and if so, were effective enough to justify

their additional costs.

In 1965 New York City's school system included GO academic high schools

and 29 vocational high schools with respective total enrollnents of 200,000

and 40,000. Of the 29 vocational schools, 24 were "multi- trade" schools.

The other 5 offered individual trades in Art and Design, Automotive Trades,

Aviation, Fashion Industries, and Printing generally were considered to be

better than multi-trade schools [90, p. 64].

7Whilc Corazzini axes with Taussig concerning the apparent low economic
returns of vocational education, recall that "reasonable" maripulation of
Corrazzini's data rtIoulted in benefit-cost ratios exceeding one. The same
thing happens with Tauzsig's data.
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Taussig cost data collected by the schools, and estimates that cur-

rent annual ctudr.:nt were $974 and $1,391 in the acada:lic and voca-

ional schools r:_spectively (Table 11-13). Respective per - student' capital

Table 11-13

Annual P.:..r-Sta.::::rit Cczts of Vocational Schools
ire 1.;aw City, 10C14-6:3

Academic Vocational
High ScLosis High Schools Differential

Current Costs $ 974 $1,391 $417

Capital Costs 214 306 92

Total Costs $1,188 $1,697 $509

Source: [90], Table 2, p. 78.

costs were estiTated at $214 and $306. The total annual per-student costs

u Arnnof v....:..ztional .7

notes two factors that suggest actual costs of increasing enrollments in vo-

cational schools were less than this amount. First, there is good evidence

that the vocational schools were under-utilized, so that transferring addi-

tional students to them from academic schools would not add an additional

$519 per student. Second, some vocational school facilities were utilized

for evening classes, ". . . so that the higher capital costs of the vocational

programs are overstated to some unknown extent [90, p. 79]." On the other

hand, Taussig feels actual capital costs probably have been underestimated in

vocational schools because the original estimate did not allow for replace-

ment of equipment. Also, if the alternative of vocational school students is

considered to b a general. academic curriculum rather than college prepara-

tory, academic high school costs probably have been overstated [90, pp. 79-80].

Taussig concludes that he is not sure of the net direction of the bias [p. 80].
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Questionnaires mailed to students by the schools were the source of

benefit data. Table 11-14 contains post-p.raduation employment experiences

of the high school graduates. The short-run nature of the figures mekes

Table 11-14

Percent of T i Linemp.lo:iA Fo Graduation U.:ter:ix:need

by Vocational. and 1,:en-VecAtionel School Gra::.luatc,:s

in Ee.w `Zo-rtk City, 1364-65

Academic Vocational
Graduates Graduates

Average Experience 17.6 10.5

Males 25.5 10.8

Source: (90], p. 70.

them merely suggestive, but they do indicate that vocational high school

graduates experience less unemployment following graduation than graduates

of academic high c-31-slc. This difference is csp^4.11y n^t4^.1-le for

males. Male graduates from academic high schools were unemployed 25.5 per-

cent of the time after graduation, while graduates from the vocational high

schools were "only" unemployed 10.8 percent of the time. Taussig notes,

however, that acadanic high school graduates are not necessarily a good con-

trol group because some vocational schools screen entering students, more

academic school graduates are likely to enter the armed forces, and race has

not been controlled for [90, p. 71].

While vocational school graduates were employed more of the time than

academic school graduates, it is not clear that they earned a wage premium.

For example, salaries of graduates from the 7 all-female vocational schools

about equalled median entrance salaries for inexperienced typists in New York

City--$1.50 per hour as compared to $62 to $65 per week Cp. 75]. Additionally,
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Taussig cites a follow-up study conducted in a suburban county ncar New York

City of earnings of vocational and non-vocational graduates, immediately

following graduation and after six years. It detected no significant differ-

ence between earnings of the two types of graduates [p. 77]. Thus Taussig

cannot find firm evidence that the vocational curriculum offers an economic

advantage to students over the non-vocational curriculum.

TWo other aspects of the ability of vocational education to increase

earnings are examined. First, Taussig hypothesizes that vocational students

placed in training-related jobs should earn more than vocational students not

so placed. A 12-cent differential prevailed in favor of such male graduates

($1.48 per hour vs. $1.36 per hour), but not for female graduates [p. 76].

Second, he hypothesizes that vocational school graduates should earn more

than vocational school dropouts. However, a 1965 survey of 1962 graduates

from the School of Printing indicates that the ". . . earnings differentials

between its graduates and its dropouts averaged only $1.00 per week, both

inimediately after graduation and again after 2 years [90, p. 76]."8

Taussig suggests that employers simply use vocational schools as a

screening device in a labor market characterized by excess supplies of labor,

and that they increasingly tend to hire only at entry-level jobs and promote

internally. The burden of unemployment, then, is merely shifted from voca-

tional graduates to academic graduates, with no net effect on total employ-

ment or earnings [90, pp. S647]. This probable shifting of unemployment,

combined with inflexible apprenticeship programs, tends to limit the wage-

advantage possibilities of vocational graduates.

8
The main cause for this, according to Taussig, is probably the apprentice-

ship program graduates of the School of Printing must go through after they
graduate. High school training apparently does not decrease the time the
graduates mart spend as apprentices.
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Tauss ig declines to calculate a specific benef it-cost ratio for voca-

tional hiEh echools in row Yorl. City because it ". . . would give a false

precision to the incomplete evidence available. . . [p. 82]." He concludes,

however, that he eeenet find firm evidence that vccational schools in New

York City yield pesitive economic benefits. The evident lack of economic

benefite cou3d ;'D unnoticed by those operating the city's education program

becuasn Tauesie ,ezels the vocational schools themselves did not have goals

that unuld ineicate whether vocational training brought positive economic

benefit e. Three 4,L2licit criteria used in evaluadng past 7rogrems--(l)

good conditeces within Qle =heels, (2) placement in training-related jobs,

(3) satisfied employerscould all be satisfied in the absence of economic

beneiits [90, pp. 84-85].

Nan - economic benefits may exist though; and Taussig also considers the

tossibiley that vocational.wogrems may serve as a dropout-prevention

program." not enough data are available to test this. Students in vocational

sathools also may receie/e high consumption benefits. Study of the subject

matter itself might be highly valued by many students and delivered unmeasured

benefits.

Taussig insists that the displacement effect is goihg to be strong unless

vocational graduates earn a wage premium over non - vocational graduates (dem-

onstrating that they are recognized by employers as being more productive and

capable of performing jobs which are not suitable for non-vocational gradu-

ates). This insistence on wage differential appears prudent. Unfortunately,

9T is possibility is reasonable in ligte: of a survey cited by Ribich
[69, p. 60] revealing that the prime reason students give for dropping out
of school is lack of interest in subject meteev. Ecencmic reasons are given
less frequently. Hopefully, a student could find something of interest in
a multi-skill vocational school.
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no one yet has demonstrated that displacement does not occur even if a wage

differential exists. The differential. simply way represent pe.,rt of the costs

faced by empicyers of train-11v, non-vocational school graduates. Employers

would then prefer to hire vocational praduates when available even at higher

wages, and hire non-vocational graduates at leer waees when vocational

graduates are not available. Displacement of non-vocational graduates occurs

in either case.

Even if we could insist on finding a wage rate advantage for vocational

graduates before concluding that vocational education yields positive economic

benefits, Taussig's data are too fragmentary to allow any firm conclusion

either way. Additionally, he does not control for differences in personal

characteristics between vocational and academic graduates. But since Corazzini

[17] has reached conclusions similar to Taussig with no better data, Taussig's

data just as legitimately (sic) can be adjusted in the same manner as

Corazzini's.

If the cost data are adjusted to ignore capital costs (common practice),

and if the liege and employment experiences of New York City graduates mirror

those of the national sample of vocational graduates collected by Eninger

(see Table II-21),10 earnings of vocational high school graduates exceed

those of academic graduates by a sufficient amount to achieve benefit-cost

ratios that all exceed one. As Table 11-15 indicates, the lowest ratio (with

a 10-year time horizon and a 10 percent rate of discount) is 1.3. Liberalizing

10
Actually, the national experience of vocational-technical graduates

is substantially better than the average vocational Fraduate's, so the aZSUMp-
tion underlying the adjustmont is that vocational-recnnical graduates fared
somewhat worse in New York City than they did nationally.

Go 7
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Table II-15

Benefit-Cost Pi.itios of Vocationnl-Technical iii;h Schso ls
in New York City, 19G4-65

10-Year
Discount :-;ate Time Horizon

rJ

10 tcrcent

30-Year
Time Horizon

1.8 3.6

1.3 2.0

Source : Calculated from [ 22] zuld [ 90] .

the assumptions to a la.ler discount rate and a longer time horizon increases

the calculated ratio to 3.6. The. cautious conclusion then mign t be reached

that vocational education in New York City does yield significant economic

benefits.

Experiences of a National Sampling of Vocational Graduates

The most comprehensive data concerning the economic impact or secondary

vocational education on its graduates was compiled by Max Eninger in 1965

[Z2]. While his is not a cost-benefit study, riot being concerned with the

costs of vocational education, its broad coverage provides a kind of "check"

on the local studies of Hu [39] and Kaufman [44] examined earlier. Eninger

has drawn his data from a nationwide sample of 10,000 mole high school grad-

uates stratified by geographic area, school enrollrrent , and type of school.

This 1965 sample included graduates of 1953, 1958 and 1962 from 100 high

schools (50 comorehensive and 50 vocational-technical) in 38 states. The

study indicates that graduates of vocational curricula who do not go on to

college consistently earn higher incomes and are employed more regularly than .

non-vocational graduates of comprehensive high schools who also do not attend

college.
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A vocational -raduate's first benefit was a shortencd period between

graduation and firm: job. In 1953, vocational graduates averaged 1.3 months

betw,xm gra:luaticn and their first jobs, while academic graduates required

Table 11-16

Number oc: roni.ha Graduation and First Job
ford I:ational Eple of Echcol Graduates

in 1953, 1558 and

Year of Vocational Academic
Graduation Graduates Graduates

1953 1.3 2.6

1958 2.3 4.0

1962 1.7 2.8

Average 1.8 3.1

Source: [22], p. 5-44.

'.5 months to f4nd employment. In 1958, a rococo:Lon ycar, vocational gi adu-

ates spent more time seeking first jobs than in either 1953 or 1962 (2.3

months vs. 1.3 and 1.7 months respectively), but the recession lengthened

even further the initial unemployment time for academic graduates (4.0 months

vs. 2.6 and 2.8 months respectively). One reason for this may lie in the

vocational graduates' greater preparation for employment. Another probably

lies in the placement efforts of vocational schools. Eninger reports that

37.7 percent of vocational graduates found first jobs as a direct result of

assistance from their schools, while only 5.6 percent of academic graduates

found jobs through such assistance. Academic graduates tended to rely rrore

heavily on aid from relatives and friends than did vocational graduates; 50.9

percent of academic graduates and 31.9 percent of vocational graduates found

initial employment through this method [22, Table 77, p. 5-38].



kihilc vocational graduates wore able to find initial jc.ls rapidly

than non-vocational vraduates, the wa:;c rata:. received (...n those jobs are less

gratifying. Toe 1053 graduates of vocational pro,-.ra= actually earned $.13

an hour le3s than acadamio graduJaos 01.3i 1- hour V3. The 1953

Table 11-17

Hourly r., ^c Rates in Jobs cf 19:".F: and 1962

Vocational and Ilcaic Lizh ahool Gva:luates--

Year Graduate
Initial

Differenti alb
Cut.:.-ent

Wirt; Differentialb

1953 Vocational $1.31 -.13 $3.02 -.04
Academic 1.44 3.06

1958 Vocational 1.46 -.02 2.46 .11
Acade:aic 1.48 2.35

1962 Vocational 1.46 .02 2.01 .14
Academic 1.414. 1.87

'Students who mlbsequentiv did not attend college.

b
Hourly wage of vocational graduate less hourly wage of academie graduate.

c
1964

Source: E22], Tables 148 and 154, pp. 9-44 and 9-53.

graduates of vocational programs earned only $.02 an hour less than academic

graduates on first jobs. In 1962, however, vocational graduates reversed

this and began their first jobs with an $.02 wage-rate advantage over non-

vocational graduates. One might conclude from this that the 'quality of voca-

tional education relative to general education has been increasing between

1953 and 1962.
11

An interesting observation is that academic graduates began

1L
More accurately, vocational education probably im;zoved relative to

academic education tetwaan the classes attending 1949-1953 and 1955-1962.



at $1.44 an hour in 1062 as wall as in 19!:,2. 'fhair avcrage beginning wage

did not chanria. At the same ti:ne, entry of vocational graduates in-

creased by $.15 an frcal $1.31 to $1

Although vocational vaacluat,-.to were not faring as well with respect to

entry wa.7,es as otner i:raduatea in 1953 a;'al 12E8, the.y were receiving more

rapid wage increasaa :711-a:: employers. As a result, by 1964 the 1953 voca-

tional graduates were earning, only $.04 an hour less than other graduates.

The 1958 vocational graduates experienced a change in relative wages from

$.02 an hour less in 1958, to $.11 an hour !Lore in 1964 than non-vocationd.i_

graduates. In only 2 years (batwe-tn 1962 and 1964) the 1962 graduates in-

creased their was advantage from $.02 to $.14 an hour. The evidence is

clear and consistent. Graduates of vocational progrears receive wage increases

more rapidly than other types of high school graduates .12

Vocational graduates of 1953 and 1958 may have started at lower wages

than their non-vocational contcmooraries, but, along with the 1962 vocational

gx;aduates, they consistently experienced less =employment than academic grad-

uates. Between 1953 and 1964, the 1953 vocational graduates were employed

93.5 percent of the -dale, 3.9 percentage points more than academic graduates

of that year. The 1958 graduates of vocational programs'were employed 4.8 more

percentage points, and the 1962 graduates 8.8 more percentage points than

academic graduates.

12
It must be remembered that the comparisons are between vocational high

school graduates who do not receive post-hi01 school education and non-voca-
tional graduates 'eine also do not go on to school. To the extent that a voca-
tional education in hia;n achcol nxiuces -Ow: probability that a student will
attend a two- or four-}'a ar the a(lvantage in carninr;s observed above
tends to ovaratate the acttlal advantage of vocational education. Additionally,
Eninger has not controlled for personaa.,' cliffe.rences batween vocaticnal and non-
vocational E,raduatcs. The bias this introduces in un'raloc.In. He :ever, earnings
projections in Table 11-23 frc:n Eninger's b.alafit data are lov.ior.. than those
from Huts [39], iind has cor.trolled for such diffenances.
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Table 11-18

Percent of Time Employed by 1953, 1958 and 1962
Vocational and Acade:Fic Graduates

from Graduation Until 1964

Year of
Graduation

1953

Type of
Graduate

Vocational

Percent of Tima
Employed

93.5

Difference Ecteen
the Two Ty,es of

Graduates

Academic 89.6 3.9

1958 Vocational 88.0
Academic 83.2 4.8

1962 Vocational 85.0
Academic 76.2 8.8

Source: [22], Table 121, pp. 9-10.

Apparently, then, vocational graduates are more successful in their

employment experiences than academic graduates. They are receiving more

rapid wage increases and experiencing less unemployment. Additionally,

their entry wage rates may now be higher.

From the above information it is possible to estimate the value of voca-

tional education to society (relative to non-college bound academic graduates)

at the time of graduation of the 1953, 1958 and 1962 vocational crnaduates.

These estimates will be based on (1) the relatively conservative assumption

that the wage rate advantage (or disadvantage) of vocational graduates may

be estimated by averaging wage-rate differentials in Table 1117 and that

this differential will remain constant throughout the time period being con-

sidered, and (2) the assumption that the relative unemployncnt experiences of

vocational and academic graduates of the various years, as presented in Table

11-18 will remain unchanged in the future.

Values in Table 11-19 can be interpreted as estimates of what one might

be willing to pay to receive vocational education in leiu of a general education
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Table 11-19

Value of Vocat3. 7:1. Educ at ion 1).e la t t.7c to :Ion-Vccaticnal
Educati.cn at fn.:: F.i5:h thc., of

i0:1 f1;

1953, 195::: 1'362'

10-Year 30 -Year
Time Hori=n florizon

Year of
Graduation

5 Percent
Discount Rate

10 Percent
Disce..mt Rate

5 Percent
Discount Rate

10 Percent
Discount Rate

1953 $ 127 $ 101 $ 254 $ 155

1958 2,015 1,604 4,012 2,456

1962 3,300 2,626 6,563 4,005

a
Includes vocational education in comprehensive and vocational-technical

high schools.

Source: Calculated from Tables 11-17 and 11-18.

in olx.lex. , ju6i. to j1: even.13 inc value of vocational education to so:let.;

(as measured by increased earnings) in 1953 for 1953 graduates was quite

modest; only several hundred dollars. Earnings of the 1958 vocational grad-

uates increased rapidly enough to make the value of their future earnings in

1958 equal to several thousand dollars. The 1962 graduates' vocational ed-

ucation was worth even morn - -an average of .%,500 (when a 5 percent discount

rate and 30-year time horizon are used). Thus, under liberal discount rate

and time horizon assumptions, if the average high school vocational graduate's

education costs in 1962 exceeded the non-college bound academic graduate by

less than $6,500, society was receiving a nct benefit.

13
Another interpretation would be to view these amounts as the maximum

it can cost to furnish vocational education and still achieve a benefit cost
ratio of unity. Of course, using lower discount rates and extending the
time horizon will raise these values.



Remember that vocational graduates my come from both vocaticnal-tech-

nica.1 and comprehensive high schools. One question not investigated by the

empirical studies c:.:amined earlier is has graduates of vocational-technica/

high schools are relative to vocational graduates of comorchensive high

schools. Additional data presented by El.-linger throw some light on this

question, and suggest that graduates from vocational-technical schools fare

a little bet to than their counterparts from comprehensive high schools in

subsequent employment experience. They start at slightly higher wages, re-

ceive wage increases a little faster (with the exception of 1953 graduates),

and probably are unemployed less.

These data are contained in Tables 11-20 and 11-21. As indicated in

Table 11-20, vocational graduates from vocatior.al-technical schools received

Table I1-20

Initial and 1964 Wage Rates of 1953, i S8 and 1962
Vocational Craduates by Type of Schccla

Year Type of School
Initial

W /hr Differential'
Current
Wihrc Differentialb

1953 Vocational $1.38 $ .02 $2.97 $-.05
Comprehensive 1.36 3.03

1958 Vocational 1.54 .10 2.45 .12
Comprehensive 1.44 2.33

'1962 Vocaticnal 1.48 .04. 1.97 ..09

Comprehensive 1.44 1.88 .

aThese wage rates are not comparable to those of vocational graduates
presented in Table 11-17.

Nlage rate of the vocational graduate less the wage rate of the compre-
hensive graduate.

c
1964

Source: [22), Table 150, p. 9-49 and Table 154, p. 9-53.
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Tab le 11-21

Percent oE by 1053, 1958 and 1062
VocAtional Tyi.:c of School

from CrV.1:-:.lation Until 19C4

Year of.

Gradual:ion
Percent of

Employe.e Differential')

1953 Vocational 93.6 2.4
Co:;iprahC.'1"1::.:L%2 91.. 2

1958 Vocation a]. 87.2 - .3
Comprehensive 87.5

1962 Vocational 85.2 3.0
Comprehensive 82.2

a0m
time of graduation .u_ntil 1964.

bThe percent of time vocz...tiona3_ gr;:.:duater.., were employed less the per-
cent of ti;ne. comprehensive 0:c:dual:es were employed.

Source: [22], Table 117, p. 9-6.

entry wave razes exmeding vocational 17):actuates from comprehensive schools

by $.02 an hour in 1953, $.10 an hour in 1958 and $.04 an hour in 1962.

With the passage of time, the 1953 vocational graduates from comprehensive

schools received more rapid wage increases, and by 1964 were earning $.06

an hour more than other vocational graduates. This was not the case with

the 1958 and 1962 graduating classes. Not only did vocational-technical

graduates begin with higher wages, they received more rapid increases.

In general, vocational-technical graduates also have had more regular

employment experience than "comprehensive" vocational graduates, although

the data are hard to interpret. Members of the former group who graduated

in 1953 and 1962 were employed 2.4 and 3.0 percentage points more between the

time they graduated and 1964 than the latter group. The 1958 graduates have

experienced no such unployment advantage. The reason is not clear.

75-
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These E,i.nc.:-Pal of. relative and c-27.-L-Acyment exy.oricnces

suggest thaL economic of vocatio.-r.11 e:lucation arc in7cater in VO C -

ticnal-technic :a sch,_ols than in c:-...:::-:r:;hensivo schools. This result

horf..1d foo are consieeted u trore ex-

pensive to a vo,o,....t.i..;n:11 cc:Lfortin: to know that

the returns fr,reatr. they an_ ! greater to justif-y the

additional costs of over carg...-ehensivc schools

is unknown. Research ccm:Daring relative co.;.1,-.3 of the two al)proaches to

vocational education has not been eenduct,::d.

CONCI./3310173

Authors of -t.lo of the cost-benefit studies ex:-.-a:-Dined in this section

(Hu [39] and Kaufman [44)) conclude that when vocational education in voca-
-

iS all al:Lel-lie:Live Lo a. 2:41L:.eral eu-

ucation, the gain in benefits exceeds the increase in costs. However, two

other researchers, Corazzini [17] and Taussig [90] , have reached conclusions

th'at such education cannot be regarded as having economic benefits that ex-

ceed costs.. Further examination of the latter two studies reveals that dif-

ferences in -the conclusions probal.)ly are due :r.ore to differences in method-

ologies than pro7,am experiences. Recalculations of these studies' data

based on more uniform methodolc.ay result in benefit-cost ratios that exceed

one in every case. These results are sumnarized in Table 11-22. Two benefit-

cost ratios are presented in each case (excepting Hu' s) ; one based on the

relatively liberal assumptions of a 5 p.-.,c(--::_n cLiscount rate and 30-year time

horizon, and the other on the ndatively strict assumptions of a 10 perc' ent

discount rate and a 10-yea time holAzon. In no case does a benefit-cost

ratio less than one result. 1.a.4est, estimated for the New York City from
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Table 11-22

Striaary of Benefit-Cost Ratios of Voeational-Technical Education
as an Alternative to General iliEh School Education"

Researcher

Corazzini
5 percent disecunt rate

10-Year
Time horizon

30-Year
Time Horiwn

4.8
10 percent discount rate 1.5

Hu
5 percent discount rate. 7.5

b
-18.8

c

10 percent discount rate 3.01'-7.5
c

Kaufman
5 percent discount rate 5.4

10 percent discount rate 2.0

Taussig
5 percent discount rate 3.6

10 percent discount rate 1.3

a
Ignoring capital costs.

Aeicy n

ccity C

Taussig's data, is 1.3. The highest ratio, 18.8, is calculated by Hu using

a 5 percent discount rate and a 30-year time horizon. The high ratio re-

sults from a corbination of lower education costs and relatively successful

employment experiences of vocational-technical graduates in City C in Penn-

sylvania. In other studies, the more generous assumptions for calculating

the benefit-cost ratios give us ratios ranging from a high of 5.4 to a low

of 3.6.

These favorable benefit-cost ratios calculated for each of the four

case studies are generally consistent with Eninger's nationwide sampling of

the earnings advantage enjoyed by vocational graduates over non-vocational

high school graduates. The economic value of such an education to 1962
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vocational ixaduates at the time they graduated was probably somewhere be-

tween $2,500 and $6,500. As long as additional costs of providing voca-

tional education were less than these values, vocational education could be

justified on economic grounds alone.

However, none of the author:: would consider justifying on exp:insion or

curtailment of vocational education solely en the benefit-cost ratio. lhis

is as it should be for to reacons: First, discussions in Chapter I indi-

cated that at best the benefit-cost calculation is a partial representation

of the econonic impact of activities being examined. At its worst it distorts

these consequence, and unduly focuses attention on one of what may be several

important performance criteria. Conseouently, the analyses by Hu [39] and

Kaufman [44] of the employment stability experienced by vocational graduates,

graduates' views concerning how well they were prepared by their training

for their occupations, the satisfaction such crrarinatpq have with their jobs,

etc. are an important part of the analysis. Emphasizing these types of con-

sequences, however, and failing to compare benefits and costs (as is often

the case in educational research), tends to stifle the search for more effi-

cient ways to accomplish the same goals.

Second, none of the four studies examined was concerned with comparing

the efficiency of offering vocational education in vocational-teChnical

schools as opposed to offering it in comprehensive schools. Thus even if

cost - benefit analysis were to be used as the sole criterion in program choice

not enough alternatives were exandned to permit a choice to be made. This is

an unfortunate deficiency, because the setting in which vocational education

is to be offered poses one of the major decisions educational administrators

must make, and one of the more difficult to reverse. Although none of the
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Studirss was internted directly in the tyre of school in which vocational

educaticn is of it is possible to uakc a general inference concerning

overall relative effi,_:iency of the two approcchcs to high school vocational

education.

fii;uxcs are no more than a suzgestion cf the relative

valu7; of vocatiowl education in a vocational-technical school and in a

comprehensive school, and should be interpreted as such. Calculations from

data developed by Lninger :3w: crest that in 1.962 the value (at time of gradua-

tion) of vocaticnel education in a comprehensive school relative to non-vo-

cational education was $1,481 if a high discount rate and short tine horizon

are used, and $3,704 if these assumptions are liberalized (Table 11-23).

Similar calculations using Hu's data suggest relative benefits of $1,991

and $4,980.

TT no

Estimated Costs and Benefits of Vocational
Education in Comprehensive Schools"

Benefits

5 Percent
Discount Rate

10 Percent
Ratete

Eningcr's data $1,484 $3,704c
Hu's data 1,991 4,980c

Costs
Lo-Cost Program $ 182 $ 173
Fled ian -Cost Pzocram 265 252
High-Cost PnoLram 1,354 1,289

a0f three schools included
Consequently, these costs are

b
10-year time horizon.

c
30-year time torizon.

in the study, one is a vocational school.
probably overstated.

Source: Calculated from [22], Table 117, p. 9-6, Table 150, p. 9-49,
and Table 154, p. 9-53; and [E8], Table 15, p. 40.
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Chester Swanson calculated co:7.ts (relative to acac!emic curricula) of

low-, gedian- and high-cost vocational procrma; in :he Stocrton, California,

Unified His1 School District [33] . Annual additiohal cos is in low-, median-

and high-cost programs were $55, $30 and $409, resp..!ctively. Throe-year

costs, includinz interest, aro in Toble 11-23.

The resulting i:enefir-cest ratios appear in Table 21-24. ;:idely

faring ratios calculated depending on how expencive voctic.nal programs

were and which discount-rate time-horizon assumptions are made. With a 10

percent discount rate and 10-year time horizon, low-, median- and high-cost

programs achieve ratios of 8.1, 5.6 and 1.1 respectively.14 The more libaral

assumptions for discount rate and time.horizon increase these nearly three

times.

Table II -24

Estimated Benefit-Cost Ratios ,Lgp Vocational
Education in Comprehensiveltith Schools

10 Percent 5 Percent
Discount Rate Discount Rate

10-Year 30-Year
Time Horizon Tire. Horizon

Low-Cost Program 8.1 21.4

Median-Cost Program
Eninger's Benefit Data 5.6 14.7
fu's Benefit Data 7.5 19.8

High-Cost Program 1.1 2.9

NOTE: Ratios for all but median-cost program use earnings estimated
from Eninger.

Source: Calculated from Table 11-23.

14Using Eninger's earnings data.
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These ratios must be interpreted cautiously. Biases pulling in both

directions arc reflected in the overall magnitudes of the ratios. Costs

for a vocational scl..e,o1 are included with these of ccmprehensive schools,

raising stared aver.: ce costs of vocational education in comprehensive

schools. Also, costs are rsz.aasured in 1967-68, five years following the

fiscal ye.ar of graduation (1C91-62) of students whcse earnings are measured

in 1964. Inflation alone would have increased costs about 15 percent over

their 1961-62 levels. These biases tend to understate actual ratios. On

the other hand, Eninger's data indicate that most cf the earnings advantage

of comprehensive school vocational graduates over academic graduates ccmes

from an employment advantage rather than higher wage rates. ?,Wile this is

not the case in Hu's data (after the first year), the long-run employment

advantage of vocational graduates will be less than the short-run advantage

contributing to the measured income differential. The result is an over-

statement of benefits in Table 11-24. The net effect of these biases is

unknown.

Additionally, the relationship between ratios for low-, median- and

high-cost programs is distorted because a constant earnings estimate is

used for all programs. Modifying this procedure with relative earnings ob-

served by Hu r39] suggests that ratios for low-cost programs are understated,

those for median -cost programs are about "right," and those for high-cost

programs are overstated. Table 11-25 indicates how these conclusions were

reached. Programs included in Swanson's study are grouped into low-, median-

and high-cost catei,pries. Six-year average earnings from Hu's study for pro-

grams which seem relatively comparable also are grouped into law, median and

high categories.
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Table 11-25

Comprche rsive 'loc.: (2.3tt' C;

by 131,3ad

of Ti lc

Low-Cost ':r

Busines .1:ducation
Feed
WbcdWorkinz

Median-Cost Programs
Electronics
Mechanical. Drawinq
Auto Mechanics
CosTnetolocr7

High-Cost Prc.grams
Bus-Boys and waiters
Food Ed. and Service Trng.
Electronic Repair
Typewriter Te,:;-avilcgy

Source: [39], Table 39, p

EarninEs Catczory

Lc'w

x

AveraLe

x

162, and [38], Table 4, P

x

x

22.

As Table 11-25 indicates, Business Education, Fcod Service and Wood

Working malice up the low-cost vocational programs, and are associated with

average, low and high earnings respectively. 'High and low earnings of Wood

Working and Food Service graduate., offset each other. Given the low costs

and generally average earnings levels, benefit-cost ratios in Table 11-24

for these lo-cost programs probably are understated. Similar observations

indicate that median-cost program graduates earn average income as do high-

cost program graduates; suggesting that no adjustment in ratios is required

in former programs while those of latter programs should be adjusted down-

ward (relative to mdian- and low -cost progra3::s).

sa-
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Althou:711 the F.encral benefit-cost ratios, for vocational education in

comprehensive hii:h schools havi 1-,,een calculated with data from diverse

sourcez, subztitutin',-; ec:rnir.E;L: data frcm liuts study for those frcra En:inser Is

rec.ult.: ratios. For the raedian-oDst program only, such a

's coot data) resulto in ratios of 7.5 and

19.8 ca:=2.-cid to S.G and 14.7 Crfaati.- 11-210. ii,sth sets of ratios are

greater than thc.;;;e col :.'u for vocational education in vocational hi.nh

schools (Table 11-22).

We might conclude, then, that available evidence suggests that Wee.-

tional education in co:norehensive high schools utilizes resources more

efficiently than such education in vocational high schools. Clearly, more

research in this direction is indicated.

83
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I'OST-SL,',0:.:,:aY SCHOOLS

thiL pz-inc clay of vocational education at the high echo)1

been conoider:A. rese.archers have exa:ilintA economi_c

vocaticna-...1 education at the post-secondary level, two studi::s may

on this question.
1

The fir3t, by Ai-. ti:: Corazzini [13], ex.azanes

the economic returns of vocational education at a junior college in Woix...ester,

Massachusetts. The sc..,a)n.-.1, by Adger Carroll and Uoren Ihnen [12], computes

the returns to society of 17.:o years of training at Gaston Technical Institute

in Gastonia, North Carolina. Corazzini suggests that vocational education

at the post-secondary level does not provide many economic =turns. Carroll

and Linen 1-ac.:a thcti: buistwTticti rettuns may be expected.

The differences in these conclusions can be found largely in the differing

methodologies of the two studies.

Post-Secondary Vocational Education in Worcester, Massachusetts

Corazzini computes costs of post-secondary vocational education by adding

currant costs of school operations, imputed rent of capital facilities, a tax

adjustment for uncaid property taxes, value of foregone earnings of the

students (opportunity costs) and additional CUT-of-pocket costs borne by

students attributable to attending school. These are contained in Table

III-1. Foregone earnings were the largest single component of costs

1
A third study [46) which develops a methodolcrry for computing costs by

occupational catetzpry, contains too r.,..any methodolwical and aonceptual dif-
ficulties to be use±ui in this ixaper. For a discussion of that study see [2].



Table 111 -1

Annual C,.-a;ts el' a Pc;::.t-S.,:conda1-7 Vocatcraal

School in 1(.62-64

$ 9614

1. :;)1.1 .t ra:a: 165

81

Pr.4vaaa Co its 121

roreacne 2 ,1423

Total Annu.D1 Costs $3,774

Source: [12], Table. 1, p. 47.

($2,423 a year), and current opara.ting costs rade up most of the rest. Total

two-year undiscounte3 cots were 87,543.. Ignoring capital costs and the tax

adjustrrant, total t..:o-year costs are $7,056.

Corazziri finds that if a graduate of an academic high school completed

a program in juaior college that was available in a vocational high school,

the post-hirh schcol training paid a very small premium over what the student

would have received had he attended vocational high school. Eased on initial

placement Wel 2:C ratcs, Corazzini finds that cut of 11 trade areas available

in both the vocational high school and the junior college, junior college

graduates received less than vocational high school graduates in 2 areas, the

same ancunt in 3 areas, and more in the remaining 6 areas [18, p. 45]. He

also found that

The averaiTe starting wage for post-high school graduates
who took one of the 11 trade coutises offered [vocational) hizh
school td.: wrI5 . 81; por hotir; the avera7,e. starting was-al
for the vocational high school graduates was $1.76 per hour.
Hence, ovcr-all the aver,..1re pnamiuni paid Nst-high school
graduates was a mere 8 cents lax hour-43.20 per week or $160
annually [pp. 1;5-46).
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On the other hand, if the ar;acl.::::).-Ic graduate pursued a technical course

of study in junior college that was not avail:_lble in the vocational hiLth

schcol, the average premium earned over ti 2 vocational schce.i. zra...:uate

was $.19 per hour, or nearly $403 yo.lr [13, p. 46].

school grada--Ite who aLtandcd junior' college w:_ts better off if he sl>:..:c4alizc:d

in an occupational ar,.-a not availa1)14 at the hi,7;11 school 14.2.'"-21, i.e. , if he

used the additional training as a suppler:ant to, rather than a substitute for

his high school

Discount
Rate!

Table I11-2

Benefit-Cost Ratios of Foot-Ili:7h S-11col Voc-Ation--,1
Training in 1:orcester, :-Iascachu:lctts, 1963-64a

Ratios for Courses Avall,--:ble :,:'.tics fa. Co=ass Not Available

in Vocational High Schools in Vocational :iigh Soho:dz.,

10-Year 30-Year 10-Year 30-Year
T;r:n TiTe Frvr-57on Ti ii;- 11ilri7nn 't'i Ti? inv.; '!.fill

5 percent .2

10 percent

,
Ignoring imputed capital costs and unpaid property taxes, and assuming

the entry-wage differential. remains constant at ;').03 courses are avail-
able in vocational high schools) and $.19 (when courses are not availz.:ble in
vocational. high schools) pr hour, and that each 0.,cup works 2,000 hours per
year.

.1

.4 .8

.1 .3 .4

Source: Calculated from [18], pp. 4 5-1 t 7 .

Benefit-cost ratios for the two types of programs available in junior

college can 1>2 computed (Table 1II-2) . As expected, the ratios are relatively

low. None of them exceeds unity. Tnese data suggest that vocational educa-

tion at the post-high school level as an alternative to vt...\oational education

in the high schools in T...'oreester, Nassa.chusetts, does not yield satisfactory
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economic turns to society.
2

Using the favorable af.;31.1.7.0tiCrIS of a 5 percent

discount rate and a 30-year tin::: horizon, the benefi-:-cost ratio is only .1i.

When pot-hiEh school education ccnsi.:_ic.red as a supplerrr...nt to a

oducatio:1, occit2ty nota:ives ben,..:fits, but a:ain -the more

libc.rai a:;s1....:;:p.Lion:-.; only Lenefit-co:Lt ratio of .8.

One can that Corazzini : 2.%s a c.:inseptual error in C= '13_ 1l, the

sets of costs he selected. razzi.ni dc,es in his paper is compare

outcomes from the "tima tracks" of t,..;o alternatives:

(1) attending an academic high school and then entering junior college,

and

(2) attending a vocational high school and then going to work.

The outcomes of these time tracks are the relative wages graduates of each

received. Direct costs of the time tracks include the costs of an academic

high school plus those of a two year Dost-high school for the first; and

the additional cost of vocational high school for the second. In each case

COrazzini leaves out the costs of high school. Since per-student co.ts in

a vocational high school were $2,048 (undiscounted) above those in an academ-

ic high school, he has overstated the net cost of following track number one

(attending en academic high school and then goint.7 on to junior college). As

a result, benefit-cost ratios of this alternative are all understated.

The understatemant is not as gzeat as it might seem at first because of

discounting. Benefit-cost ratios adjusted to take out this understatement

appear in Table 111-3. All but ratios computed with the most generous

2Since th individual dccs not hear the full education costs, long
enough horil:c.ns and cr.ough iliscount rates can result in a private
benefit-cmt ratio :Wis.-11E2.y [;::\a-ter than one, a ratio still low relative.
to those for vocational. education in the hist school.
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assumptions are still less than one.
3

Those calculated on junior college

students who tock vccational courses available in high sch3o1 ere increased

Table 111-3

Recalculated :;:eeelit-Cost T:etice for Poct-a;:11 Vecat1.-.nal
Trainini; in Worcester, :':ceseenusezts, 3.6.3-C4"

Ratios for Courses Available Ratios for Cour:es Not Available
in Vocational iiiZa cheols in Vocatcnel i'4gh Schools

Discount 10-Year 30-Year 10-Year 30-Year
Rate Time Eorizon Time Horizon Time Horizon Time Horizon

5 percent .3 .6 .7 1.4
10 percent .2 .3 .6 1.9

a
Computed as in Table 111-2, with the assumption that the correct time

period to consider is from the beginning of high school, not from the end
of high school.

by about 50 percent. Those calculated on junior college students who took

vocationll courses not .wailable in high school are about aoubled.

initial ratios larger, the adjustment would be more visible.

Corazzini suggests that

The slightly hiener starting salary paid to graduates of
the post-high school training course who train in the same
areas as [high school] vocational students an ears to be a
premium for having graduated from Can academic] high school
[rather than a vocational high school] [18, p. 48].

"Similarly, the potentially more lucrative technical careers began with

training which required high school graduation as proof of ability [18, p. 48)."

Alternative conclusions are possible. If post-high school training dup-

licates that given at the high school level, employers have good reason for

Were

3
Remember that benefits were calculated usinc only the differential

starting ':ace rates of the -varicuc groups. Differences in employ:r.ent
experiences and in the rate at which wages increase could substantially
alter these results.
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not p.-Iyinr 3.:u.s7;e premium 4.o these graduatesthey have the sa19.2 skills as

veoatir)nal tl or.:hool :-,r adu:-..tes. The pre:rium .that 6c:es exist could then

attrib:.:ted a':cruin.:1 to the e::.-.)loyer Lecause of the greater

tr.tu-:cty of ' E;rduates of technical

pot -hi:th sch-.)ol not available in high: receive irK)re n-c.ne.y be-

e:Ai:3e they have El level of skill not attainable LI b.Lth school an.-.1 because

they az.-e r cr 7r.a.tu;:.c. These conclusions are consistent with data presented

by Ma>: Eninger [22] that indicate vocation31 hizr,h school graduates receive

consis tent pi-a:Liu:Ls over acad2.mic high school graduates.

Severe.' less F.::biauous policy conclusions do follew from the analysis.

First, if a scudent Flows he is interested in a career requiring vocational.

education, it is to his (and society's) advantage to take it in high school

tx)ssible. Cord career counseling, at the bezir.ni.ng of high sr.,.hcol would

probably result in a higher nutrber of students following their occupational

interf:sts more closely than is now the case.

Second, a vocational high school graduate who makes the decision to

attend junior college should not specialize in a field available in high

school and expect to earn substantially more than high school graduates with

similar skills as a result.
5 Again the importance of counseling is emphasized.

0.

141.Teld

Corazzini cc.z.Dared starting c..:a7.es of academic high school izraduates
with those of vcc'ational cfrackvates after both. zroups completed
post-hi01 athool 1-...roTays rot available in vocational hiFh schc\ols, these

cenclusiens could Lc tested. If graduates of such programs with
an acac.lc:alc backf:rcunci received more than these with a vocational backaround,
Coraz%ini's conclusion that e.r.-ployers paid a premium to academic high school
graduates would L supported. Contrary evidence would necessitate developing
alternative hypotiw:ses :;uch as that sur.7estc.,.d by me above.

5
A3.though there may be high .nen-economic benefits if his career interests

have changed.



Third, technical pest-second azy vociational Lh;;;:(1...1 L::

to see if a high schf.-.31diplcznzi really a necessary TC

offering .such progams in high sch.7..4)1 I.:Quid be beneficial p. 49].

Fourth, the offerin,-; an accelerated Y !:1

to capabl s-tud:nts should not. Le ignored. Those stulents

high school 2 years of pot: school in the 12 ye;:ro

to Lrraduate from high LI.uheol [13, p. 49].

Post-Secondary Vocational Education at Gaston Tech, North Caxolina

The study by Carroll and Itmen [12] contains more detail than Corazzini's.

They have selected a sample of 115 graduates of a two-year junior college in

North Carolina .:ho completed schooling in 1959 or 1960, and have compared

their experiences with those of a carefully selected sample of high school

Cinuicarti-e mrin
../..da ,.... ta The school sample selected

so that only students with characteristics similar to the junior college

graduates were included. Thus, the control group included only those who did

not receive formal post-high school education, who had academic records in

high school similar to the junior college experimental group, who were mem-

bers of the civilian labor force not self-employed or employed by a relative,
who were riot disabled, and who had not moved more than 200 miles from where

they had graduated [12, pp. 114-15]. Carroll and Then also controlled re-

sults of the analysis for differences in personal characteristics and exper-

iences. The follirc variables were controlled for: (1) high school grade

average, (2) a7--,e, (3) miter's education, (4) residence during high school

(urban vs. rurc-a), (5) amount of military service, (6) migration from home,

and (7) si::e of high school class [12, pp. 16-19].



Costs of operatin C.:::;ton Tech w. :.,re usin stat.:! bud..7et data.
a

Calculated CM:TS inclur.:ed c;.:pense of cpera'zinv. the school, student foes and

supplic.s, and foregone by student.; who attencl::d junior collcLe.

No allo=:icn of .:cots or Forcaon2 e:"::ii

ware e:;tir:It::d as the diffen!nce telwc.2n of Gaton Tech stu...:ents

while at ?ink school and those of th-. schscA. co:A-rol roue. FirGt-

Table 111-4

Annual Per Student Cost at Gaston Tedh, 1:orth Carolina
1958-1960

First
Year

School Expenses $1,001

Foregone Earninzs 2,408

L, u

." "
ocir4IL culu l42

Total Costs $3,551

Source: [12], Table 2, p. 866.

Second
Year

$1,001

2,789

34

$3,874

Total

$2,002

5,197

223

$7,425

and second-sear costs were estimated to be $3,551 and $3,874 respectively,

per student. Undiscounted total costs for the two years amounted to $7,425

(as conq;ared to $7,056 in lorcester, Massachusetts).

Earnings data were obtained throuh personal intervisws in 1963 (four

years followinr, graduation). The first year following graduation junior

college graduates earned an estimated $553 more than the high school graduate

control group which already had bc:cn working for two years. By the end of

the fourth year, junior college graduates were earning $1,036 a year more than

high school graduates with 6 years of labor-market experience [12, Table 7,

p. 41]. Basd on these data, several sets of benefit-cost ratios can be.cal-

culated (Table 111-5). Th:: first set is based on the assumption that the



ei-irnin7s advanta':e enjoyed by C..tston Tech sra_luates rcrains constant over the

relevant ti .a horizon. .6Y." this assumption, Lar,nfit-cost ratios r.11117,e from

.6 (10 pv2rsent ac =unt rate and 10-year time horizon) to 1.5 (5 proent dis-

count r:,;te 20-yr horizon).

Aosumin;-; that the earninzs advantage would continue to Fnow a- a rata

suq;coted 1:y 1200 census data (d slc::er rate than for th_l first four years),

benefit-u)st ratios are substantially high:r. Those calou2ated using all

but the most conservative combination of discount raze and time horizon exceed

one.

Table III-5

Benefit-Cost Ratios of Technical Education
at Gaston Tech, North Carolina, 1959-60

Time Horizon

Discount Rate 10 Years 30 Years

Assumption Ia
5 percent .8 1.5

10 percent ,6 .9

Assumption II
b

5 percent 1.1 4.2
10 percent .8 2.2

aThat the earninzs differential remilins
at $1,038 a year after the fourth year.

b
That the earnin:s differential in=eases

at two pen=t a year as project:ea by the 1960
census 112, p. 427.

Source: Calculated from [12], Table 5,
p. 33 and Table 7, p. 41.

Direct income benefits alone suggest that returns to technical education

exceed costs. Homwer, other job benefits accruing directly to Gaston Tech

graduates are reported. Gaston Tech graluates were required to work 2.7 hours
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a week less than hi2h school grnd,.eatec, and were ael(ed to work less overt;m.

They enjoyed longer paid vacations, more paid holidays, furnich,-i 1,-ss c

their cwn equil=ent, and received more em:,loyer-paid insw:eance benefits

[12, DD. 28-32]. CeeToll and Ihnen have e:;tiT:ated that the value of addi-

tional leisure time cc:alia'ple to G,:szon Tech gre:!uats
we3 about ',;,!;(3 a yeT:r

[p. 31]. If th:_e io added to the benefit:: in calculating benefit-cost

ratios, they will i.e noticeably higher than those estimated above. In fact,

the ratios will increase sufficiently so that none will be less than one.

Not emphasized by Carroll and Ibnen are the remarkably similar and low

unemployment periences of tho two groups of graduates. "High school grad-

uates had less than 0.3 percent unemployment and Gaston Tech graduates less

than 0.2 percent unemployment [12, p. 25]." This could result from the se-

lective method used by Carroll and Thnen to pick their samples, thus the

numtera ;rely have no special significance. On rr nther

since unemployment experiences of the two groups are so similar, the large

difference in earnings is due almost entirely to differences in wage rates.

(Recall. that Eninger's nationwide study of vocational high school graduates

indicates that most of the earnings advantage is due to differences in unem-

ployment experiences rather than wage rates.)

Inclusion of variables other than graduation from a junior college in

this study permits us to see the importance of these other variables on earn-

ings. The most important factor on earnings was the technical education re-

ceived by Gaston Tech araduates. The second factor (about half as impor-

tant) was whether stu&nts attended high school in an urban or rural area.

Students from urban high schools earned significantly more than those from
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rural scheols.
6

third was the age of srudenta craduating fram Gaston

Tech. Students had wor!:ed for a while or had Lone into military service

prior to att,::n2.Ln7 Caston earnad sUbstantialiv mare than students wl-,o

went directly i_nto Caston T,:ah frcm hiy,h school.
7

The scho1 7:rade

avera:,,e of stuIlhts was the fourth factorabout cno half as inpartant as

the typ of re:lince (urtan vs. rural) during hic:h school, and a little

over a third as i7:-.1:.ortant as the technical e:-:ucaticn received by GastenTeeh

graduates. The student's mother'S education was used to ref:resent the socio-

economic environment experienced by the student at home. The higher the

mother's educatIon, zhe higher the student's starting mage. This factor

ranked sixth. Surprisingly, a student's beginning wages were little affected

by migration from his home community (limited to 200 miles) [12, pp. 25-28].

That factors other then whether a student attended Gaston Tech had an

important impact on his earnings is not surprising. These results emphasize,

however, the importance of including personal. Characteristics such as those

discussed above in a cost-benefit analysis.. Their influence must be removed

as much as ,possible in order to have any confidence that it was the schooling

6This does nor necessarily man that rural high school graduates are at
an academic disadvantae to urban Fra::uatcs. Since the sample of hicth school
students came from all over the state, those from rural areas far from urban
areas miFht have had fewer job cp,:ortunities. noted bele, hcwever, ffizra-
tion of 200 miles or less inaIN:ases earnini;s very little, so unless a student
graduates from a school mpre tnan 200 miles from an urban area, he would
have access to the sam,2 job marcts as an urban high school grcIduate and one
might then conclude that rural hi;:h school graduates are, in fact, at an aca-
demic disadvantage to urban graduates.

7This findinT; supports my suuestion on page 79 that Worcester junior
college graduates who took a course of study offenad in high school were being
paid more than vocational high school :::ra,ftuates with those skills because of
their increased maturity rather than because of their academic high school
diploma.
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and n.:)t =2thj1'. tau c.:::.;cd any diffc:rences in observed earnin:'s and

cr th:It diffen.nces in wae rates and

were hic-:lon c'.1::::.:rances in parsmai ch,lfacteri:Lcs. Failure to do this

i3 one ir..1-...Lrtani of both stvies [17 ar.. 13].

J tudy c,..a c5...icus.

cation in (-_cton apl.;%7 to satisfy test of :::uccess.

Benefitz; 1:x.asurod by in.:=a'.;ed e,:_;:cnini-3 are grc.ater than costs.
8

0-ra'1-

uates from Gaston Tcch also have received significant non -wage benefits frD:n

employers.

Mc reader should tic re:pinded that findings of the two studies (although

they reach somewhat different conclusions concerning returns to post-secon-

dary Vocational education) are not in direct conflict with each other. The

studios d4ffer in methodolozies used; Carroll and Ihnen controlled for per-

sonal chc:ractcristics and Co......azzini did not. - .336, 4.13:-: SLLI,..11%145

wore not testing the same thing. Corazzini compared junior college vocational

graduates with hizh school vocational graduates. Carroll and Ihnen compared

junior college vocational araduates with academic high school graduates.

Earnings and costs comparisons in Core zzini's study were between graduates

of different levels of vocational education. Consequently, his conclusion

that it is better to rake vocational education in high school than to put

it off until post-high school does not conflict with Carroll and Ihnen's con-

clusion that one has not taken vocational education in hir:h school. tak-

ing it at post-hi!:h school level yields returns greater than the costs.

8
Carroll and linen caution against Feneralizations concerning the value of

post-secondary educatien. Ti qv indicate that Gal.ton Tech was the first such
school in Uorth Carolina and its graduates very well could have occupied extreme-
ly favorable positions in the job mrket. Since the study was wade other junior
collcus have been established, greatly expanding the nunber of such graduates
available to employers.
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When Corazy.ini's data axe adjusted to compare junior college vocational

graduates with a.-:adc-mic hiiLh school gra-luates, hin results are similar to

Carroll and Thnen's. Under the c...ssumptions of a high discount rate and a

short tii e. hori:,.on, none of the ratios is greater than one. Liberalizing

Table 111-6

Adjusted 2..31c:fit-Cost Ratio of Port-Iii;:h School '*...,.cazion.-11
Training in r.:orc(:.s ter, 1-lassachusetts, l'a63-64"

Non-Technical Curriculum
b

Technical Curriculumc

Discount 10-Year 30-Year 10-Year 30-Year
Rate Tine Horizon Time Horizon Tire Horizon Mae Horizcn

5 percent .8 1.7 1.1 2.1
10 percent .6 .9 .8 1.2

aDeN.reloped on the assumption that the alternative to post-secondary
vocational education was graduation from an academic high school and going
immediately to work. Earnim7s data were calculated by takir4 tin wage dif-
fe.renti o

l. 7c, t con ary gl-aduatez ica hi .1h

school graudates, and &Icing to it the earnings dizzereatial 't.et.,:een voca-
tional and academic high school graduates. Annual earnings differentials
for the two types of curricula thus were $828 for non-technical and $8,058
for technical.

.

b
Available in high school.

cNot a'vailable in high school.

the assumptions concerning the discount rate and tine. horizon, he cover, yields

ratios that all exceed one. The ratio of 1.5 (Table III-7) developed from

Carroll and rnnen's data compares very closely with those of 1.7 and 2.1

from Corazzini's data, and all assume that the observed earnings differen-

tials remain constant. The high ratio of li.2 under Carroll and Milan's

Assumption II cannot be compared directly to any ratios developed from

Corazzini's data.
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Table 111-7

Compariscn:; of °Ple,r'vo'l T:',uticc: for Vocational

L.,:ucation in l'=.-Secon:lary HiRh S:lhools

l0 -Year 30-Year
Research.,:r Time Horizon Time florizon

Corazzirii

Technical Curr:,-.luma

5 percent
10 percent

Non-Technical Curriculum-

5 percent
10 percent

Carroll and Ihncn

A CINI InI.,144o ,/ I .. I lc

5 percent
10 percent

'Assumption IId

5 percent
10 percent

2.1
.8

.6

.6

.8

allot available in high school.

b
Available in high school.

°Earnings differential remains constant.

'Earnings differential increases at 2 percent a year.

1.7

1.5

4.2
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The two studicls of vocational education in pest-high school institu-

tions suw:7.est that por;t-1 7h school .;ocational ef.ucalicn yields net returns

to society at rliz,count rates lo.,: than 10 rxrecnt .and tir.e 4,izons

than 10 ye.71rs. These retuins :ray be ;.rc:ater offer skill

trainin: in ocouatins not aveilablr, in voca`icnalh schools. Substc;n-

tial mn-1:.:e benefits also are seen TO accrue to vocational creaduatc,s of

post-high school proara:rs.

It now is possible to com.?are results of cost-benefit studies of vo-

cational education in nigh school to those of vocational education at the

post-high school level. As Table 111-8 indicates, benefit-cost ratios for

vocational high school programs ooritently exceed those for post-high

school vocational prozrans. Vklile these ratios must be interDreted care-

fully, they suggest that. eauciAtion in vocational high schools has a greater

economic payoff than vocational education in post-secondary institutions

when these: activities are considered as alternatives to an academic high

school education. Society loses if students delay participation in vo-

cational prograns.until after high school goadletion. Senefit-cost ratios

for vocational high schools exceed those for post-high school vocational

education by a large enough margin to give some confidence to this conclusion.
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Table III-8

Co:aparisons ef Solectcd B.:nefit.-Cost Ratios of -Vocational Education

in Vocational f.:cho,::113 with Vo:2ati.:.--nal Ed...:;_sation in

Poat-HILI1 Scho!_21. ir.:-;t1-7..ution..-;, Alternat.i.....,,,s to
a C:-.-neral. iLith School Education

Part A - Vocational iiigh Schools

Researcher

10-Year 30-Year

Time Horizon Tire Horizon

Corazsini
5 percent discount rate 4.8

10 .percent discount rate . 1.5

Hu
5 percent discount rate

City A
City C

10 percent discount rate

City A
City C

y..."Fm=n

5 pe.evnent A' er'," 1-1=1-41

10 percent discount rate

Taussig
5 percent discount rate

10 percent discount rate

3.0
.7.5

2.0

1.3

7.5
18.8

IND

ON*

3.6
IMO

Part B - Vocational. Education in Post -High School Institutions

Corazzinia
5 percent discount rate

10 percent discount rate

Carroll and Thrprib

5 percent discount rate

10 percent discount rate

aTechnical curriculum.

bAssumption I.

.8

.6

2.1

1.5



IV

ITISTITuTIO: :AL OUT-OF-SC: EC:C.)1, RETSIiiii :I: ;'.3 LT: :DER STATE

tTD FM: 112_,

Garth M.r.nETum rvoe2Ls of the Levelc;:::.ent

Act (14M) of 1'362 (and its subsequent amennts) as:

"(1) Facilitating a:iploymmit of the unemployed.

(2) Reducing poverty.

(3) Lessening in pressures.

(4) Meeting labor shortages.

(5) Upgrading the labor force.

(6) Revamping traditional institutions [55, p. 77."

and Trairrir.g

While no one has attempted yet to measure the Act's contribution to reducing

pressures on inflation, the success of the I'T Act and its predecessors1 in

aiding operation of the labor market and reducing poverty has been evaluated.

The studies generally compare experiences of program participants following

training with their experiences prior to receiving that training. Some

studies utilized control groups, so program benefits could be separated

from changes occurring elsewhere in trainees' environments, and some studies

calculated benefit-cost ratios.

EVery study examined in this chapter concludes that there were important

differences between pre- and post-participation experiences of those aided

by various retraining prw;rams. Invariably, those who participated suffered

'Various state retraining acts and the Area Redevelopment Act.



less unemployment afterwaxi than they had previously, and less than they

would have e%cerienccd had they nct.particioated in those proErams (as

measureld by the expericncs of control r,VOUp3). Participants also

earned mr:re than beferP. T.-ge accruul to older an,1 yc:unEy23.- wor::ers,

as well as to those between the ages of 21 and 35.

On the othsr hand, si7nificant differences heve shcwn up in oth'..x con-

clusions cf thear: studies. Soma studies, for e.:ariple those by Rasmus..pm [G7]

(of a national sa=pling of urban training) and Trecboff [93] (of MD1Aretrain-

ing in Atlanta, C:orgia), concluded that non-whites were helped more than

whites. Micheal Lorus' study of retraining pror.rams in Connecticut [7] indi-

cated that race had little effect on the outcome of training. Glen Cain and

Ernst Stromsdorfer, who examined retraining programs in West Virginia [11],

found that many females' labor market experiences were affected very much by

training. Yet Eorus [7] concluded that sex was not an important factor in

determining rltraining.success. A third conclusion was reached by Treoboff

[93] and by Hardin and Boras [33] when they discovered that females actually

did better than L..ales.

When benefit-cost ratios were calculated, a wide range of answers emerged

concerning the returns to society. Eorus [7] concluded that the overall bane-

fit-cost ratio of retraining in Connecticut was about 97, Cain and Strems-

dorfer said the avera7.e ratio in West Virginia was around G. David Page [64]

found a benefit-cost ratio in Massachusetts of about 4.

Clearly the differences in conclusions concerning hew different groups

participating in retraining programs faI.ed is due to differences in method-

ologies employed by the various rezearers as well as actual differences in

the various greups' experiences. One sieru.ficant conclusion reached in this

;/0/
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chapter (ac well as LI othera) is that calculation of a benefit-cost ratio

is a sterile e:-:ercise unless accompanied by a detailed analysis of actual

rark,:.!t e%Keriences of program participants and reasons why any partic-

ular rewlts were achieved.

Studic:: cx,::::lined in this chapter have been divided between those eval-

uating traininn, activities conducted under .tae ledslation or under thr.

Area Redeveloplent Act, and more recent studies evaluatinz activities of the

MDTA. The earlier studios are especially valuable for two reasons. First,

they indicated thct retraining activities are capable of indreasing partici-

pants' ineom:ts by more than the cost of the training. Althouqh results of

these studies were not available until after the MA was passed, they

probably relieved the apprehension of a goodly number of legislators. Second,

the efficacy of applying cost-benefit analysis to manpower activities was

tested. cost-benefit analysis yielded useful information. To the extent

that outcomes of the early studies can be regarded as predictions of likely

results oftWA programs, the studies were successful. MI)TA retraining pro-

graus also, increased participants' incomes by more than they cost. The early

studies suggested that a good portion of these benefits would be in the form

of improved emp).oyment experiences, that women were likely to benefit less

than men, that trainees benefited even if they did not complete a training

program, and that a wide variation of success would be observed among train-

ees prepared for various occupations. These results generally were substan-

tiated by the later studies of DTA programa.
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State i.ni A 1." Pr

Retrainin7, in Connceticut

On th= co:t-lefit studies of manrc.,:er progranL was published

by Eichael 1-,rus in 1n4 [7J. Ee intcrviewad 373 p::rsons who had partici-

pabad in stata-::pon:;cred and Area Redevelop.ent Act (AFA) retraining courses

in Connecticut L-Jtween ILzry 1061 and Harch 1062, in ondcr to calculate

relative costs and benefits to soci,:ty, govern=nt, and -z !e individuals par-

Xicipating in the programs. He also wanted to ascertain whether retraining

programs were accomplishing, stated goals of the subsequent MDT Act--(1) to

increase the nation's output, (2) reduce the unemploYment level, (3) reduce,

costs of income maintenance programs, and (4) reduce burdens of unemployment

on specific disadvantaged groups of the unemployed [7, pp. 305 and 396].

aJAS exax.ineci retrainins courses that prepared 1,1,=.n for empioymgmt as

machinists, pipefitrers and shipfitters. The machine shop course required

8 weeks of instruction, the other courses 4 weeks.

Costs of the retraining programs considered by Borus included additional

costs borne by the U.S. Employment Service in selecting, testing and placing

trainees in the training programs, operating costs of the training programs,

a portion of state and federal administration costs of overall ARA activities

including forecasting and evaluation activities, and additional transfer pay-

ments made to trainees while participating in training. Capital costs of

buildings and equipment utilized in retraining were ignored because Borus was

interested in discovering marginal costs of retraining [7, p. 405]. Oppor-

tunity costs to society of the participants' temporary withdrawal from the

labor force were regarded as zero. Borus reasoned that since trainees were

unskili :d, any jobs they might have held during the retraining period could



readily Le filled by other percons who were um.niployed but not participating

in the prof ram C7, p. 299).2

Retraining CCUrCs examined by Ecrus were (to this writer) surl,risingly

inexpensive to cond,.:ct even taking into account the omission of opportunity

costs. Machine Snop (lasting 6 wc,eks) was th'.! r.ost expensive, costing

$133.13 7..:r student. othzr t:o courses (Ficefitting and Shipfitting),

lasting four weeks cost half as much as the machine shop course.

Table IV-1

Average Per Trainee Costs of Retraining
Courses in Conn acticut , 1931-62

Course Cost Per Trainee

Machine Shop $138.13

Pipefitting 67.75

Slyinc; 66.6Z

Source: [7], Table 10, p. 409.

In order to estimate benefits cf retraining, Borus utilized three con-

trol groupg: (1) those who completed the training but did not utilize that

training in their first lob, (2) those who entered the program but failed to

complete it for reasons other than the offer of an immediate job, and (3)

those who qualified for the program but did not enter training and did not

have an im.r.,!diate job prospect [7, p. 375]. Direct benefits of retraining

programs were calculated on the basis of differences in earnings between

those who completed training and accepted a job utilizing the skills in which

2This is the so-called vacuum effect discussed above on p.
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-rai (th,.! 0:Tc:rim:tilt-al group) and the three control groups

identified above.
3

Those who cc:npleted training end utilized that traininz in their first

job exirienced cchsi::uently hL:her earninLs the firs': year followinp:

traini nF. than my of the thr-..:e control groups. Thz! experim.:rital group earned

$424 NICTe than thDse who co::.pkted training but did not utilize that train-

ing, $1,033 more than those w;lo did riot report for training for reasons other

than an immediate job opportunity, and $1,176 more than those who dropped out

of the retraining program without prospects for an imediate job. Estimating

the effects that differences in motivation might have on overstating earnings

gains, and weighting earnings gains based on relative sample sizes, Eorus

placed the average gain at $500 a year.

Table IV-2

Annual Earnings Advantage of Connecticut Trainees
Who Utilized Training in J.)bsOver the

Three Control Groups'

Control Group
Annual Earnings

. Advantage

Completed Training $ 424

Dropped Out of Training 1,176

Did Not Report for Training 1,033

aContnolled for differences in personal characteristics.

Source: [7], p. 381.

3The assumption is made that if the trainee did not utilize his train-
ing in the job he accepted, the job could have been filled by a non-trainee,
and earnings from the job could not be ascribed to trodning. BAYOUS rakes

this ass;.2.-tption in an attempt to isolate the 17.ains of training from those of
placement, something that probably has yet to be done to anyone's satisfaction.
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These earnings advantaces are sizable. Bons argues, however, that the

contribution to national income of additional -t-aincd workers employed in

occupations characterized by labor shortazes is not just the increase in

earnings these workers e%perie.race over those not taking training or utilizing

it ($500 as Gal.:L.-a-xi by Borus tl,i3 case). Rathe:, it is the total value

of each newly-trair.ed worker's eutput--$L, ,359 [7, p. 399]. His argument is

based on the assur:Epri'Ln that the disiplacer.ant effect is zem, i.e., that

the jobs in which trainees were placed would not have been filled by non-train-

ees. He further argues that an income multiplier should be used when there

is less than full emloyrnent, so that secondary effects of spending can Le

taken into account [7, pp. 399-400.14

Utilizing the a.ssumptions discussed above, plus a discount rate of 5

percent, e 10-year time horizon, and the assumption that z..,enefits of retrain-

:lila art.: lost when tra_iulees eheu ale OCL:UpdtlUti Lo Joinethitlg 'Lhen

that for which they were retrained, Eorus computed benefit-cost ratios for

society, the individuals participating in the retraining programs, and the

government. Depend-ing on characteristics of trainees and whether training

was offered by the state or under ARA, benefit-cost ratios for society ranged

from 73.7 to 114.4 for state-sponsored programs and 55.7 to 86.2 for federally-

sponsored programs.

The average benefit -cost reties for the state and federal programs were

96.9 and 73.3, respectively. In all programs, when the trainee had some type

14This is the only study of institutional training progx:-.1 that includes
a multiplier (acarned to se two). Cain and Stremsdorfer i 11, p. 333-35] set
out conditions necessary for training pro.i:rams to reduce LII7aN,..gate unemploy-

ment, aid rote that such can succeed when an influx of money comes
into a depressed area with unemploymmt. West Virginia might well have
satisfied these conditions, and the programs might have contributed to actual
expansion of its economy.

/0 6
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of d::.sadvantapo (;,,(1 30 or over, less than 10 yc!ars.of education, or 13 or

more weeks of =:;ploy=nt prior to the dptitu:!e test) , benefit-

cost razio were than for workers wit: ,out any of !these

Ex:IIrd.:I.:Aim of the social h:::nefit-oust ratios in Table 1V-3

Table 1V-3

Benefit-Cost R...Ltf.o..-; of 1::.atrainin7 Pro7rams 4n Connaoticlit

for Society, Covermlant, and In.: iviCuals

dicadvantaes.

inIlicates thzit.

Basis for
Calculation

Social

State
Sponsored

Federally
Sponsored

Overall average 96.9 73.3

Age 30 and over 73.7 55.7

Less than 10 years education 48,8 59.6

Unemployed 13 weeks or more at
time of Aptithrie test 84c

Employed at time of aptitude test 114.1 86.2

Government

Overall average ?5.3 22:1

Age 30 and over 19.3 16.8

Less than 10 years education 20.6 18.0

Employed at tire of aptitude test 29.8 26.0

Private Benefit-Cost Ratios

Overall average 4.4

Age 30 or over 2.3

Less than 10 years education 3.5

Unemployed mere than 13 weeks at time
of aptitude test 3.8

Source: [7], pp. 415-18.

107
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this variance in ratios between the several Troups was larger in state-spon-

sored, than in federal-spsnsored Differences in P.TAprograms'

ratios for trainee groups actually are not very lar7,a, considering the ab-

solute magnituda of the ratios.

Benefit-cost ratios from the government's standpoint are somewhat lower

than those for society. This is expected, because gains of retrainincr, to the

governnent are not total gains in ina=e, but are increases in tax revenues

and savings in operating transfer-pa ymcnt pro :Trams resulting from that in-

creased income. As before, groups with specific disadvantages yield lewer

returns than the so-called "cream of tha,.! crop." Returns to individuals tak-

ing training are lower still, but e%ceed one in every case. The average

trainee gained back 4.4 times as much as it cost him (including lost earnings)

to take the training. Those with specific disadvantages gained somewhat less.

The exceptionally high benefit-cost ratios of retraining in Connecticut

calculated by Borus result from his assumption of the presence of the vacuum

effect, so that total incomes of the experimental group are considered as

benefits rgther than the improvement attributable to training; and from his

use of the income multiplier that magnifies the benefits attributed to train-

ing. Einar Hardin [31, Table 1, p. 113) recalculates the overall benefit-

cost ratio to society from Borus' data using more common assumptions--that

the vacuum effect is not operating, and that the multiplier is zero. With a

10 percent discount rate and a 10-year time horizon, a benefit-cost ratio of

5.9 results. Ibis more modest (but still impressive) ratio is more comparable

to other cost-benefit studies of institutional MITA and Area Redevelopment

Act programs. This ratio should be used as a benchmark ilen comparing Borus'

study to others.

o
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When Borus examined wage-emphyyment experiences of the experimental group

with those of the three control groups, he found that the experimental i-roup's

higher earnings the first year follain:; training were due almost entirely

to differences in employment experiences rather than to differences in wage

rates. This occurred in spite of the fact that only the experimental group

completed training and took jobs in training-reLlted occuoation::. Control

group 1 (those who completed training but took jobs in non-training-related

.occupations) earned $.10 an hoar more than the experimental group. Only those

who dropped out of training for a non-job-related reason (e.g., poor health or

discouragement) earned less at their initial job. Even this in-cup had made up

the difference after a year, earning $2.13 per hour compared to the experi-

mental group's $2.01 per hour.

Table IV-4

Wage Rates of workers Involvec i..litn

Retraining Programs in Connecticut

Time
Experimental

Group
Control
Group la

Control,
Group 2

Control
Group 3c

First Placement $1.78 $1.88 $1.67 $1.81

After 6 Months 1.93 1.97 1.81 2.08

After 12 Months 2.01 1.97 213 2.04

Estimated Averaze
d

1.91 1.94 1.87 1.98

aCompleted training but did not utilize skills learned.

bDropped out of training without an immediate offer.

e
Qualified for training, but did not report.

dCalculated as a simple average of the three reported wage rates.

Source: [7], p. 381, f.n. 4.

0 7
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Relative employ ::-eent experiences Cf the four groups slic/ a completely

different picture. The e.._ .-rimental group had the best ext2rience. Ta!:.ing

a no1 -treinin7,-Ielated job, Cc.-r.-,pping cut of raining, and not reportinz-, in-

duced cucca:sively p.(..orser employment e:.:periences. Counting only the the

ror-n,,s of cach c the :Trou:::: ,..:ere in the labor force (either employed or not

employed and.ko'.,:in.7 for . :o k) the exi:erimental 0..oup was ev..ployed 9.5, 12.5,

and 1'2..3 percentz-.7:e. points ::.re than control cYroups 1, 2, and 3 (as identified

in Table IV-4), respectively.

Four years later For us conducted a follow-up study to see if the earn-

ings gains of those who went through retraining programs were maintained over

time, or if the. gains wore temporary and disappeared as tir.e passed [9].

Using social security data, Eorus found that those who went through retrain-

ing not only maintained a sizable earnings advantage over non-trainees through-

out the five-year period ($1,167 a year), but increased their earnings advan-

tage from $1,070 in the first year to $1,350 in the fifth [9, p. 41] .

Borus also discovered that long-term gains of brief training courses

were not significantly influenced by sex, race, marital status, level of edu-

cation, number of dependents, or level of earnings prior to errolling a

training program [9, p. 45].6 Age did not show up as an- improtant determin-

ant of earnings until the third year following training . ']hose aged 30 to 35

at the time they completed their training benefited most over the five-year

period. Those aged 25 to 30 and 35 to 40 gained somewhat less, and those

under 25 or over 40 gained least [9, p. 46] .

Saavid Taylor sur-7.-.e.sts that the small sample sizes of non-whites and of
certain educational levels could explain the failure of education and race
to affect the outcome of training [91, p. 58].

/10
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Several tentative conclueicdes can Le drw.el frcm the studies by Eorus:

(1) Since trainin;; ceufeee in Connecticut were short, they clearly did

not a t to re-ovide trainees with all the kills neeeseary to anew them

to work efficie%tly in th..: oceuee.tions for which they we:e reeined.

Rather, truineee were bein17, femiliarized with types of work they weuld be

doing, and were treuEnt up to a level where they could he trained effectively

by a firm's ovei trainin preg-eam. The high leenefit-eost ratio (5.9) to so-

ciety achieved by training in Connecticut indicates that,.fram society's stand-

point, firms have not been doing enough of this hiring and training volun-

tarily. That more training-has not taken place in the private sector in the

face of high benefit-cost ratios can be explained if society, rather than the

firm, captures a good portion of benefits of retraining. Thus while it may

be to society's advantage for the training to be undertaken, the firm under-

standably might be unwilling to bear the full costs. The implication is that

training within the firm (OJT, if you wish) should be expandedif necessary

at the expense of society rather than the firm [9, po. 421-22].

(2) Since characteristics of trainees had little impact on their subse-

quent long-run earnings patterns, trainees in future programs might be selec-

ted on the basis of almost any set of priorities determined by the govern-

ment with the knowledge that successful training does not depend upon any

specific set of trainee characteristics.
7

Thus, MA's "reduction of poverty"

goal could be used as a criterion in selecting trainees without sacrificing

the (possibly less important) "efficiency" criterion in use of resources.

7
Other studies all] and [93], for example) do not reach this conclusion.

l/
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(3) w p l after three

years, Short-r,:,'1 st-udies based on one or two years of earainf-.s end c:i:ploy-

milt experience !ray miss important variables that could be used to direct

policy [0, p. l; G].

(it) Since the e.arnings advantage of -trainees placed in occupations for

which they r.rained due ::-ore to improved e..:-.ploy:::ent experience than to

higher doubts may be raised that t`slim had an ythin7 to do with in-

creased earnin:::s of these trainees. It micr.ht be argued that wage rates r.e.a-

sure a. worker's productivity, and that unless -Ia.:lining increases wage rates,

there is no evidence that a trainee's productivity has been increased by that

training, i.e., that his increased skills have rade him a more attractive

employee.8 If this argument is accepted, the benefit measured by Eorus

could be due entirely to place-ment efforts accompanying the program. Thus

it is .not clear that Eorus successfully separates the ber.e.tits o. training

from those of placement in the selection of his special control groups.

(5) Since the earnings advantage of trainees did not disapimar or decrease

over a five-year period, less criticism can be leveled at the practice in

cost-benefit analysis of extrapolating the measured earnings advantage beyond

the year or two in which it usually is observed. Also, the apparent perma-

nency of the earnings advantage suggests that retraining (and plac.'enent). pro-

O
grams of IOTA are having a lasting impact on groups the Act is attempting to aid.

8
Taussig [90] argues this with respect to vocational training in New York.

9
iAs it turns out, the observed "continued earrings advantage" of trainees

included two of the control croups (those that completed rraininc; but did not
take a trainini-7-related job, and thssc who dropped out of training for a non-
job related reason) of ores' original study. The advanta7e of the oril-rinal
experimental rrcuo over those two other trainee cate:::ories disappeerea. All
trainees, whether they finished the -1--_,ro.-7ram or utilized theix -wainir.z, were
earning nr..:re than non-trainees. Taylor [91, p. 57] toes this as additional
evidence that placent have been more Important than training.
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Fetrainin; in ::(2,;t: Virginia

In the str.:...z-/- of 1062. Glen Cain end Ernst Stro=dorfer interviewrd

1,379 p=ons who lind ccmplcted, or Wtre participating in, training programs

-41 West Viivinia 1.11]. The training przL,-rza::.3 they studied were funded by the

Area Redc:velop..-L:nt Act. (ARA) cind by state funds under th-1 ArC3 Vocational

Training Prc:gram West Virgin i-1. ArA courses genera _y 12re la-week full-

time ccur:es, gea:eLl to specific employment opportunities in local areas.

Courses sponsored by the state lasted six months to a year, but were less

intensive. Both proExems contained about the same total hours of instruction

[11, pp. 202-03]. FUrthermsre, 'The courses selected for analysis were repre-

sentative of the types of courses which are being offered on a large scale

throughout the country under the Manpower Development and :raining Act [11,

p. 327]." and included training in riveting, clerical skills, auto repair,

nurses aloes, waitresses, construction trades, welding, electrical and main-

tenance repair, and machine tcol operating and inspecting [24, p. 297.

A follow-up conducted in the spring of 1964 provided the benefit data

for the study. Three periods of analysis were used: (1) first 18 months

follming training, (2) longest period available (included only trainees who

had been out of the program for 27 months) , and (3) last. available quarter

earnings (included trainees with post-training experiences of 18, 21, 24, and

27 months).

Training programs' costs were calculated by adding direct training costs,

training or subsistence allowances granted during training period, increase

in welfare and unexIploprent payments received by trainees during training,

//3
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and opportunit/ cost: of trainees Ell, Table IX.2, p. 313].
10

Eath private

and social CC,3tS -,:ere calculated. Total social costs wpre $918 and $527

for male and fe::ale trainees resi:cctively, and respective private costs

we,'c $233 and $30.

Table IV-5

Social Costs 1-1, Trir-:!..! cf Er.rly Pi.trainina

Progrems in ';:est Virginia

Male Female Average

Direct Training Costs $434 $298 -

Payments to Trainees 129 126 -

Opportunity Costs 355 103 -

Total Costs $918 $527 $787

Source: [11], Table IX.2, p. 313.

When inecm-s of graduates of training programs wore compared to is

of a random sample of non-trainees unemployed at the time the training pro-

gram began, the trainees, especially males, experienced substantially higher

earnings than females. Following training, the first-year earnings of males

was $1,008; that of females, $192. Second-year income advantages were

$996 and $180 respectively. The average trainee earned $736 more the first

year and $724 more the second.

10.-
lne inclusion of subsistence payments as a social cost overstates

the calcul=ed total social cests. On the other hand, increases in admin-
istrative costs associated with trainin5 and placement are left out. This
tends to understate the actual costs. The net effect is unknown.
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Table IV-6

Private Cost.; Traince of :slyly
Retraining Erc,i;rii.::.7. in '...Test Virginia

r-
Payments to fralneeszl

Opportunity Costs

Total Costs

Male

$-129

362

$ 233

Fay le

$-125

1b6

$ 30

a
Payments to traimes retTesent income thi.,y

would not otherwise have earned, and can be re,z.arded
as negative costs.

Source: [11] , Table IX.2, p. 313.

Table IV-7

Annual Earnings Advantage of Trainees Over
Non-Trainees in vest Virginia

Males Females Average

First Year $1,008 $192 $736

Second Year 996 180 724

Source: [11], Table IX.7, p. 324.

Comparisons of benefits with costs result in benefit-cost ratios that

substantially exceed one for males, and exceed one for females by a much

smaller amount. Assumim, a discount rate of 10 percent and a time horizon

of 10 years, the benefit-cost ratios for males and females respectively are

6.7 and 2.2. With a 5 percent discount rate the ratios are 8.4 and 2.7 re-

spectively. Extending the time horizon to 30 years increases ratios for

males to 16.8 and 10.2 with 5 percent and 10 percent discount rates respec-

tively. Similar ratios for females are 5.4 and 3.3. The overall benefit-



cost ratio with the severe aseumptions of a 10 percent discount rate and a

10-year time horizen is 5.7.

Table IV-8

Benefit-Cent Patissa of Early Retrainirer,
Prograes in West Virginia

10-year
Time florizon

30 -yair"
Time I iorizon

Discount Rate cperoent) 5 10 5 10

Males 8.4 6.7 16.8 10.2

Females 2.7 2.2 5.4 3.3

Average 7.2 5.7 14.3 8.7

a
Assuming benefits continue the teend established between

the first and second year.

Source: Calculated from Table IV-5 and IV-7 above.

Age category of males (under age 35 vs. 35 and over) and educational

level (less than 12 years vs. 12 orrmre), had only moderate effect on the

earnings advantage of program graduates [11, p. 320].11 On the other hand,

females aged 35 and over with 12 or more years of education gained substan-

tially mere than any other female groups. This was due possibly to the

greater labor-force attachment of older wcmen with fewer young children at

home than younger women [11, p. 319]. The generally poorer economic benefits

accruing to females can be attributed mainly to the poorer attachment females

traditionally have to the labor force and a higher propensity to train females

for occupations with a high attrition rate, such as nurses aides Ell, p. 318].

liThe exception to this involved males aged 35' and over with 12 or more
years of educatien. In this catzeory, trainees were at an earninzs disadvan-
tage. Cain and Stromsdorfer suggest it might have been due to the extremely
small sample size of that group.

//&
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Table 1V-7 indicates that the overall earninza advanta,:e ofmale train-

ees over non-trainees derxeaced (tl a manth) bet4een the first and

second rt,ars follewinR training. Data in Table IV -9 indicate that this was

Table IV -9

Monthly W-J-e A:Ivanta:;e of Trance. liver
Von-2.1:::ainees in Virr'nja

Males

First 18 months

Under Age 35

Less Then
12 Years 12 Years

Education or Nore

Aged 35 and Over

Less Than
12 Years 12 Years

Education or r.ore

following training $ 99 $ 92 $ 98 $- 5

First Quarter, 1964 116 . 91 117 -58

Females

First 18 months
following training 8 0 48 9

First quarter, 1964 - 1 -28 58 24

Source: Calculated from [113, Table IX.5, p. 317.

due entirely to the experiences of trainees with 12 or more years of school-

ing. Male trainees under 35 with 12 or mare years of education experienced

a modest $1 a month (from $92 to $91) decline in relative earnings while those

over 35 with the same education experienced a 553 a month (from $-5 to $-58)

decline in their earnings advantage over non-trainees with similar character-

istics. The trends were opposite these being experienced by male trainees

with less than 12 years of education regardless of age group. These with less

education were experiencing substantial relative wage gains of $17 and t19 a

month for the less than 35 and 35 and over age groups respectively. These

/1 7
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results clearly ou:est that trainin.e was more "successful" in cases where
11

males had riot g_".;-luated from hiL'a

A 1066 follow-..:p of this study by Scm,.rs and McKochnie [79] indica-L...1.d

that em7.:107rnent xy,:;riences of non-trainees were ,aining relative to the

of trainees over a four to five yeea" folicwing gaining [79, Table 3,

p. 33]. They alzo found that altas;11 training was still a s;sn4;cant

variable in ezplaini7.;-, requlerity of e.- :. plc of the twe. groups (traincos

and non-trainees), it was deereasing in i=rtanee. Lemographic variables

were becoming more important. P.,7e, sex, race and education were not impor-

tant explanatory variables a year and a half followinq: training, but became

important (and statistically significant) after several more years had passed.

Somers and McKechnie conclude from this that "There appears to be some

indication, . . . that the advantages gained by retraining rray begin to wash

out after vr,...rs of general employment =pension [73, p. 04]." This prua -

is an unwarranted conclusion. That the emplcyment advantage of trainees de-

creases over time does not imply that the earnings advantage is similarly de-

creasing. Neither study (the original [12] and the follow-up [83]) mentions

relative wage rates. However, enough has been presented to allow us to infer

something about what most likely was happening to relative wages.

10
Somers and Stromsdorfer [80]" report that trainees were employed 7.6

months the first year follo-.qing training, and non-trainees employed only 4.7

12
While the infornation is not available, the poor relative showing of

males with 12 or more years of schooling could have been due to rapidly risinz
wages of non-trainecs with the same amount of education, rather than a decline
or slow growth of trainees' ince:nes..

13
Somers and Stromaderter are making a summary report of the study per-

formed by Cain and Strcandorfer [11], so both sets of authors are talking
about the same basic data.
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ronths :;;17.2 period [30, 173]. Trainees receiv--,d help

in obtaining Lnd

In oxtr= the train hod r.ractieally guaranteed jobs. . .

In -,=a tr.2 6..dard,:2d C.,_-'ense contracts

on a Fr.fclt.;_al accon:.:J= un national I.olicy
which ra::ner than to tr.:2 trailLing pro:main as

such [11, p.

Consequently, a ;:oc-d portion c the first em-ployment advantage (and

earndnss a=anta:e) resulted from plileement practices accompanying prozrams.

We would expect the advantasc of initial placement to diminish as time

passed, even possibly by the end of the second year. Yet it was reported

that for most male trainees the earninas differential was larger in the sec-

ond, than in the first year. The most likely explanation is that the wage

rate advantage of trainees was increasing over time.14 Thus, no conclusion

concerning the trend in "advantages gained by retraining" can be made.

These conflicLing inteLpetations of the same data reinforce the impor-

tance of researchers presenting relatively complete (even if summarized) data

on the experiences of experimental and control groups folloing training. In

this case, failure to present wage data separate from employment information

makes reasonable two opposing conclusions concerning permanency of benefits

of retraining. Given that cost benefit analysis is concerned with future

flows, knowledge about the probable shape of these flows is extremely -

important.

Other conclusions are less ambiguous. Incomes of males increased sub-

stantially more than those of females, due at least partially to greater

labor force attachment of the former group. Nen with less than 12 years of

14,
A conclusion consistent with findings of Borus [7].
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education experieno:d :1 ,.:ater increases in 'leanings than these with 12 years'

or more. Nen aced 35 or over (with less than 12 yearn of educetion) gained

as much in earnin;:s as younger mon (at least in the chert-run). Policy irn-

plicationc are cleer. If the experiences in i;:est Virginia axe reofesentative,

economic gaine to training can be moximized by crientin it t..o.end men with

less than 12 years of edeeation, and toward women with a known labcr force

attachment. Ase (within the very broad cateFpries utilized by Cain and

Stromsdorfer [11]) should not be one of the more important screening devices.

While placement effortl:as.apparently an important Tart of the pro ;;ram, there

is noway to estimate its relative importance to traininL. `.or

studies of manpower programs also-leave us in the dark about the relative

importance of placement.

R7rairrin; in E.....,.e..=etts

David Page has conducted a study of workers who participated in state-

sponsored retraining programs in Massachusetts between 1953 and 1951 [64].

His sample was comprised of 618 men and 289 women who entered training during

that period. Courses offered were in occupations in which, at least in New

England, demand apreared to be in excess of supply. Over 50 percent of the

trainees were, trained as barbers or beauticians, 13 percent as draftsmen,

technicians, office machine operators and mechanics, 4.4 percent in office

occupaticns, and 4.6 percent as practical nurses [64, p. 266]. Although the

courses were cffered undar a Massachusetts program, Page felt that enough sim-

ilarities existed between the type of training envisioned by MDTA and the

training in Massachusetts to allcw the Massachusetts' experience to indicate

what might be expected under MEDIA.



In calculating costs, Paze included tuition fees and sutsistence payments

(less unemployment co-2pensation). A;lainistration costs were considered

negligible since existin; personnel was use,1 for administering the prozrams

[64, p. 201, Exhibit 1]. Opportunity costs were iznored. Avere7e. costs zer

trainee (entering tne 1.-.:ozram) were 4,698.30. Of the cririn,41 907 trainees,

324 dropped out for var!.0us reasons. and 583 completed the p-..-egram. Of tha

583 who completed the program, 145 either had found jobs other than those for

Table IV-10

Costs of Training in nassachusetts
1958-61

Costs Per Train:,e
Costs Per Trainee Who Utilized Skill

Tuition $567.10 $1,180

Subsistence 131.20 273

Total 8698.30 $1,458

Source: Calculated from [64], Exhibit I, p. 261.

which they trained, or had withdrawn from the labor force [64, pp. 261-62].

Consequently, of the original 907 who entered training, only 438 completed

the program and found training-related jobs. Eased on the number of persons

in this category, average costs per trainee were $1,453.

Benefits were calculated based on the earnings experience of these 438

trainees who completed the progra-n and were placed in occupations for which

they had trained as canpared to incomes of a control group with personal

characteristics similar to the trainees randomly selected from Employment

Security Office files [64, p. 263]. Annual incomes of trainees increased

from $2,847 before training to $3,823 following training. Since incomes of

the control group also increased, only $S91 of the $976 increase can be at-

tributed to the training itself.
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Table IV-11

Annual Income Gain and Gain AL rributable
to TIairring in Eassat2hu.;etts

Earning,s following training *3,823

Earnings prior to training 2,847

Increase attributable to traininf:, 891

Source: [64], Exhibit II, D. 262.

When benefits are compared to costs, resulting benefit-cost ratios range

from a low of 3.8 up to 9.4 depending on specific assumptions concerning the

discount rate and time horizon (Table IV-12). The earnings differential is

Table IV-12

Benefit-Cost Ratios of Retraining
in Massachusetts, 1968 -61

10-Year .30 -Year.

T4T,. Horizon I ioi14..11:Discount Pate

5 percent

10 percInt

4.7 9.4

3.8 5.7

Source: Calculated from Tables IV-10 and IV-11.

assumed to stay constant throughout the relevant Periods.15 These ratios are

smaller than comparable ones developed by Bares and by Cain and Stromsdorfer

in their studies of retraining programs in the first several years of the 1960's.

However, the 3.8 benefit -cost ratio resulting from use of a 10 percent discount

rate and 10-year time horizon (as compared to 5.9 from Sorus and 5.7 from Cain

and Strorrsdorfer using similar assumptions) is still sizable.

15
Recall that 2oru:3 [9] found that the incomes advantage of trainees

over non-trainees actually incrcasco slightly over a 5-year period in Con-
neticut. Thus the assumption is not extreme.
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To the extent that Page understates cods by neglecting opportunity

costs, his benefit-cost ratios are overstated. On the other hanA, he in-

cludes subsistence paTrents as a cost of training. Since most of these pmb-

ably rce,Jrcsent inc=e transfers, costs are beim; overstated. Additionally,

even thspur:h 907 p=zens entered training, he assumes that bcnefits were zero

for all except thoso completed trainin;,, and found training-related jobs.

Borus [9] found that differences in inco=s between this group and these who

either dropped out of training or and jobs not requiring their newly-

learned skills disappeared within 5 years. If this is true in Massachusetts

as well as in Connecticut, benefits of the program are substantially under-

stated. The net effect of these biases is unknown.

Page concludes that retraining under HUTA will yield returns to society

greater than its costs if trainees are carefully selected, and if training

is offered in oconpations for T4h-leh 1.1",e," shortagsz urrol:crly admin-

istered, the federal p:..--)nam should produce national economic and social

pins, and help reduce the functional and structural segment of 'normal' un-

employment [64, p. 267] ." No details are presented indicating differences

in post-training experiences caused by personal characteristics of trainees,

so the only implication for policy that emerges from Page's study is the one

quoted above--MDTA programs, run like the state-sponsored programs in Massa-

chusetts, should yield greater benefits to society than they cost.

Retraining in Tennessee

Richard Solie has tested the effect of retraining on unemployment in

depressed rural areas of northeast Tennessee [76]. Retraining took place

between Feoruary and June of 1962, and was supported by ARA. Benefit data
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were collected .thrcu:th June by per-sonal interviewn with 217 .eerkers.

Salle's study is not a cost-beneit study becauce he does not art__ pt to

calculate. prcyrre. co:-..-ts or tr.air..-ezi ecvninzo. Goals of the stu:1-y- to

see if retrainees e:qyerienced significantly less

traininf: then did three sepax.:.;te con`c-ol croups, and to 373a a lre thz pi-azre:P.1s

ability to its traiemees in trainin -re-2.ated positions. Courses were

offered in welding, machine tooling, auto mechanics, radio-T.V. repair, and

cabinet raking.

Three control grcups were used: persons accepted for retraining who

either did not shc,.7 up or who dropped out; persons who applied but were. re-

jected for retraining; and persons selected at random who were unemployed at

the time training was offered, but who did not apply for retraining. Solie

notes that there are tl,ree main sources of labor-market benefits for workers

who completed training : ) special placement of forte "pcn c :r pl ot4on of

program, (2) restoration of self-confidence through qualifying for and com-

pleting training, and (3) improved skills [76, pp. 221-22]. Because trainees

did not receive special placement help and because non-qualified applicants

were screened from the training program, it is not certain haw many of the

benefits should be attributed to training, and how much to screening and

placement [76, pp. 221-22].

Immediately following training, the employment experiences of those who

had completed training were no better than those of l:ah"y:i of the three control

groups. "Completes" were experiencing a 33.3 percent unemployment rate while

"rejects," "non-completes," and non-applicants were experiencing unemployment

rates of 35.0, 25.8, and 42.5 percent, respectively. A year following train-

ing (June 1963) the four groups were experiencir.g unemployment rates of 5.3,

iay
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Table IV -13

Unemploy:.ent Ratn:.; of th Exil,erimental CYOUD
and the Thr:e Coutrol Groun:2 in Tenm2see

July 1032-June 1::34
(percentegs)

Date Completes

Group

Mon-Compleceo Rejects Non-Applicants

June 1962 33.3 25.3 35.0 42.5

August 1962 25.0 22.6 30.0 34.7

Septeother 1952 21.4 30.0 30.0 31.0

December 1962 16.3 30.0 36.8 38.0

June 1963 5.3 14.8 30.8 23.9

December 1963 2.9 16.7 20.0 25.4

June 1964 5.6 14.8 15.0 16.4

ouuwtt. [76], 7-11611d 3, O. 216.

14.8, 30.8, and 23.9 percent, respectively. Thus over a period of a year,

the group completing training had developed a substantial employment advan-

tage over the other three groups. During the second year following train-
.

ing, the employment advantage decreased. Since the experimental group had

reached a 5.3 percent unemployment rate by June 1963 while the other three

groups were averaging a little over 20 percent unemployment, the latter groups

hardly could help but gain in continued prosperity.

Solie suggests that the decrease in employment advantage during the

second year might indicate that training merely helped trainees get jobs

quicker through the placement services offered upon completion of training,

and did not give trainees any permanent labor- market advantage [76, pp. 222 -23]..

This decreasing advantage also may be a partial reflection of the "rejects"

3--



greater tendency to wifedra...: from the labor force ("out of labor force" is

not "unemployed").

When experiences of the four groups are controlled for demographic dif-

ferences, the employment advantage of the experimental group is reduced any-

where from 27 to 58 tercent. Controlling for age, education, skill level,

previous labor-market eNperience and it status, "completes" were unem-

ployed 8.3 weeks, 5.0 weehs and 6.5 weeks less in those two years than were

non-applicants, "non-completes" and "rejects" [76, Table 4, p. 218].
16

Even

with this reduced estimate of employment advantage, it seems clear that workers

participating in the complete program gained a distinct labor-market advantage

over those who did not.17

Although no firms made advance commitments to hire graduates of the

training programs (as was the case for many West Virginia trainees), 50 per-

cent of the trainees' first jobs were in the ecrupation for which they had

trained. Two years later 45 percent of the employed trainees were still in

these occupations. However, only 39 percent of the first jobs obtained by

trainees actually reauired that training. The ability of 71 percent of the

trainees to get jobs either in some occupation other than that for which they

trained, or in occupations not requiring the skills they.gained, indicates

that many employers were offering jobs with relatively low skill requirements

and were willing to hire trainees for training positions when additional skills

had to be learned [76, p. 213].

16
0n1y the difference in unemployment experiences between the "completes"

and non-applicants is statistically significant.

17
The problem, as Solie (and many others) notes earlier, is that he is

not able to separate the screening and placenent effects of the program from
the placement effects. According to Solie, no one has yet tested the impor-
tance of the complementary relationship between training and placement. lie

suggests this is a valid area of research.
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There War, a wid.2 variance in the ability of trainees completinc, di fferent

courses to firul jots in their selected occupatiens. As Table IV-14 s!:u...:s,

only 33 percent of those grad.,.latincz, !.rcm the Fad;o-T.V. elozs were succesful,

Table 1V-14

Abili ty of Graduates of Diffe:.-ent Cow-c-es to Find
-ngPat TEmploy=tin Tiaini-.1,1.;1 Jebs in annesc:e

Cource

Percent Findinu
Train in:-Kelated

Employment

Radio-T.V. 33

Auto Mechanics 92

Welding 67

Machine Tooling 61

Cabinet Making 68

MOM "(=crne of 44-tece -1.;g t1.+ Tad4g,
. . . since those for auto mechanics include a number of
trainees who obtained work in service stations where they
worked primarily as attendants but also did some mechanical
work. In the case of the radio-T.V. class, placement was
strongly affected by the closing (on the day the pro7ram .

ended) of a relatively large electronics plant in tha
immediate labor market area which had been expected 70 hire
a number of trainees [76, f.ri., pp. 213-].4]."

Source: [76], p. 213, and f.n., p. 213.

while 92 percent of those completing the Auto Mechanics course were successful.

Three factors seem to be operative in determining success in finding train-

ing-related jobs: the manner of defining specific eccupa.tions, the adequacy

of training relative to the skill requirements for job entry, and the rela-

tive availability of jobs [76, p. 214].

/a 7
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Su:::r.ary

Evidence frail four studies of early vzinpower programs indicates that

/STA programs cculd be c:T.,2ott(1 to yield bBnefit-ccst ratios crater than one.

Borus' [7] an'.: [9] data Lui7gezit that training in Connecticut had a ratio of

5.9. Cain and St-rc::zd:_-,rfcr [11] indicate that training in 1..'est Virginia

yielded a ratio of 5.7. Page [64] calculated a benefit-cost ratio for train-

ing in Massachusetts of 3.8. All these ratios are based on conservative

assumptions of a 10 percent discount rate and a 10-year time horizon.

The several studies presenting some breakdown of comparative experiences

of different groups of trainees (those by Boras, Cain and Stromsdorfer, and

So lie), offer several (sometimes conflicting) policy F;uides:

(1) Trainees over wide "age and education ranges" can benefit from re-

training. Sometimes those with less education seem to do a little batter

than Lhose with more, and some times the reverse is true. The Pxpla.nat:ion

probably lies in types of training offered, length of training, and job op-

portunities available upon completion of training.

(2) Both males and females can make large gains from retraining, but

the degree of labor-force attachment is an important variable. Women with

dependent children appear less able to stay in the labor market upon finishing

training.

(3) Race is not a good predictor of relative success.

(4) All persons participating in a training prop am benefit. They do

not have to finish training in order to experience increases in earnings rela-

tive to those not participating, nor do they have to find a job requiring the

skills they learned in the training courses. Satisfying all these conditions,

however, generally results in a more regular employment experience follo4ing

training.
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(5) Training pror:rzcns need not be long to yicid 1:enefits. Eorus, for

example, finds that famillaz-iizetion with ...:orhing conditions and equip:r4nt is

enough in many cases to in.-fuce. firm to hire 1)1'7am particii:ants.

(6) More. regular Ee.-.1-)loyirent experience is an imi.Nortant nource of pro-

gra:a benefits. Every study that exa:72.ned the relative e7r,ploynent experiences

of the experirr.c,ntal and coroczol groups is this findinc.

(7) Eenefits from training are not tmansitory; they arc long lasting.

This is a significant finding, offering suppcil both for the form and content

of training proilrams; and for the methodology used in assessing their results.

Manpower Development and Training Act-S1:onsored Programs

Surprisingly few "full-blcun" cost-benefit studies have been conducted

of institutional t-aining activities pursued follading passage of the MDTA.

Svelo..f.ev Ftejovici: dr1,1 Sullive21 uonduuisvi yLukly of In-

stitutional training in Michigan [66] but their study suffers from serious

methodological problems. A national study by the Planning Research Corpora-

tion [97] of both institutional and OJT programs also suffers from serious

deficiencies. Earl Main has studied the earnings and employment experiences

of a national sample of MA trainees [510, and although he does not calcu-

late any benefit-cost ratios, it is possible to develop some suggestive ratios

by combining his data with cost data presented by Garth Mangum. A recent

study by Einar Handin and Michael Eorus of retraining in Michigan [33] gives

a detailed analysis of the programs as well as computes benefit-cost ratios.

As predicted by the cost-benefit studies of pre-MTA training activities,

these studies indicate that institutional training programs offered under

MDTA have resulted in benefits accruing to society in excess of the costs.

Hardin and Ibrus calculate a benefit-cost ratio of 1.5. Data presented by
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Main also yield an estimated ratio of 1.E. Both of these ratios result from

conservative as:um2tions.

A large nuglyor of non-bcnofit-cost evaluative studies of mum have been

conducted. Sc:: a of those hay.,.. been examined for this paper, prhnarily be-

cause re:,ults of th:: two approaches of analysis can be shown to complement

each other; the conclusicnc of each reinforcing those of the other.

Retraining in Michigan

Hardin and Eorus [33] have studied a wide range of retraining courses

in Michigan offered between May 1962 and September 1964 under both APA and

MDTA. They wished to measure the effects of such training ". . . on the

national product, the disposable income of trainees, and the expenditures

and receipts of the government [33, p. 1] ." Their study included 49 classes

4n un a4fFronn,...4- Fmm cn,!. .b

the study were gathered through interviews with trainees and from training

institution and government records. Both the experimental group (persons

who entered the program) and control group (persons who applied for and were

qualified to enter training, but did not) were randomly selected. Of the

1,036 selected, inability to locate, non-satisfactory interviews and other

problems reduced the final sample size to 78'4 (503 trainees and 281 non-

trainees). Multiple regression analysis was used throughout the study to

control for differences in labor mar1/4et conditions as well as in demographic

characteristics.

Social costs of all sampled retraining programs were $1,272 per trainee

(Table IV-15). Included were instructional outlays for classroom training
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Table IV-15

Per Train_le Social Co ctn of ARA an!1 !ETA In-..3titutional
Tmtining COUY.

Cost Cat:4:ery All Courses

iliMiCh2f1, 1962-64

Courses by Hon.ass of Instruction

60-200 201 -603 601-1,200 1,201-1,920

Instruction $ 493 $109 $412 *1,033 $ 969

klministration 184 175 182 191 205

Lost Earnings 499 47 229 816 1,833

Trainee Expenses 95 15 62 163 281

Total $1,272 $346 $885 $2,183 $3,293

Source: [33], Table 13:2, p. 262.

of $493,18 local, state and federal administration costs of $184, opportunity

costs of $499, and additional expenses incurred by trainees of $95. Since

course length varied substantially, costs by broad category of course length

also appear in Table 1V-15. Courses ranging from 60 to 200 hours cost $346

p4r trainee, while those lasting from 1,201 to 1,920 hours cost 10 times as

much -43,293. Opportunity costs, which were a small part of costs in short

courses ($47) increased substantially until they comprised over half of total

costs in the longest courses ($1,838).

Benefits were calculated as the gain in earnings attributable to train-

ing measured over the first year immediately following training, relative to

earnings the year it preceding. Here the importance of a control

group is emphasized. Trainees' earnings increased $1,524 from the year before

18
This includes current purchases of equipment and iFnores opportunity

costs of buildings. Hardin and Loris recognize that the former overstates,
and the latter understates, total costs [33, p. 213]. On the other hand,
ignoring capital costs brings us closer to marginal costs.

/ 3 /
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training to the year tr,aining. At the same time, ha..ever, non-

trainee earnings increased by $1,308; :raking the average trains net gain

in incomo only $216 [33, Table 5:2, p. 94]. Adjusting these figures for

demographic and labor marlzot charactristics increases the gain slightly to

$252.

This average gain of $252 conceals what is the most startling finding

of the studythe not rains frc:.1 training decrease as course lencrth increases.

In fact, they decrease so rapidly that all courses longer than 200 hours are

associated with overall net losses in earnin7s. As Table IV-16 shows, the

Table IV-16

Annual Income Gains Per Trainee of ARA
and lgA Institutional Training
Courses in Michigan,. 1S62-64.'

Course Length
by flours of

Instruction incom?. (,Ain

60-200 $ 976

201-600 - 5

601-1,200 -121

.1,201-1,920 -136

All Courses $ 251

aRelative to control groups.

Source: [33], Table 13:2, p. 262.

income gain from the shortest courses (60-200 hours) is $976, while that

associated with successively longer courses of 201-600, 601-1,200, and 1,201-

1,920 hours is $-5, $-121, and $-136,respectively. Of course, trainees did

receive greater incomes following training; but non-trainees were experiencing

even greater increases.

/ 3 c9
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H2rdin and Borus explore the possible reasons for the earnings disadvan-

tage of trainees who p:articipated in longer courses, and offer the follcwin::,

possible cxplanations: (1) systematic unmeacured forces that acted with dif-

fering stingth betw2en short and long courses, (2) a wage advantage held by

non-trainees who were able to .,.ork and gain experience while trainees were

attendinz classs, an a:lwntage that was maintained for at least a year,

(3) a wage edvantaF,e held by non-trainees in occupations for which long courses

were designed and characterized by low starting wages, but offering rapid in-

creases, (4) a areater tendency for job vacancies to disappear by the time

trainees completed long courses formed to fill those vacancies, and (5) the

possible tendency for short courses to train persons for new occupations

offering than substantially higher wage .rates than they earned previously;

and for long courses to give persons primarily increased skill levels within

a broad occupational category, offering only mrsderate wage increases as re-

wards [33, pp. 122-23]. These possibilities are not explored in the study,

but surely are suggestions which should be examined.

A ntunber of benefit-cost ratios can be calculated. Table IV -17 contains

average ratios for all programs examined, and ratios by broad course length.

As Table IV-17 shows, average returns from all training programs included in

the programs sampled by Hardin and Borus achieved ratios from 1.2 to 3.019

depending on the discount rate and time.horizon assumptions. When the sample

results are adjusted to reflect the actual course-length combination of all

courses in Michigan between 1962 and 1964, these overall ratios are increased

to 1.5 and 3.8. The low total costs and high income gains associated with

19
T hey also calculated private and government ratios. Using a 10 percent

discount rate and a 10-year time horizon, all courses sampled yielded a pri-
vate benefit-cost ratio of 6.0 and a government ratio of .5 [33, Table 14:1,
p. 287 and Table 15:2, p. 310].

/ 3 5
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Table 1V-17

Benefit-Coet Ratios for ARA and MD LA Institrticnal
Petrainies!, in I.Iich.e.an by Coeree Langth, ie02-64

Course Leneth
(hours)

Dizeount )the
(percent)

10-Year
Time Horizon

30-Year
Time Horizon

60-20.' 5 21.8 43.3
10 17.3 26.5

All Others 5 a a
10 a a

All Courses Saepled 5 1.5 3.0

10 1.2 1.9

All Courses Sameled, 5 1.9 3.8
Adjusted to .Atual . 10 1.5 2.3
Experience

a
Calculated ratios were less than zero.

Source: [33], Table 13:2, p. 262, and Table 13:9, p. 278.

coulees lasLing fiem160 203 ih.A.us iseselted in raLioa raile;leg from 17.3 to

43.3. These extremely high benefit-cost ratios countered those which were ac-

tually negative for the longer courses by a sufficient amount to lift the aver-

age ratio for all courses over one.
20

20
Negative benefit-cost ratios are difficult to interpret. It is clear

that larger inccme ;..:ins by trainees would make the negative values of ratios
smaller and eventually push cr ratios to the positive side. We then might be
led to prefer smaller negative ratios to larger negative ratios (taking the lesser
of the evils). On the other hand, increasing program costs while leaving bene-
fits unchenged ale() brings the negative ratios closer to zero; but this clearly
is not preferred. The problem can be avoided by considering all earnings of non-
trainees both during and a±ter training as opportunity costs or participating in
training rather than only ea rnines during the training period as is now the
practice (i.e., adding these earnings to costs rather than subtracting some of
them from benefits). With this approach, benefit-cost ratios would not be less
than zero unless traineee esperienced an actual deterioration of post-training
earnings. Interpreted in this fashion, all Michigan training courses have pos-
itive benefit-cost reties. Unfortenatay, the ratios resulting from this method
of calculation cannot be compered to those calculated in any other study with-
out adjusting their results. The problem of negative benefit-cost ratios was
discussed also in [84, pp. 157-59].

/3y
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When characteristics of trainees were examined, Hardin and Borus found

substantial differentials in benefits (and costs) depending on trainee's

race, sex, and education; and unemployment compensation and welfare status

prior to training. B3nefits also were afActed by the occupational area for

which training was -Lc:I:en. Benefit-cost ratios are summarized for these de-

tails in Table 1V-18. Ratios are higher for non-whites than for whites, and

for non-white females than for non-white males. Educational level made little

difference in the ratios associated with whites (13.4 to 14.9), but did af-

fect those for non-whites (19.8 to 26.9). Benefit-cost ratios were highest

for non-white high school graduates. The generally higher benefit-cost

ratios for non-whites, and the substantial difference in ratios between non-

white high school graduates and non-graduates that was absent for whites,

suggest that training in Michigan helped reduce job discrimination based on

race and that it was most effective in reducing discrimination against non-

white high school graduates.

Benefit-cost ratios for trainees with prior annual earnings under $1,786

were greatgr than those for trainees with earnings in excess of $1,786 (21.0

vs. 12.5). This leads one to suggest that larger income gains experienced

by those with low "before" earnings resulted from unusually depressed earn-

ings just prior to entering training. However, this possibility is contra-

dicted by the relatively higher ratios associated with trainees who were not

receiving unemployment compensation when they entered training compared to

those who were receiving it at that time (20.0 vs. 10.5). The reverse would

have had to be true to be consistent with the suggestion that high ratios

resulted from depressed earnings prior to training.

3
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Table IV-18

Benefit-Cost P.itio for and.:= Irc;titutional Retraining
in MichiLan by Tr:..inee Charactrintics, 1962-64

Courses of 60 -203 1-1:.urs

Trainee Characteristics

White
Male
Female
5-8 years education
9-11 . year a., educati'....n

12 and more years education

Non-White
Male
Female
5-8 years education
9-11 years education
12 and more years education

Prior Earnings
T7r. .1.71
wk. se.A.,syV

Benefit-Cc:;t

Ratioa

9.3
24.6

14.9
13.4
14.3

21.2

29.7

19.8
25.5
26.9

^1 n

Over $1,786 12.5

Unemploynent Benefits
Recipient 10.5
Ilbn-recipient 20.0

Welfare Benefits
Recipient

Non-recipient

Occupational Area
Factory
Health Care
Auto Repair
Others

18.4
17.1

12.1
26.0
9.2

30.0

Courses of 200-1,920 Hours
b

Benefit-Cot;t
Trainee Characteristic Ratio'

White
5-8 years education
9-11 years education .G

Non-White
9-11 years education .2

aUsing a 10 percent discount rate and 10-year time horizon.

b
Includes only breakdowns yielding benefit-cost ratios exceeding zero.

cDOcs not include any office occupation. They all required more than 200
hours of Instruction. Includes Auto Station Operator, Automobile Painter,
Furniture Upholsterer, Nurses Aide, Waitress, and Floral Designer (inferred
from [33], Table 4:1, pp. 70-71).

Source: [33], Tables 13:3-13:7, pp. 265-275.
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Benefit-cost ratios for those receivinr: welfare benefits wh,.n

started were a little higher than those for non-welfare recipients. This

significant, because it means that the retnaining programs were successful

reducing particip:nts dapenclonce on welfare. Welfare recipients il0 wt:r;

trainees decreased their average welfare ivIceipts from about $800 the ye!-:z,

before entering training to arounl $340 the year following training. Peroo::.

on welfare who did not receive training only reduced their welfare receipt::

from around $800 to about $640 over the same periods [calculated from 33,

Table 7:2, p. 152 and Table 4:2, p. 82]. While welfare recipients decrease:.

their dependence on welfare benefits through participating in training, only

about 10 of the 114 persons receiving welfare when they entered training did

not receive some welfare the year following training. This is probably to he

expected, since the range of problems faced by welfare recipients is not

1-A -
OOl.tA-U a Q,Lolt traanang course.

Benefit-cost ratios varied considerably among the broad occupational

elassificat Lons utilized in the study. Auto repair occupations fared the

worst (relatively) with a ratio of 9.2. "Other" occupations (miscellaneous

service and sales) achieved the highest ratios of 30.0. The high ratio of

26.0 for health care occupations is surprising, since nurses aide was the

dominant occupation, an occupation associated with substantially lower ratios

in training programs offered in other states . No broad occupational area of-

fered the longer courses (200-1,920 hours) managed to achieve a benefit-cost

ratio greater than zero. In fact, no group of trainees detailed in Table IV-

which participated in these longer courses was given instruction that yielde.zi

a benefit-cost ratio greater than one.

Hardin and Boras [33] conclude from this study that the benefit-cost

ratios associated with institutional training in Michigan are large enough

to justify continuing this type of training. They suggest, however, that
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the composition of training be altervd tc.r.lard the shorter courses. This would

result in hiEher net bcnefits to society then hos been the case in the past

and would permit training larger nuirberr, of persons for a given dolldr outlay.

Based on the differences in the,: benefits associated with different types

of participants, Hardin and Torus indicate that net benefits could be in=eased

also by expand-n: course offerings for (1) women relative to men, (2) whites

relative to non-whites
,21

(3) those with less, relative to those with more,

education, (4) those with low previous earnings relative to those with high

previous earnings, (5) welfare recipients relative to non-welfare recipients,

and (7) health care, and sales and service occupations relative to factory

work and auto repairs [33, pp. 330-34].

The main shortcoming of this study is its failure to separate the effects

of wage rates and employment regularity from income. This failure prevents

an evaluation of the probable placement, rrom the training benefits, of the

programs. This shortcard.ng is overshadowed by the many policy recommenda-

tions that do emerge.

Pejovich and Sullivan examined results of IOTA prorams conducted in an

area vocational school near Winona, Michigan between 1960 and 1965 [66].

MDTA courses were offered in nine skill areas--auto mechanics, auto body re-

pair, industrial electronics, highway technician, machine tool and die making,

welding, general office clerk, practical nursing, and stenography. Their

sample consisted of 190 students who had completed training and 169 still in

the program.

21This recommendation probably is en inadvertent error, because Table
IV-18 indicates that benefit-cost ratios for non-whites exceed those for
whites.

3 g



Social costa of the proiTam were estimated by adding direct educational

expenditures, subsidies paid students during the program, opportunity costs,

and an allocaticn for capital costs based on a 10 percent rate of deprecia-

tion (66, p. 5]. P ^- =! costs incluz.led dire:A costs of the program to the

student (fees, supplies, £U1' tranepoxtetion) and of costs. Oppor-

tunity costs were measured in two ways. If a person was employed prior to

entering the pro:Itua, his earnings at that time were extraeolated throech

the period he was in the program under the assumption that he would have

suffered no un If the perscn was unemployed at the time heen.ployeant .22

entered the program, the opportunity costs were estimated by extrapolating

the ratio of median income in Winona to median income in the U.S. (.85)

multiplied by median income in the U.S. for the appropriate-age and educa-

tion category of the worker [ 66, p. 3].
23

nr.71.,fits of the 7.--0.-I4m are calculated as +.0 dii Fc rence h0+ ,4,00n the

trainees' post-program and pre-program experiences. No control group is

used, nor any adjustment irede for changes in economic conditions that might

have contributed to the improved labor-market experiences of trainees. The

22
Pejovich and Sullivan state that they deliberately overestimate costs

and underestimate benefits so that ". . . the calculated rates of return in
this study are either equal to or below the true rates of return on invest-
ment in education by the WATS (Winona Area Technical SchOol) [66, p. 2] ."
The reader is aware, from earlier discussions of unmeasured benefits and
costs and of inaccuracies that exist in those that are measured, that there
is no guarantee (regardless of the metlm'ology used) that calculated rates
will be "equal to or below the true rates."

23
This overstates opportunity costs to the extent that estimated ee.rn-

ings based on the experience of the median worker exceed those the MDTA par-
ticipant could have earned. The fact that these persons were unemployed
when they entered the pr cram cugg.ests that their experience would have been
worse than the median experience of all workers.

/3 9
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benefits accruing to those still in the program were estim ated by what the

State EmployLmyt Service stated they could expect to earn after graduating.
214

Based on the methcdology discussed above, a series of private and social

median rates of return have been calculated for each of the nine skill cate-

gories. They appear in Table IV-19. Private rates of return generally are

Table IV-19

11,3diana Pates of Retuz:r. for MDTA P170,:;rEITS Conducted
in Winona, Michigan Ber.:e.en 1960 and 1955

Course

Median Rates of Return
(percent)

Private Social

Auto Mechanics 20 19

Auto Body Repair 11 9

Machine Tool and Die 24 24

athway 36 )7

Welding 53 19

Industrial Electronics 22 23

General Office 47 35

Stenography 42 22

Practical Nursing 20 18

aPejovich and Sullivan calculated a rate of return
for each individual participating in the program. Thus
these figures represent the experiences of the median

individual.

Source: [66), pp. 10-17.

24These types of estimations probably result in overstatement of the

benefits. The anount of overstatement is unknam.
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higher thin secial rates of return, and rand: from 11 to 53 percent compered

to a range of 0 to 35 percent for social rates of return. The result.) are

difficult to interpret because of mlethodological probRee3 discussed earlier.25

Hu4ever, the results cen be useful when used another way. If the zathod-

ology employed was used consistently throughout the study, .he differences in

rates of retuill from either the. private or sccial standpoint : ::ay have so e'

meaning. Thus, though we cannot be cure that the social rate of return for

auto mechanics was 19 percent, we may feel mere confident that, whatever it

was, it was less than that for general office skills (celculated at 35 per-

cent). Rankines of rates of return can be taken vith Nora confidence than

absolute values. We might suggest, then, that from the social standpoint,

Auto Body Repair, Auto Eachanics, Highway Technician, Welding, and Practical

Nursing had lower returns as a group than Machine Tool and Dia, Industrial

Electronics: General Office, ana Stenography. Further study of the ch;:wee-

teristics of those entering those occupations and of conditions in the

relative labor markets might help explain why returns were higher in some

occupations than others, and indicate guidelines that might be followed in

future programs.

25
A more concise list of these problems ineludes:

1. use of before and after earnings to estimate benefits tends to overstate
benefits,

2. assumption of full employment for estimating opportunity costs tends to
overstate costs,

3. receipt of subsidies by program participants was ignored, tending to
overstate private costs,

4. inclusion of the subsidy as a social cost was not justified, and probably
overstates social cests,

5. prior earnings of these unemployed at the time they entered the program
were probably overstated. This tends to overstate opportunity costs and
understate-: benefits,

6. capital costs of the Area Technical School were included as part of
program costs when the school was already there. This tends to overstate
social costs.

The net effect of these on the calculated rates of return is unknown.
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The study by Pejovich zind Bees sus-.7,est that -there were signif-

icant cli.ffercnoe:i Ln rates of return for different occupationzil progrars,

but conceptual and difficulties preclude justifying its

conc.:1 ". . . that (1) the .'J TS han used resources allcx.ated to it

efficiently an:i -;:rotitzably, and (2) uf.e. of the same resources elsewhern. could

not, on the aver.,r-e, be c:-::-....acted to provide the with a higher rate

of return [66, p. 103." ash rates of return do not imply "efficient" use of

resources unless it can be shcwri that no changes could be made that would

result in even hiqhz.,..r rates. Any one program cannot be extolled as the "best"

program available until the results of alternatives have been explored.

Retraining Natiorraide

Earl Main has assessed the ability of institutional murA training to im-

prove ia,ainees ' laLur e.,xperiu, ICE:b [ 543 . In conductin his study, he

built a stratified randan sample of about 1,200 persons who had completed

training at least a year before being interviewed to serve as the experimental

group. He selected the control group from friends and relatives who were

unemployed gout the time. participants entered training.26

Main found that females who completed training earned more than female

non-trainees in their last reported full-time job, but he could not detect a

difference in the wage rates of males with full-time jobs. To see what im-

pact differences in personal characteristics between the experimenta_l and

control groups had on wage rates, he controlled for demographic character-

istics--sex, education, age, race, previous unemployment, "main earner

status," geographic region, marital status, number of unmarried children

26This
is the "snowball" method discussed in Chapter I.
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under 18, and th:: rAate-of-rQoidence per capita income.

When cotlollin for the ten "b;:ckr.round" variables
e , trini, tl atanouclyi L

net effect c fc:r EthA 1 f'.111-Ti:: -job since Train-
ing. . . . c:;:::::1,:ter:-; and drc-c,cuts

rately, ;.:DrA effc.c-.: on waics ior thoLe who
found tr.ploy::,::nt after training [f., p. 165].

Even though rates of those who participated in ram training and

sub:xquently accepted full-timc work wire not significantly increased, Main

found that inoanes were (Table IV-20). Considerins all the trainees to-

gether; their incona advantage over non-trainees was $9.60 a week ($480 a

Table IV-20

Weekly Family Income Alvantage of FM%
Institutional Trainees Over flbn-Trainses

at Least a Yew Following Traininga

Weekly Income
Advantage

All Trainees $ 9.60

Completes 10.08

Dropouts 3.61
b

a
Controlling for background character-

, istics and assuming that training status
did not affect the number of family workers.

Not statistically significant.

Source: [54], p. 165 and f.n.

year). Those completing training gained $10.08 a week ($504 a yea). Drop-

outs made a small gain of $3.61 a week ($180 a year). Since full-time wage

rates of those participating in MDFA programs were not increased, but their

incomes were, the difference has to lie in their comparatively better employ-

ment experience.

pprow vV IP ,,rprill. 41". .."0.1.11". 70P 11
VIIIMMEMNE

/q5
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EXamination of employment experience since trainin6 verifies this. Pro-

gram participants (all trainees) ere employed 11-22 puscent rore then non-

participants, and thoze co: pletinz training fared even better. While

Table IV-21

Employment Advantage of Instituticnal MIDM
Trainees Over I:on-Trainees

(percent)

All Trainees 11-22

Completes 13-23

Dropouts 7-19

NOTE: The lower figure in each case takes
into account that proaram participants could be
looking for their first jobs nile still in train-
ing, so that no period of unemploy.T.ent necessarily
follows their leaving or finishinr. the prx..)7..-a-n.

The high figure ignores this initial advantaze.
Main feels the true advantage is somewhere in between
the two extrrmns.

Source: 54], p. 167.

"completes" had substantially better employment experiences than those

dropping out (13-23 percent vs. 7-19 percent), the difference is not statis-

tically significant.

Trainees who participated in longer courses had better employment ex-

periences than those in shorter courses, and participants trained in skilled

and semi-skilled jobs had better employment experiences than those trained in

service and clerical occupations. However, Hain found that when he controlled

for whether the person completed the course, and for their background

characteristics,

neither length nor type of training had a statistically signif-
icant net effect on full-time. employment (in a multiple regres-
sion equation).
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This rair.es 5C7C doUbts about the effect of 1ZTA train-
ing on c=loynt, ince.! it is 1:.a.rharratically possible--

thoui0 unlikelyIll:It it rail :es no difference how much or
what tywf of t:einin one It is quite posdble that
a larze of th.:: esti=t net effect of trainir.; is due
to uther verile not inclueJ in the analysis. that-
ever p",::lif'.:1)0:3:1 peosin to ta'..:e job trainim; could
also Le 2-,:sponsibi ior much their increased cmploymant,
relative to non-trainees [54, p. 1GS].

Main did not estimate the costs of training, and consequently did not

calculate any benefit-oost ratios. However, Garth ManTim has estimated

that the average cost per enrollee in all institutional MDTA programs

through 1966 was $1,570 and that the average cost per completer was $2,040

[55, Table 16, p. 62]. Since Main conducted his interviews in 1966, the

Table 1V-22

Estimated Costs of MDTA Training Through 1966

Average Costs Per Trainee

Institutional only $1,230
Average 1,570
Completer 2,040

OJT only 420

Institutional and OJT 940
(Coupled)

Source: [55], Table 16, p. 62.

costs presented by Mangum can cautiously be applied to the benefits estimated

by Main. Table IV-23 contains the benefit-cost ratios when this is done.

All the ratios exceed one.
27

The lowest benefit-cost ratio is 1.5 when the

discount rate is 10 percent and the time horizon 10 years and refers to those

27
Several biases exist in the data. Assistance payments are included

in cost figutos, and this tends to overstate actual costs. Opportunity
costs are left out. This introduces a downward bias in cost data. Net
effect is unknown.
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who completed training. It LI intere:;tin3 to note that benefit-cost ratios

for all trainer.,.s ..::coed comi:Drably-cpputed ratios for "complet^s." This

means that lewr b:mefit-cont ratios ir,ay be attributed to those who completed

traininc- than to those who drovrvad out.

Table IV-23

Benefit-Cost Ratios for Institutional EDTA Training

10-Year 30-Year
Discount Rate Time Horizon Time Horizon

All Trainees 5 percent 2.3 4.7

10 percent 1.9 2.9

Completes 5 percent 1.9 3.8

10 percent 1.5 2.3

Source: Calculated from above, Tables IV-20 and IV-22.

One should not conclude from the higher ratios associated with dropouts

that trainees should be encouraged to drop out. A number of dropouts prob-

ably occurred because of job opportunities that were "too good to pass up."

On the other hand, counselors should be careful about advising a trainee to

stay in the training program in the face of such an opportunity.

A cost-benefit study by Planning Research Corporation, comparing the

national experience of MDTA institutional training and OJT, found that the

benefit -cost ratio from OJT was 3.3, and from institutional training 1.8,

considering only first year earnings following completion of training [97].

The Planning Research Corporation used the "before and after" tecque,

however, measuring benefits as the total gain in trainees' earnings. Thus

while it might be safe to conclude that these results suggest that OJT yields

higher returns to society than institutional training; (assuming trainees had
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similar chanteteristics), actual ratios ray ba substantially less than those

reported .

Retraining in the laewest

H. H. London has examined the experiences of 518 persons who partici-

pated in institutiona2 rIDTA training between October 1, 1964 and September

30, 1965, in St. Louis, Yansas City, and Joplin, Missouri [51]. His is not

a cost-benefit study, but rany of the types of information he discusses

would complement and confirm the results were such calculations made. Infor-

mation for the study was collected from MDTA records and interviews conducted

6, 12, and 18 months after completion of training.

Participants in these programs probably were not the really "hard core"

unemployed. White males had completed an average of 11 years of schooling,

white females an average of 12.6 years. Similar tiguxes for non-white males

and females were 10.4 and 11.1 years. H
. . . the bulk of . . . [the partici-

pants] had taken some form .of pre-employm ent vocational education, mostly for

clerical occupations and the skilled trades prior to MDTA training [51, p. 4]."

Non-whites had an average I.Q. of 89.6, and whites an average of 103.4.

Nearly 21 percent of the trainees quit a job to take MDTA training. Of the

21 percent who were on welfare when they entered training, all but a few were

women with dependent children.

Training was offered in a. wide range of skills including general office

skills, cooking, alterations tailoring, practical nursing, and several

skilled trades. Unemployment and earnings figures were not presented, but

other important aspects of the trainees' experiences were.
28

The frequency

28
The following discussion comes from [51, pp. 7-17].

/ et/7
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of job chan:e did not drop dremtically ie-ediately following training, but

as time peosed, job stability i creaced. This trend, carbined with a de-

creaee in the frequency with which ex-trainees ware fired for poor work

habits aid attiree.dee, indicates that they were becoming integrated into the

mainstream of the labor force.

While trainees did not show any sudden increase in their standard of

living, their "life style" ie.-proved in several waysthey were saving TiCre

money, evened more television sets, more of them purchased cars, and they

spent more on medical care. Additionally, 18 months following graduation

from training 11 percent was takin6 SOR2 kind of further education, gener-

ally vocational training. In one area no improvement appeared. Welfare

payments to trainees as a group did. not decline following training. But

since most of those receiving welfare were mothers, this is understandable

(and peedictahle).

Overall, about 48 percent of the trainees was employed in training-

related occupations 6 months following training. However, the percentages

of participants finding work in occupations for which they had trained

varied greatly among occupations. Most successful in this respect were

those trained to be cocks (11 of 12). Those training as. Tailors (8 of 10),

Draftsmen (11 of 14) , Machine Pressers (26 of 29) also were relatively suc-

cessful. Somewhat less successful were these trained in Office Skills and

Skilled Occupations. Auto Body Repair (7 of 28) was the most unrewarding

area (with the possible exception of Practical Nursing) in which trainees

sought jobs similar to their training.
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Table IV-24

murA Trainees' S....ccess in Findim- Jobs to
Those for Which Tlley Tv.:inc:j in Three Cities

Occupation Relative Success Percent

Alterati= Tuner 8 of 10 CO

Auto Body Rel:air 7 of 28 25

Bookkeeper 5 of 16 37

Clerk (general office, 99 of 142 69
steno, and typist)

Cook

Draftsman

Duplicating Fachine
Operator

11 of 12

11 of 14

5 of 14

92

79

36

Machine Operator 11 of 22 50

PrAntical Nurs e 67a of 79 85

Presser, Machine 26 of 29 90

Combination Welder 29 of 40 72

a
Of these, 61 found jobs as nurses aides.

Source: [51], Tables LXIV to LXVVII, pp. 158-173.

London estimated that the average cost per trainee was $1,428.
29

While

we can speak only in the most general terms since earnings are not known,

sane inferences can be made concerning relative costs and benefits of train-

ing offered in different occupations. First, training in office skills gen-

erally cost less than average training costs, yet these occupations offered

29
This includes transportation and subsidy payments to the trainees,

and costs reported by the schools in which they were trained [51, Table LIV,
p. 128].
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above average probability to the trainees of finding training-related jobs.

While training as a draftsman cost more than double the average (3,568),

this occupation offered a high probability of finding a job as a draftsman.

On the other hand, training a person in auto repair cost an averase of

*2,314, wt mest of these trainees had to find work in other occupations.

Training in practical nursing was the most expensive of all occupations

($3,784), and while most of those completing the training found "training-

related" jobs, almost all were in the low-paid category of nurses aides.

Were earnings and employment data for these occupational categories

available, they could he ccmpared with costs, and benefit-cost ratios com-

puted. If earnings are positively related to placement in training-related

jobs (and evidence exists that this is so), training in office skills and

drafting may well give higher returns to society (and to the individual)

than training in auto mechanics ana practical nursina (as condmtPd in in-

stitutional prcgras). Additionally, to the extent that trainees desire to

enter those occupations for which they have trained, placement in such jobs

will add to their "psychic" incomes.

Several other study results are worth mentioning. Trainees were asked

to identify most and least helpful aspects of the MDT6 program in which they

had participated. Nearly 59 percent indicated that the practical skills

they gained during training were most important. It would be surprising if

this were not so. Two other most frequently mentioned features of N]YIA train-

ing--technical inforMation and pay--were listed considerably fewer times,

13.7 and 12.5 percent respectively. Aspects of the program considered least

helpful by trainees--notice of job openings (41 percent), pre-training coun-

seling (15 percent), and pre - training testing (13 percent)--probably can be
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Table 1V-25

Most and Last flelpful Ast-cts of MDTA
Program:; in Three Cities as
Ide!ltii i:1 by Ex -Trainees

Most Helpful
Percent Listing

Aspect

Practical kiU.s 58.9

Technical information Acquired 13.7

Pay During Training 12.5

Other

Least Helpful

Notice of Job Openings 41

Pre-Training Counseling 15

Pre-Training Testing 13

Other 31

Source: [51], Tables LX and LXI, 142, 143.PP.

credited with some of the lack of success in placing persons in training-

related occupations. These latter aspects also may have caused some of the

early post-training job turnover.

These responses, as well as placement and cost data, suggest some

steps that might logically be taken to inprove the value of MDTA training.

(1) Training of mothers with dependent children should be examined,

especially if no post-training child care is offered and other types of

trainable applicants are being turned away for lack of funds.

(2) More aid in development of good work habits should improve the

post-training employ ment experience, especially immediately following

training.
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(3) Bettcr placcm.ont help should be provided.

(4) Lcong-trom vacancies should not be used blindly al a sipal to

train peroons in those occqations unless there is a good li?.elihoal that

-the training aiequate to satisfy c:nployers' entry-level recuiremenits .3°

14njamin Tre-ol.)off has conducted a non-cost-befit case study of I.DTA

institutional t.-raining in Atinnta, Geer#a [93]. samalr-d 1,062 persons

who had completed their training and L;LILF who had dropped out prior to com-

pletion. Trainees had participated in 24 different programs between 1963

and 1966.

Trainees who completed the progrzrn were earning $.98 an hour just prior

to entering it. They earned $1.76 an hour after.lards--an increase of $.78

an hour. Dropouts increased their earnings substantially less; from $1.07

to $1.51 an hour. Unfortunately, we cannot tell from these data how much

trainina increased the rartioipantsi e.9rningS. rarningq j"c11- p"40" -1-rs

training almost certainly were depressed below their normal levels, and sorre

earnings gain would have been made even in the absence of training. This

is a normal problem with "before and after" data.

Two interesting details are available, however. First, although aver-

age earnings of the trainees increased, those of white males and females,

30
One typc of information that seems essential in this regard, but is

not available in enough detail, is why trainees failed to find a trainin7:-
related job. That "no jobs were availai)le," probably the most comon rea-
son, is not adequate. In fact it may suggest the wronr.; policy decision,
depending on why "no jobs were available." Maybe there was an actual short-
age of jobs. If so, then the occuNtional composition or training should
be adjusted acconlingly. On the other hand, if openings were available
but trainees did not have the requisite skills cr abilities, 1rifi'A's train-
ing methods, length of training, and scrvening techniques for those occupa-
tions also should be. review .,,:d. Auto Prx:ly Euplicatim; Machine Oper-
ator, and Practical Nursing might come under scrutiny here.
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and of black males, were not increased. The entire increase can be attributed

to increases in the waLe rates of black females. Second, no relationship

appeared between the ataracteristics of trainees and the per'cent of ti;ea

employed !chewing training.

The sinular suceces a black females in increasing their earninzs is

difficult to e-,:plein. Possibly certain traditional barriers to employa-emt

were broken by the ITimpro7ram, and their increased earnings were due to

this rather than their increased skills.31 The lack of a regular relation-

ship between personal characteristics and regularity of post-training

employment implies that black females who experienced large increases in

earnings did so through increased wage rates rather than through relatively

better employment experience. Trooboff suggests that since personal char-

acteristics are a poor predictor of post-training performance (excepting

black females) , they shc,uldnot Le used as a selection cwiterion.

Retraining in Pew Jersey

' In 1965, Jack Chernick, et. al. [15], sampled persons who participated

in MDTA institutional retraining in Newark, New Jersey, between January

1964 and March 1965. Four groups were sampled--those who entered and com-

pleted training, those who entered but dropped out, those who applied but

were rejected, and those who were listed with the State Employment Service

as looking for work sometime between January 1964 and March 1965.

At the time of the interviews, 67.9 percent of those completing the

programs were employed, 26.4 percent were unemployed, and 1.9 percent were

3L
Oalther [103], in his study of NYC in several southern cities indi-

cated that black females did better than other groups. This supports the
above supposition. An identical conclusion is reached by Class [25] in his
study of the Neighborhood Youth Corps.

/0
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Table IV-26

Labor For Status E-nployc:ci at Time.

of Intervic..? in Jerzr.-:-y

(perx..-.cnt)

Can 2,oletera Dropouts
Re.jected

tfy 1.2::171

Ref,:-.cted 1.k)

Contactu

Employ.A 67.9 56.8 42.5 59.2 52.0

Unemployed 26.4 40.5 47.5 35.5 36.7

Out of tabor Force 1.9 0.0 10.0 5.3 10.9

aDo not add to 100 due to undetermined status and part-time employment.

Sowy.le: [151, Table 3.5, p. 103.

out of the labor force. These labor-market experiences, although not impres-

sive, are better than those of any of the other groups sampled by Chernick.32

Only 56.8 percent of the dropouts, 42.5 percent of the rejects (rejected by

MDTA), and 52.0 percent of those that did not come into contact with MDTA

were employed. These employment experiences are cornparable to those of the

FIVA progr.era in West Virginia shortly after the program ended (see Table

IV-13, p. 115).

KM administrators were doing fairly well in screening out prospective

trainees unlikely to stay in the labor force upon completion of training.

Only 1.9 percent of those completing the program and none of those dropping

out of the program withdrew from the labor force, while 10 percent of those

rejected by ;DTA training officials had withdrawn from the labor force by

the time of the interviews. However, not all of this difference in withdrawal

32The
employment record of the completers (and probably of dropouts)

would undoubtedly have been better had more time passed between the time the
program ended and the interview.
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rates can he attributed to efficient screening operation. amniek reports

that rany of those who were rejected were disappointed and discouraged.

Some expressed bitterness to.mtd The Employr..ent Service E15, p. 98]. This

discouraiament up c.41 being rejected could account for part of the labor force

withdrawal.33

Comparing the relative emplqTnent success among groups following train-

ing, Chcrnick found that both white and black "completes" did significantly

better than either the dropouts or the "no contacts." Females of both ra-

cial groups, especially blacks, imr..,roved their labor-market perforrance more

than males [15, p. 106].34 We:nen also had more success in increasing their

wage rates and in finding training-related jobs than the men. These results

suggest that job opportunities in occupations for which women were being

trained were better than those in occupations for which men were being trained

(or that herviers to employment were lower).

CONCLUSIONS

All cost-benefit studies of institutional retraining programs in Con-

necticut, west Virginia, Massachusetts and Michigan indicate that returns

33,The
only way to tell for sure would be to perform a controlled ex-

periment by accepting at random sere of those who normally would have been
rejected, and comnare the performance of the accepted "rejects" with those
who actually were rejected.

34These results are consistent with Trooboff's [98], and they cloud
the explanation proposed earlier for the better performances of black
females (breakdown of racial discrimination) unless the same types of
problems existed in Newark as in the southern cities studied by both
Trooboff and Walther.

ass
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tO society exceed costs--that these Ircl-rams pass Lhc..: "eroncinic" tr.st.35

Cost-brnefit calculations based on a national sample of institutional =A

trainees reach the :. same conclusion. Results from all these studies are

summarized in TabLe 1V-27.

Table 1V-27

Ee.nefit-Cost Reties of institutional Petrainin;I: Programs

Conducted Under State Legislation, ARA, and MA

Researcher anf.

Discount Pate

Main - National

10-Year
Time Horizon

30-Year
Time Horizon

5 percent 4.7
10 percent 1.9

Hardin & Bsrus - Michigan
5 percent 3.7

10 percent 1.5

ARA Page - Massachusetts
S perrent h4oT

10 percent 3.8

ARA Cain & Strmsdorfer - West Virginia
5 percent 16.8

10 percent 5.7

ARA Borus - Connecticut
5 percent 14.7

10 percent 5.9

Training programs adninistered under ARA and under state laws appear

to yield somewhat higher benefit-cost ratios than those conducted under MDTA.

Borus, Cain and Stronsdorfer, and Page suggest benefit-cost ratios for ARA

and state programs to be 5.9, 5.7 and 3.8,respectively, while Hardin and

35David Sewell [74, pp. 164-69] argues that since most income gains to
trainees came frx):r, decreased unemp1c:,77:mit, przyrzur.s were simply re-alloca-
ting unanploymant (the clizplacanent erfeet was operating) and net gains to
society were near zero. Recall that Taussig wakes the same argument with
respect to vocational education in New York.
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Borus, and Main indicate MLII'A Institutional training programs yield benefit-

cost ratios of 1.5 end 1.9, respectively.
36

For several reasons, hew:aver,

it would be dan:erous to conclude from these relative ratios that gains

from retraining und:x 1.2.ifA are less than those under state and P2A prograzs,

or that if the decrease has occurred, scmathing is "amiss" with the later

programs. First, earlier training programs were directed more often toward

specific job opportunities than those conducted under i Art.. Training persons

in occupations Characterized by labor shortages (common under EDTA) is not

the same as training persons for specific job openings (as was the case in

the program examined by the West Virginia study [11]) . Second, ARA train-

ing in Connecticut, as reported by Borus [7], was probably more a "prepara-

tion for job training" than actual job training, so the real gains from

those programs probably came from careful screening and placement, and from

uncompensated oaa conducted.by the fims. Last, Lhe sLate- alidA7A-offered

courses examined in this chapter were relatively short. Hardin and Borus

[33] have reported that short HMO courses in Michigan yeilded a benefit-

cost ratio, of 17.3--much greater than those of the early training programs.

Lower overall ratios for MDTA thus could be the result of longer average

courses. It seems clear that training under MDTA is Ifingoonducted under

different circumstances than the early training programs, and that generally

lower benefit-cost reties are not indicative of a decline in duality or

efficiencv.
36

36Using a 10 percent discount rate and a 10-year time horizon.

3
7While programs examimd in Miehi;7an by Hardin and Borus include some

sponsored by ARA, the majority of program expenditures were under hum.

38Differences in methodolopy also still exist in the calculations of the
benefit-cost ratios contained in Table IV-26. Lower benefit-cost ratios of

MDTA may partially reflect this.
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The ability of the early studies to predict zenc,ral results of rfirA

traininz prozr= war proven for a:Tects othw than benefit-cost ratios.

(1) They predicted that trainees of all a;les, and trainees with widely

diver,ont educational ta2vTrounds would benefit from participation. Main

[54], in his national study of WE!: traininr found little relationship

between the outca:n of tr aining c.:-1-1 the participant's sex, educational

level, age, race, previous unemp]oyment experience, "main earner status"

or marital status. These results were not due simply to the lack of differ-

ences in participants' characteristics. In 1966, for example, 49 percent

of the 'STA trainees (including on-the-jcb trainees) were either under age

22 or over 44, and nearly 43 percent had less than 12 years of education

[98, Table F-5, p. 241].

(2) They suggested that a commitm ent to labor force attachment was

-n important variable in deterraii,ing the eeommic value of Leaining, and

that women with dependent children were less likely to stay in the labor

market following training. Results of the MDTA studies are ambiguous on

this point. London's [51] findings--that females who had been receiving

welfare prior to participation (generally mothers with dependent children)

were unlikely to leave the welfare roles following training is the only

evidence clearly consistent with the prediction. While Hardin and Borus

[33] also found that those receiving welfare support were likely to retrain

on it at least for a period following training, the benefit-cost ratio asso-

ciated with this group was higher than that for those not receiving welfare

income. Findings by Main [54] (that sex and number of dependents did not

materially affect the results), Trcoboff [93] (that black females were the

only group to benefit from training), and Chernick I15] (that females did

A51
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better than males following tfainini0 indicatc:d that sex was not a good

predictor of subseout-...,nt labor force attachment or of employment success

following trainir7.

(3) They predicted that black 17-4,.r:ons ;nay make larE;er gains from

training than white. Mein [54] sug7,.:::sted that race does not affect the

size of tr-dning 1.:,a.nefits. On the other hand, black females gained rore

than any other group in the pro7rEz...s studied by Trooboff [93], Chernick

[15], and H,ardin and Boras [33]. Ability of the programs to break racial

barriers to .embloy;rent seemed an important consideration here.

(4) They predicted that persons did not have to complete training pro-

grams in order to benefit, nor did the courses offered have to be long.

These predictions were supported by Main [54] and by Hardin and Borus [33].

(5) They predicted that many gains from retraining would come from

more regular emplc)yrent. Main's [54] national study of iEffil trainees could

detect no "wage effect" from participation in 27.11A--a3.l observed income

gains came from improvements in employment experience.

(6) They predicted that gains from participation were not transitory.

None of the studies examined covered a long enough time to test this pre-

diction.



V

OTHER MANPgZR PROGRAMS

Training programs discuosed in th3 previous three chapters have empha-

sized clacsrcc'm instruction as a mean:, of making their participants employ-

able. This chapter e amines a wide range of progras:s, many of which include

classroom education and skill training, but also utilize San type of

sheltered employment experience to give participants the requisite job

skills and work habits to compete in open labor markets. Studies are in-

cluded of Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC), Work Experience and Training

Program (W EP), Job Corps, and On the Job Training (OJT) offered under MIA

and the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). Also included are four other

studies--one each of BIA institutional training (because of its close asso-

ciation with the study of BIA OJT), of a high school dropout-prevention

priogram, of a high school counseling and job-placement program, and of a

vocational rehabilitation program.

The highest benefit-cost ratios are associated with OJT and vocational

rehabilitation programs. The study by Dale Rasmussen [67] of MDIA OJT pro-

grams conducted in 24 metropolitan areas yields benefit-cost ratios that

generally exceed one, and range as high as 10.7 under conservative interest-

rate and time-horizon assumptions. Loren Scott's study of OJT conducted by

BIA in Oklahoma [72] suggests a conservative ratio of 12.4. Scott's companion

study, done by Paul Blume, of institutional training sponsored by BIA in

Oklahoma, yields a benefit-cost ratio of 2.4--considerably lower than that

of the OJT program.
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Lower benefit -cog ratios are calculated for NYC and dlopout-prevention

programs. The only ix refit -cost estimates available for NYC were n...dc by

Borus, et. al. They conclude that ratios for rale participerts were about

3; those for fcAtales a little less than ene. The only careful cost-benefit

study of a dropeut-prevention pr :cram was conducted by Burton Weibred [107].

He concludes that intensive counseling as a r2ans of keeping students in

school is not very efficient, and yields a benefit-cost ratio of less than

one. No cost-benefit study of WEP has been made. However, the proaram

to have had little impact on the labor-market performance of its partici-

pants.

Neighborhood Youth Corps

Michael Borus, et. al. [8)1 studied the Neighborhood Youtr, Corps in

nrihmn as it was operated prior' to the end of 1)66. NYC was author-

ized under the Economic Opportunity Act and had two stated goals: (1) to

increase the employability of participants or enable them to continue (or

resume) their education, and (2) to aid in conducting public and private

programs for developing and conserving national resources and recreational

areas. Three programs were being operated by NYC in this period--a part-

time employment program for youths still in school, a summer employment pro-

gram designed mainly for students, and an out-of-school program primarily

for dropouts.

Borus' study restricts its scope to the out -of- school program with a

basic purpose

. . . to determine if the NYC program has effectively prepared
the participants to be more productive or, as some have asserted,

1
Referred to hereafter as "Borus."
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has only been an income maintenance or public works program
for the period oi participation [8, u. 141].

Demographic data on participants and costs incurred in operatin7; the program

came from NYC records. The post-training experience of participants was

ce,T7ared to the experiences of a control group comprised of re:'sons who were

eligible for the prof:run (as determined by the Employrent Service) , but

who did not participate because, while they were qualified, they were never

called to go to work, could not be reached when a job was available, or did

not report for work when offered a job [8, pp. 142-43]. Jahn study was con-

ducted prior to the time when private employers began participating in the

program, so all jobs provided during the training period were in the govern-

ment sector [8, p. 112].

Borus counted as benefits to society increases in aggregate output in

the enrmmy And incre,neq in emniov;,hil;ty of the +,=;n.os altribil+Phle to

the program. Both these criteria of success were measured primarily by

participants' earnings experience following training. Wage data on both

comrol group and participants came from Employrent Security records. for

covered employers

In 1967, participants whc had completed the program by the end of 1966

earned an average of $953. The control group earned $676, or a difference

of $277. However, when earnings .were controlled for a .3, sex and education

of the two groups, the ch:fference attributable to the program nem-a-Jed to

$136, a difference not st.istically significant. Bcrus concludes that

2
6orus was aware tha :Tas elirxinates from consideration persons who

subsequently went to work in fir= with tiro.° or less empicyees, for em-
ployers engaged in agriculture or non-pm it endeavors, for the govern-
ment, as domestics, for immediate relatives, or who became self-employed.
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tt
. . . on the averape the NYC out-of-school prognmn did not have a

strably significent effect en the earninF,s of the program participants [

p. 147]." The conclu:;ion that the overall earninss insreases were not

tisticaily significant does not preclude certain sate or= rcp:.ii.
from benefiting greatly, nor does it prohibit. use of the earnings data t.

calculate benefit-cost ratios.

High school drolxuts of both sexes with 9 or 10 years of schooling

benefited more than participants with 8, 11, or 12 years. However,

made substantially larger wage gains than females. Male trainees who he..:

Table V-1

Hourly-A.:age Rate Advantage of Indiana NYC
Participants Over Non-Per ticipants
by Years of School Coml-leted

and by Sex

Cnhnnl

Completed Male F-male

8 $ .97 $0.00

9 1.08 .16

10 1.08 .16

11 .96 .00

12 .72 .00

Source: [8], pp. 148-49.

graduated from high school earned $.72 more an hour than male high school

graduates who did not participate, a gain smaller than that made by those

with only an eighth grade education. Male participants with 9 or 10 year:

of schooling did best, with a wage advantage of $1.08 an hour over their

counterparts not participating in NYC following training. Female trainee:

benefited little from participating in NYC. The only female sub-groups t.

/Co 3
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show any wee rate advanta::c at all ($.16 per ir.Jur) wen, thcx: with 9 and 10

37:Jars of schc/ol. The gain W33 mailer, than any cains L.c.(!e by rales.

A nuuly::r of benefit-cc:A ratios were c(zsuted based on highest grade

cmpleted and !-;.:-x th particip:nt, derymdin3 cn wheth.21, the wascs 1%2-

ceived by partic:ipants during training were counted as bm,Z.Itc, and wbether

oppertunity co is were included.3 Thece ratios appear in Tall V-2.

Table V-2

Benefit-Cost Ratiosa of the NYC Pnogram in Indiana

Years of
School
Completed

Col. 1

Wages During Program
Counted as Banafits

Opportunity Costs Opportunity Costs
Excluded Included

Males Females Males Females
Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5

Wages During Progrem
Not Counted as Benefits

Opportunity Costs Opportunity Costs
Excluded Included

Hales Females Males Females
Col. 6 Col. 7 Col. 8 Col. 9

8 R,7 1 s 3.0 .7 5,5 3 2.5 .1

9 7.4 2.1 3.3 1.0 6.2 .9 2.8 .4

10 7.4 2.1 3.3 1.0 6.1 .9 2.8 .4

11 6.7 1.4 3.0 .6 5.4 .9 2.5 .1

12 5.3 0 2.4 0 4.1 0 1.8 0

aFirst-year earnings gain assumed constant for 10 years, then zero from then on,
using a 10 percent discount rate and the assumption that displacement is zero.

Source: [8], p. 156.

Understandably, benefit-cost ratios are highest when wages during training are

counted as benefits and opportunity costs are assumed to be zero (columns 2

3
One might argue that since all of the participants were unemployed at

the time they entered the proc,ram, opportunity costs (,...arles not earned from
some. other job) are ::ero. On the other hand, those in the control group were
not unemployed all of the tire, so the counter argummt that participants
would not have been unemployed all of the time could also be :rade.

/(r
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and 3). With these assumptions, til,e ratios for rr.ale.s range from 5.3 when

they had uaduated fro:n high :3choo1, to 7.4 for those with 9 or 10 years of

education. Limilar ratios for females ore 1.0 and 2.1. Even under the most

severe set of assumptions (is,norinz, wc. geS Cur l'; 0D-

portunity costs), however, the benefit-cost ratios for male s. always exceed

one (column O. Under these assuIrptions the ratio for male high col:v.)1

graduates is 1.3, that for r.,..ales with 9 and 10 years of school, 2.8.

The benefit-cost ratios for female participants are substantially be-

low those of wales, and exceed one only under the tri.^e favorable assu::cotions

(column 3). As a group, females who had completed high school did not

benefit from participation. Their earnings failed to exceed those of fe-

males not in NYC.

It is difficult to determine unequivocally which set of calculations

is the "most. reasonable." Opportunity costs should be included, since

their exclusion probably understates the true costs of NYC programs.

lqhether to include wages during training as a benefit depends on one's

assumption concerning the productivity of the trainees. If wage payire.nts

to trainees are regarded as transfer payments in lieu of subsistence allow-

ances that would have been received in an institutional program, they are

best excluded from the calculation. If, however, the trainees are working

productively, output in the economy is b-.ing increased and their incomes

should be regarded as wage payments and benefits of the program.
4

This

4A third possibility would be to determine what portion of the warses

represents paymcnt tor work performed and what portion r7.1pr\-2sents subsicv

and include as benefits only the wa:-e portion. Any procedure will be ?artly

arbitrary. lloc.;cver,, the 6..itt.,rmination of the way wages during training are

handled should be defended in each ea= study.
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appears to be the most reasonable a:;sumption. Consequently, Columns 4 and

5 in Table V-2 prob.:31)3.y contain the most -re.prosentative ratios. Li tilL:ing,

Ibrust data, addition ll ben.:tfit-cost ratios ax ?. calculated using the timz.,

horizons and clisco...u-rt mLes applied to studies in other pats of this paper.

The ratios that result are relatively hi2J1 for males (ran7ing from 2.4 to

8.2 depending on how much education they had comple.ted and the computation

assumptions), and low for ferrule:: (with values from a loa of 0.0 to a high

of 2.5).

Borus concludes that the benefits of NYC did not derive from its abil-

ity to give program participants significantly higher job skills, but that

Table V-3

Re-Calculated Penef it -Cost Ratios of the NYC Program in Indianaa

Time Horizon

10-Year

Discount

10 Percent

Males Females

Rate

5 Percent

Males Females

10. years of school 3.3 1.0 14.1 1.3

12 years of school 2.4 0.0 3.0 0.0

30-Year

10 years of school 5.0 1.5 8.2 2.5

12 years of school 3.7 0.0 6.0 0.0

alncluding opportunity costs and waces during program participation,
and assuming wage advantages constatnt over the relevant time horizon.

most improvements lay in changing the characteristics of trainees. They

probably gained such attributes as ". . . getting to work on time, reporting

regularly for work, neatness in appearance, ability to conmunicate with mid-

dle class persons, ability to accept supervision, and ability to accept
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rc(3ponoibility [3, pp. 153-59]." If i2Lproved pnrsonal characteristics are

the mlin sources of bc.nafits, we mirht expect hiFh school dropouts t0 Lena-

fit more than graduates Lecause they probably need more of these charaacer-

istics to offset their di::::-Ivanta;:e of not havin; completed school.

The NYC progran in Indiana had selective success with its trainees. If

efficiency is a coal, the large variability in the post-training job success

among different groups of trainees r: a} monitoring of the progran very

important. If, for example, suitable participants exceed available oy,enings

in the program, the Indiana experience suggests that first enrollrrent oppor-

tunities (from an efficiency standpoint) should be given to those who have

the highest probability of gaining the most--male high school dropouts.

Male high school graduates should get second preference, with female drop-

outs and graduates folloroiing in that order.

In &wilier. (non-cost-benefit) examination of out -of- school NYC, Regis

Walther [103] has studied its operation in four urban areas in the South.

His study included NYC participants who entered the program in the fall of

1965. He was interested in three separate aspects of the program--(1) employ-
.

ment experience of participants, (2) participants' views of the prognm,

and (3) reductions in police "contacts" of participants. The control group

he utilized was composed of applicants for NYC who, for one reason or another,

did not participate.

Participants clearly were more disadvantaged than the average 20-year

old (mean age of those participating). Mean educational level was 9.8 years

and average academic performance was 1.2 (on a 4 point scale with 4 hirh).

Average I.Q. of male trainees was 79.4 and that of females 85.5. Police

"contact" had been made by 50 percent of the males and 18 percent of the
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females at sore time [103, 4 an:1 p. 247]. Of the trainees, 92

percent were black, and to-this:., of the :.:e ,. :ere females. Only 8 percent

of the trainees were white (2 per::ent ;rale and 6 percent female).

Tz.ble V-4

Race and Cazposition of NYC Participants
in Four Ur-Dan

(percentage)

Black White Total

Male 30 2 32

Female 62 6 68

Total 92 8 100

Source: [103], Table 2, p. 20.

At the time of the interview (early 1967), 56.7 percent of the male

participants still in the civilian labor force were employed, compered to

51.2 percent of those in the control group [103, p. 61]. On the othar hand,

hourly wages of the male control group in their most recent jobs exceeded

those received by the trainees--$1.73 vs. $1.67.[103, Table 25, p. 50]. The

female experimental group did better in both the percent employed (50 percent

rable V-5

Employment Experiences of NYC Trainees in Four Urban Areas

Experimental Control

Male Female Average Male Female Average

Hourly Wages $1.67 $1.31 $1.47 $1.73 $1.21 $1.46

Percent Employed 56.7 50 52.5 51.2 32.5 40

Source: Calculated from [103], p. 61.

llg
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vs. 32.5 pereent) and hcurly wage rites (.1.31 vs. ea.21). Clearly females

were Lein:r;, aided s:ore Ly the program than males. NYC participation tended

to directmeles into food service and cleaning and maintenance (janitorial)

o,ecepetiene Coliewin training (relative to the reale control group). It

to Jed to direct females into clerical and sales and professional aide occu-

pations CrelaLive to their control grou0. Apparently the occupational

cempositien folleeling training helped increase fanales' wages more than

males' (relative to their appropriate control groups).
6

however, the pro-

gram was not successful in taking women off welfare rolls [103, Table 26, p. 51].

Females' apparent post-training advantage may be explained by reference

to the following factors: First, numbers of white and black participants

were unequal. Black males and females Together made up 92 percent of the

total sample. The proportion of white participants (18 percent) is probably

too lew to have much impact on the results. What Walthers' study measulees,

then, is the ability of NYC to aid black males and females. Second, geographic

location of the study may have influenced the results. Since programs ex-

amined were all conducted in southern cities, it is possible that the bar-
.

riers faced by black females to occupations in which they trained were lower

than for black males.
7

Third, Walther has not controlled for differences in

6It is interesting to note that NYC participation did not help males
get jobs in the machine trades (thoueh 23 percent of both the control and
experimmal ry:)ups found such work) nor into the construction industry, in
which only 4 percent of the rale participants and 2 percent of their control
group were employed at the time of the interview.

7
Boru5, who participated in the Indiana NYC study, also notes that the

racial composite:en of persons participatin4 in NYC progams examined by
Walther--r iven the geographic location of the proilranis--probably introduced
biases into the results [8, p. 153], eo that his (Eorust) conclusion that
males benefited most is not necessarily contradicted by Walther's opposite
conclusion.
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personal characteristics of trainees. ';:hile both =Iles and females tended

to be bolow the averil7e worker in terms of "clesirability" to employers, the

latter group's dia..!vantae was smaller. ';!:;men's avel.a:e I.Q. was hirher

(85.5 vs. 79.4), thz_ii. averarde education batter (10.2 years vs. 9.6 years),

their academic perfenitancE: better, thay spent more ti= in the program (8.4

months vs. 6.9 unnths),8 and had had fe,::Qr police contacts (18 percent vs.

SO percent) [103, Table 4, p. 24 and Table 5, p. 30]. ';:alther states that

in addition to the above characteristics,

It seems probable that part of the explanation for the favorable
finding with respect to Ne7o female,; is that -they are easier to
work with than males; they have mcr ter` :n
themselves, and they have a "ore difficult time obtaining job
training cr job placement without assistance [103, o. 6].

Last, females appeared to get "better service" from NYC than did males.

Work assignments they received while in NYC were for gore "preferable" oc-

eupatiorls in terii6 Of pay and status in Lhe , and occupa-

tional goals and training were more closely matched than was the case for

males. Over half (58 percent) of the males were placed in training jobs

within NYC that prepared them for Cleaning and Maintenance (janitorial posi-

tions), yet only i percent of the participating males had indicated this

occupational area as a career choice. Another 42 percent of the males

indicated their career goals included occupatiOns as Mechanics, Craftsmen,

8
Recall that Borus [8] found a positive relationship between length

of time spent in the program and participants' benefits.

76
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Table V-6

NYC Work Assigments in Four Urban Areas
(porcent)

Occupational Cateory Male Female

Professional Aic.le 19 56

Clerical 4 28

Food Preparation and Service 2 8

Mechanic, Craft,-,in and
Machine Operator 5 0

Cleaning and Maintenance 58 7

Unskilled Labor 5 1

Other 0

Source: [103], Table 8, p. 29a.

W.I. 1 r...o...11.1..tit; %.0 CL: i %Ally t.) pa <:C11 Wt=1.17.: C.7.71g Leta t 1cs' VL.S 111 11 1 -

The picture for females is somewhat different. Of the females, 49 percent

had indicated career choices as Professionals or Professional Aides, and

56 percent were assigned work as Professional Aides. Mother 28 percent

were assigned Clerical work, matching exactly the percentage indicating

this career are as a goal. (Of course, we do not know whether this was the

same 28 percent.) Only 7 percent of the females were assigned Cleaning and

Maintenance jobs [103, Table 8, p. 29a and Table 28, p. 55] . Additionally,

9
The poor matching job of assignments within NYC and the career choices

of trainees is not necessarily a bad reflection on NYC administration. The
career goals may have been completely unrealistic, and the training given
by NYC wore in line with the participants' capabilities. None of the pre-
ferred types of tvaining jobs Loy have been available, so that in order to
participate, trainees had to taRe what training was within the scope of NYC.
Last, there way not have been a shortaze of desired skills in the private
sector, so that giving trainees experience in jobs requiring those skills
would not have helped them get jobs after leaving NYC.

/ 7/
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women enjoyed t!pi_r NYC job:: more than men, felt their work was more impor-

tant, Mc! slizhtly i:.sre helpful supervisors, met with counselors more often,

and reeeiveU :::2,1'(2 placement }:el? C103, pp. 32-52] .
10

The post-p:_ticil:ation evaluation of the ways NYC helped male and fnale

trainees is comiscent with the different treatment they received while in

NYC. thiin asked to list ways in which MYC helped them, 52 percent of the

females and 36 percent of the males listed "learning job skills." The item

Table V-7

NYC Characteristics Judged "Helpful" by Participants

Male
(Percent

Identifying)

Female
(Percent

Identifying)

Learning Ebrk Habits 40, 45

Learning Job Skills 36 52

Clabsroom 0 17

Counseling 12 20

Placement 29 40

Money 37 46

Source: [103], Table 18, p. 40.

most frequently listed by males was "learning work habits." Only 29 percent

of the males felt that placement was helpful to them (relative to 40 percent

of the females).

When other aspects of the post-training experiences of participants are

examined, a mixed picture emerges. NYC participation appears to increase

1
°John Glass, in an unpublished dissertation [ 25], concludes that NYC

was better suited to warm tnanIman because a larger proportion of training-
type jobs are available for W3m...In than for men. Thus his conclusion is con-
sistent with the experiences in these four NYC sites.

/7
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ex-trainceo' interest in further ca:..N.::er advencr:::.ent. At the tin:. of the

interview, 39 percent of the male pArticipento and 119 percent of the female

participants were attending coma typo of oveniu classes (mostly vocational)

compared to :l2 pr_ireent and 23 percent recp:.:ctively in the control group

(Table V-8). Overall, 44 nercent ca:Id. 21 coreent in the comrol and experimentca

Table V-8

Post-NYC Education of the Ext;7!rir:-:,mtal

and Control
(percentages)

Experimental Control

Type of School Male Female Total Male Female Total

Night or vocational 39 49 44 12 28 21

Full-Time School 1 3 2 3 7 5

Source: [103], Table 27, p. 53.

groups respectively were attending night school. Since one of NYC's goals

is to enable participants to continue with their education, this is a signif-

lean. t finding. The control group attended full-time school more than the

experimental group (5 percent vs. 2 percent), possibly because of the less

finn labor-force attachment of the females in the control group. The NYC

program was not successful in reducing frequency of police contacts among

male participants, and only managed a small reduction in such contacts among

females [103, p. 52].

All conclusions Walther reaches concerning the impact (or lack of it)

of NYC on its participants must be interpreted carefully. Walther did not

control for personal characteristics in presenting differences in experiences

between the experimental and control groups. An entirely different picture

might have emerged had he controlled for such difference.

113
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Several other aspects of this study should be mentiomd. '..,733.t her is

critical of the way manpower programs in these urban areas are adainistered

relative to each other. He states that all NYC, MIJI'A and Job Corps programs

are designed to aid the same general group of persons, yet there is little

interaction and no cooperaticA a'rsng .them.

The mmestablir.:1=.nts in the several sites wee impressive--
and frustrating CO ITZC an.1 1.arAp-xsonnel. =Awanted rore
trainees, and NYC wanted to mace enrollees as traincles: but
procedural problems stood in the way 1:103, pp. 64-653.11

Lack of coordination between NYC and MA seems to be the result of admin-

istrative rules imposed from a higher administrative level on cities' oper-

ations of META. This apparently is not the case with the Job Corps. On

the other hand, Walther notes that there is no systematic evaluation of the

needs of trainees during screening procedures to determine whether they are

+, mvp Anear;,,,,
r -..

u, J. ..14 & 1..L v v ,

pp. 63-64].

John Glass [ 2S], who examines NYC out-of-school programs in a "Western

City," reaches conclusions that parallel Walther's. Glass finds that females

are aided more than males, and that this results from differences in charac-

teristics of the participants, from the types of training opportunities open

in public employment, and from the way the private job market operates.

Females participating in NYC in the "Western City" were better educated

than their male counterparts; 32 percent of the females and 16 percent of the

males had graduated from high school [25]. This educational advantage held

by females is accentuated by the types of training jobs they received in

NYC. A large percentage of training jobs open to females were clerical,

1-unfortunately, Walther does not identify these problems.



and offered hett.::r career possibilities than jobs mainly m,-lintenance work)

offered rp.ales. Glass feels that 11:ii.U.S also faced greater problems in the

form of institutioncd. barrier:7, up::n leavinz NYC th.71 fu:alr.:s; that LIIiiC;110

apprenticeship req.:ire:Lents, and strict hirinr, qualificatien...; of both

vete firms id id ::::Verrn.:::11t c'17tancies prevented males from beim! hired for

jobs they miLht be able to p'.-xform Co. 143].

While Walther is critical of the eppaxent lac2:: of coordination am:-.:n7

the various 7r.3.npc,..7-er prerans, Glass criticizes the °pc:nation of NYC- -its

-failure to alter the characteristics of the training program to help offset

the relatively ueater problems of male participants- -and of the subsequent

employers' (both public and private) unwillingness to relay. hiring stan-

dards.12 He states that the operation of NYC

. . . is a reflection of the unwillingness of the cormunity to
alter th^ cur-ent job 7r.arket suffiee.ntly to create r.ew jobs
for the boys; most of l:'10711 do nri on.l.lify for' P.xist5
other than menial ones.' Thus NYC perpetilates, even ex:ail:E.-Br-

ates, the existina r.r.ap bet.een the success of Negro males and
females in the labor market [103, p. 143].

Again, as was the case for Walther's conclusions, those by Glass must

be looked at carefully. NYC in the "Western City" trained mostly black and

Mexican-Americans, with these crroups comprising around 90 percent of total.

enrollment [25, Table 1, p. 136]. Consequently Glass also is comparing

NYC's ability to aid non-white females relative to nor. -white males. Addi-

tionally, Glass failed to control for personal characteristics of the train-

ees. The greater success of females may be due to their more "favorable"

characteristics. Consequently, although both Walther and Glass reach similar

12
The 1970 Kin)cs..7or RePort of the President inzlicates that increased co-

ordination EiTTnt; prcv,Lurn 11(..q.4 pai't1C17,41CS to receive aid from the
combination of services most beneficial for them.
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reached by i!orus.

Work Fxperience and Training Pro-am

Worth ha 3 cp:ratien of the Work ETc!rience and Train-

ing Program (t I.,P) in l':;66. liRe 1:iC, was authorized under the Economic

Opportunilly Act of 1964 a-ld provided lobs in public and non-profit agencies.

Rather yc'aeh-oriented, he:laver, it was develop2d to serve family

heads receiving public assistance (primarilyAid fcr Dependent Children), or

non-recipients with similar ch4-acteristies. In its operation, WE? clearly

served the type of person for which it I:as designed. In 1966, there were

101,000 participants equally dividei 1-,..tween males and females. Of these,

60 percent were =pied, 90 percent were heads of households with 4 or more

depondents An pf-Trent wen. hptwppn 91 and 49 years ^,A, 30 r-rc-nt wcrc

school dropouts, and 50 percent had completed only 1-8 years of schooling

[3, p. 81].

In calculating the costs of WEP, Bateman includes as costs the oppor-

tunity costs of the participants, additional administrative costs, work-

related expenses (travel, clothing, etc.), and public assistance payment

[3, pp. 85-86:1.13 Using this framework, the costs ranged from $639 to $1,489

per participant [8, pp. 89-90].

Three months after training was completed the average income of parti-

cipants who were employed was $250 a month. Unfortunately, only 42 peroent

13
The public assistance payments--". . . AMC, allowances provided under

Title V of the Econo:aic Opportunity Act, or General Assistance are the most
important [of th:2f7e1 [ 3, pp. 20-5l] . . ."--were included as costs because he
felt they were an investmcnt in the future productivity cf the participants
and not simply transfer i.3ayireirts [3, pp. 85-86]. Including these paw ants
as social costs runs counter to =mil practice.
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of those who went thicuzh Lk prezrx:: were employed at this Under

the assumption that thcir employ=nt wi.thout :1Er would have

about that of rlaA tr.:d110es prior to traininz, cc'es not ien1

the level of unemploym,l,alt was reduced muth by participation [3, pp. 89-00].

No benefit-cost ratios afe calculatcd in this study. E..;waver,

did indicate the percenta7e increase in ea:rain:E.; that males, who partici-

pated in ).(en tucky, would have had to experience in order for the ben.,f t-

cost ratio to equal one. These ryarcentai,es rarced from a low of 1.1 percent

for males aged 25 with 12 years of education, to a high of 2.9 percent for

males aged 55 with zero to 7 years of education [3, Table 1, p. 897 . Con-

sequently, tin ale T::EP only modestly affected trainees' post-participation

experiences, only modest impact is required for benefits to exceed costs.

Assume for a moment that actual WEP benefits exceeded costs by enough

to yield relativoly high ber.of it-cost ratios. . 1 .3 4-1..
%.A.J.A.1.4 We 4.Lsk;1 co.chid e that

WEP (now phased into the Work Incentive and Training Program --WIN), is pre-

ferred over some other progara with higher costs , higher gross benefits,

but a loder benefit-cost ratio? Not necessarily. If the reduction of t.ov-

erty and redistribution of income are important goals, a program yielding

greater benefits to participants, but lower net benefits to society, might

be preferred to one yielding lower gross benefits to participants, but greater

net benefits to society.

MGM-Sponsored OJT

Since early state-supiNorted training and re training programs , and those

programs suppOrtc.:d by the Area Redevelopment Act and the Manpower Develop-

ment and Training Act, were initially concerned with institutional -type

training, it is reasonable that most of the studies exa-nining these programs

77
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should bc, concermd w :All ins titutional t-raininr Only one thorourh cost-

benefit stu-ly of orA c-yr 1:a3 b =n found by this writer. Ibis stu-.1y, a dis-

sertation wvitten in 1r,T,3 by Dale Rasmussen 167-J, utiii:ms a samplu of =A

OJT tr..Lin .es from 24 S:and,:rd E%21:-.olitca! Statistics la-o=s (S:nA's), and

finds r.:,letiv,ay 1.nefit-cost ratios iLttrib..rtable to such training in

most locations.

Rasmussen selected his e%2crirental sawle from pe!..sons who had com-

pleted MDiA OJT
14

between 1964 and 1966 in each of 24 SESA's. He was inter-

ested not only in determining if such training of attractive returns

to society, but also in his ability to identify broad characteristics of the

SMSA's that affected t!.. rate of return to training.

The size of his study and the difficulties of selecring a control group

of OJT participants forced Rasmussen to utilize a unique methodology. he

claL,sified =11 wdinees' and post-trainim occupations into six

broad classifications--nrofessional-managerial, clerical-sales ,'seryice,

skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled. Utilizing the 1-1,000 1960 Census

sample, he then calculated earnings of the six broad occupational classifi-

cations by SLISA, and adjusted these earnings for known wage differentials

in each SSA, by the known unemployment experiences of the trainees and by

their race, sex, and education characteristics. These earnings estilrates

based on pre-training occupations were taken as What trainees would have

earned had they not participated in OJT. OJT usually resulted in the train-

ees changing their broad occupational classification from lower- to higher-

paid classifications, making the post-training occupational profile differ

14
Including "coupled" training, where OJT was preceded by an institutional

training course.

7 g°
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from the pre-tre.in'n; New earnini-_,s estil:ates thr-n werr. 7r,oe

on thct ifice-tionn. 'Me differences b,e-t:.Atn the earn-

111 3 estLeites be;:cei en Gi. pest-training I:Tell:lie less these based on the

pre-treinin7 ee:cn as t.1-.e :.--;nefits of C:.5.%

Rasmussen thes was utiiininA a "e:fore and after" analysis, but attur--

tire,:, to avoid it: 1.%.cb1cr.13. E:Tiecifica3.1y, since pr.c-traini.ng earn-

ing,s usually are abnermally .d.z.E:ressed for prorram participants, t::d since

OJT prectically i;uarantees jobs follo..:121; training, use of th3 actual a.arn-

ings data woulu likely overstate benefits due to skill change. Additionally,

follcm-up earnings data were not collected regularly [67, p. 29].

Direct OJT costs were computed using Bureau of Apprenticeship Training

records for 1965. Subsistence a.-1d travel payments to trainees were included.

From these figures were subtracted the estimated portion of support that

would helve. been received as transfer payments (welfare and unemployment) had

'raining, not been uncierta_ken. Costs borne by the State Employment Services

were not included [67, pp. 75-76].15 Costs by broad occupational category

of OJT are presented in Table V-9. It is interesting that OJT for the

Skilled trades lasted fewer weeks (18.0 vs. 21.8) and cost less 0466 vs.

$611) than for Semi- Skilled trades. Least extensive occupational classes

in which to offer OTT were Unskilled and Service occupations. The classi-

fication in which most trainees were being trained was Semi-Skilled, with

42.2 percent of the total ti.-einees. Next was Skilled with 24.8 percent and

Service at 18.6 percent. Unskilled (4.5 _percent) and Clerical-Sales (2.6

15Rasmusson in;licates that no additional r.,..iinpcwor was requimd by the
various'State lanployment Service offices due to the OJT program.
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Table V-9

Costs nn-i Tvainee of :::::TA D.TT

in Twenty-Fo,..a-. Uridan Si teu"

1.k!e'f.. of OJT

Training
(averaze)

Avc:rac Ter-,

Trziinee Co:; ;:j

ik:rent of
`Pot al Train,...::.:

Prof , 33.3 *429 5.11

1.6 477 2.6

Service 6.6 253 18.6

18.0 466 24.8

21.8 611 42.2

Unskilled 7.6 150 4.5

aalT training only; excludes institutional portion when training is
coupled.

b
Including dropouts.

Source: L 6 , Table 4, p. 74.

percent) were the least frequently of The general combination of

occupations for which participants were given OJT appears rational on the

surface, bec'ause the occupational categories least offered--Unskilled and

Clerical-Sales--probably offer the least opportunity for increased earnings.

Rasmussen computed the rates of return for OJT in each of the 24 SMSA's

for which complete data were available. Utitizing his time horizon (the

number of years bet.-v:sen the average age of the -trainees in each SIISA until

age 65), Rasmussen's data can be converted into benefit-cost ratios. These

ratios appear in Table V-10. With a relatively lcw discount rate and long

time horizon, OJT in nearly every city can be attributed with a benefit-

cost ratio greater than one. Five cities--aiarai (27.7), New Orleans (18.0),

X80
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Table V-10

Benefit-Cost :;.cic.3 of Y.if

in Tv-._,Iify-Fcur

On-Tine-Jb

Benefit- Averaf,.e

cr Cost AL.Te of
,Att-loa Ur5an Ratio- Train_c:s

ARren 1.7 20 1.5 25
St. Paul

Atlanta 5.6 26 Newark 8.3 24

Baltimore 7.0 35 New Haven 3.4 26

Birmirun 5.3 33 New Orleans 18.0 28

Boston 6.7 27 Norfolk- 5.5 23

Portsmouth

Charlotte 14.1 25 Phoenix 6.4 35

Chicago 12.2 21 Pittsburgh 3.7 29

Dallab
... ,-.

I. u LO
^..,

rTN.ovLIcusa 38

Denver 5.0 28 Providence- .9 29
Pawtucket

De:troit .6 21 Seattle 2.7 27

Los Angeles 15.6 23 Utica-Rome 9.0 24

Miami 27.7 29 Wichita 4.6 24

a
Five percent discount rate.

bPortland evidently classified skills in a different monner from the
other training sites, so that the post-training occupational profile was
identical to that of the p`e training pratile. Hence, the methodoloczv

employed by Fasm=sen resulted in zero benefits being attributed to the
training.

Source: Calculated from [67], Table 5, pp. 84-66.

si
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(1S.6), C1::rlotte (11: .1) and CI:icazo (12.2) Lone.fit-cost

ratioz exc,..,cding. 10. i'ro...ideno(.! and tflo (are 'Li't'er' only urban Urea:3 v; ere

the calculated r a/ e. 1._ ss than onc..,.
16

ben::fit-ccz:t r-a-tioli: arQ rec:alculatud for 6 of tt.:: urbAn arcas (Table.

V-11) uzini.; the diz.:,::our.t rates (5 and 10 percent) z.:.:1J ti.,-:::: horil:ons (10

Table V-11

Re-Calculated 12.,::::::±it-Cost Ratios of :,:rfrit, CD-.7

in Six 15:.-1.).en A-as, 1554 -66

Urban Area

10-Year Ti m!-. Horizon

596 Discount 10% Discount
Rate Rate

30-Year Ti? Horizon

5% Discount 10% Discount
Rate Rate

Boston 3.1 2.5 6.1 3.7

Dallas 3.5 2.8 6.9 11.2

Detroit .3 .2 .6 .3

lliaali 12.9 10.3 25.7 15.7

New Haven 1.5 1.2 3.0 1.8

Phoenix 3.2 2.6 6.4 3.9

Source: Calculated from [67], Table 5, pp. 814-86.

and 30 years) utilized in examining the other studies in this paper. The

ratios in the second colum--10 percent discount rate with a time horizon

of 10 years --may be regarded as eictremely conservative estimates. The low-

est benefit-cost ratio -is .3 in Detroit. Miami's is the highest at 10.3.

MUM in Phoenix has a ratio cf 2.6. Extending the tire horizon to 30 years

and lowering the discount rate to 5 percent increases these ratios to .6 in

Detroit, 25.7 in Miami, and 6.1; in Phoenix.

1
iGIt is possible that the same classification problems were operating

in these ciries that were apperv:nt in Portland, but this is unoown.
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The greeteet variebility in the retie:: a:eeng the various may be

attributed to differences in trainees, proiyeel, cend Si-lEA eherecteri s tics.

First, sore.: differentiel ;ray have restated free: difLerences in the ..-/eys

that pre- and 7:0:3-c-trii.:::in;; occuz:eitions Teere c1 esoifice.1 into the six 1.-read

skill 're by 7,-T:ogre::: ce::::Lieslistratoee at each of the trainine sites.

Second, Ile:ereseen feleej that ii_ .-.e: return. ...eLe aseociated -eith reater

proportions of non-whites taking the trainins. Greater 31,111 "luees for

non-whites than whites between pre- and post-training occupations, and reduc-

tions in discrimination against non-white persons participating in training

could account for this. Third, higher rates of population gmerth in urban

areas were associated with higher returns. Fourth, structural unemployment
17

and the returns to OJT were positively related. This is consistent with our

expectations. Structural employment implies co- existence of unemployment

and job vaccine:lee. Tee gleeteL the extent of sueplus labor and unfilled

jobs, the greater the opportunities for tra ining people in desirable occu-

pations. Fifth, contrary to what might be expected, high percentagesof

employdent in manufacturing were associated with lower rates of return.

Rasmussen suggests that this might be explained by slower- then - average in-

creases in demand for labor in the manufacturing sector -than in ethers.

Since nest OJT was conducted in manufacturing, slower g'cw-th implies less

wage pressure [67, pp. 06 -102].

An alternative, but untested explanation is proposed. If urban areas

characterized by repid growth had been experiencing mast of that growth in

the non-manufacturing sectors, then urban are with a high percentage of

17
As measured by the rate of change of wages in skilled occupations

relative to the rate of change of wages in unskilled occupations.

IS
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emplejent in wnufacturinj, would tan: 1 to be the Those
P

with lvw percent es of anployment in manuact-urir would be the ..'aster

growing ones. Thus, the percentage of a::ploy!r,ent in manufac':u could be

just a prx:y or the jrNerz:e of the grewth rate of the urb!-, aras.

Rasmussen's stu.ly is valuable because it gives so=,, . cx::piracal support

to the supposition that the returns to society from 1-DTA-sponnered air ar--

relatively 1Lr::0,18 it allce:s us to compare the experiences of OJT in various

urban centers around the country, and it indicates several Characteristics

of urban areas associated with "successful" OJT programs--hith structural

unemployment and rapid growth.

Job Corps

The Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) has made several estirates

of bel:.,:fiL-ev:A. valIo...; el of Ulu pre6ranrL,: it oVersees. One such st#y,

written in May, 1907, computes a series of ratios for the Job Corps based

on differing assumptions concerning levels of costs and benefits. "-.14cse

ratios ranged from .58 to 1.83, with ratios from 1.05 to 1.69 resulting from

what OEO felt to be a set of realistic, conservative assumptions [92, p. 318].

Other estimates of benefit-cost ratios were made by OEO for the Job Corps and

the out-of-school NYC using "before and after" data.
19

The pay-back period

.18
Jacob Mincer used Census data to compare the rate of return associated

with'OJT in indusury with that of attending college and found they were about
the same [63].

19
0E0 recognizes that this is not a satisfactory technique. Its method-

ology for calculatlnr Job Ccrts costs is acceptable. It includes o: crating
costs of the Centers and of the prograa in czeneral, and foregone earnin:s of
the participants wh,iie they are at the Conters. from the it subtracts the
value of output pmiuced (or projects completed) by enrollees and the value
of transfer paynents received by enrollees.
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for Lotn ya; 1!.:d to years. Annuming he carnir4;s dif-

fer.n:Las by 0120 ral,:tin constant, a five-year

pay-b:o% p7Lriod lis :. :ttio3 F:omewhcre 1:::tween 2 and

th2 1.C3 :o 1.69 not.:-.2

The L;hort fivo years r,rohebly oversta:!s

the re i.$1 to traini::7,. Job Corps traimes who eon:-

pleted trainin w.:!re c:Irnin,-, $.34 an hour more ($680 a year) six months

after leaving tit:ining than .t.hey 11;,:d e.22:n:::d prior to training, dropouts from

the program were cerning $.21 -2.n hour ($420 a year) more than before, and

qualified persons who did not partici-Date were earning $.14 an hour ($240 a

year) more. Wei(thing the wage gains of "completes" and dropouts by the

number of persons :in each category yields an improvement of only $.12 an hour

($240 a year) over the qualified non-participants. With an expected unem-

ployz4nt rate of 13.75 p,r.rci,:nt, estIll=led incom gains are only $203 a vear

I92, Exhibit 8, p. 328]. However, favorable employment-unemployment exper-

iences of Job Corps participants relative to non-participants would increase

this income gain. In fact, if it is assumed that participants will maintain

the 4 percent employment advantage held by them six months after leaving

the Job Corps, an additional $114 income advantage accrues to participants.

Thus $317 a year is probably a realistic figure for ccinputing gains attri-

butable to Job Corps.

Per trainee costs of operating the Job Corps depend largely on the

average length of stay in the program. Table V-12 contains per trainee costs

of two alternative lengths of stay in the program-5 months and 9 months.

Per trainee .costs over 5 months are $3,169; those over 9 months, $5,130. A

number of benefit-cost ratios can be computed with alternative earnings gains

and cost estimates. These appear in Table V-13. The first set of ratios is
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Table V-12

Job Corps Costs D.:r Trainee of a Five-i-bnth
Ci.nd a Nine-i.:onth Trailiini; Period

Cost Category Length of Training Period

5 lionths 9 V.:Dnthc.;

Din3ct Operating Costs $3,300 $5,414

Administrative Ocrhe.a.d 293 460

Opportunity Costs 644 1,179

Less:

Transfer Payments Received
by Trainees -804 -1,448

Value of Output Froduced
During Training -264 - 475

Total Costs $3,169 $5,130

1JVL.11 %rt.:.
rnnl c IncLJ&J, LA111L11. v, F. v&v.

Table V-13

Benefit-Cost Ratios of the Job Corps

Source of Wage Period of 10-Year 30-Year
Data Participation Time Horizon Time Horizon

Discount Rate

5

Percent
10

Percent
5

Percent
10

Percent

Questionnairea 5 Months .8 .6 1.5 .9

Census
b

5 Months .4 .3 .8 .5

9 Months .5 .4 .9 .6

a
Assuming average income gain is constant at $317 over the time,horizon.

bAssuming the educational -lovel changes were between grades 8-10. Lower
grades result in slightly lower benefit-cost ratios.

Source: Calculated from Table V-12 above, and [92], Exhibit 7, p. 327.
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s zr.s. Mr, -d t, is bcd on census

da1,1 by l :. ::_r?. ;rains irom the 1::::acured chanse in e::ucci-

Csr.s17. r,..3.1.tic4-_):Int;s. Exit of thra benefit-cost ratios

cah-JJ vdt:;os than one. . :J to that the ratios

w:. L:_ay In the 7: ::=Z-.71 G=eed those a 5-mmth

stay. In th:c. zaths floc' cducational 7, ^s increase

more rapi:3ay cc;sts e.s participants stay in the program (at least oyez,

the rare` e or 5 Iso c !:,..mths).

Fro.il an cc :,:::, ~_c stan::.;:oint, Job Corps as a treininc.z prosram is less

attractive than ot!ler p.roms. Hcwevcr, its advantages as a welfare and

into nz redistrL:._:zion program have not been evaluated here. These may loom

very large. Aitionally, it has yet to be demonstrated that more efficient

nron,ron-,t,

Job Corpc.

BIA-Si :)nsored :7:straining

ca-,/able of sen/i115 the t- -cede groups of persons as

Loren Scott has calculated benefit-cost ratios for a Bureau of Indian

Affairs (BIA) on-the-job training (OJT) program in Oklahoma [72] . The BIA

initiated OJT progrzms in the U.S. in 1958. Scott's study analyzes the

effectiveness of the prortam in Oklahoma as conducted between 1950 and 1966

[72, p. 220].

The OJT prz.)gram is administered locally by BIA, which screens Indians

who wish to participate and matches them with employers willing to partici-

pate. 13IA subsidizes employers up to one half of the federal minimum wage,

although actual subsidization rate and training period are negotiated with
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each mployer. In each case, Indians are hired for entry -ley:: jobs, and

training given is specific to perfonance of that job [72, pp. 222-23].

Costs of oi-ierating the. program bet.-..:een 19:30 and 1966 were estin.lat,,d at

rn
$.82 ,003 for aclaiiii:...tr..ation at ail :cols and for to par-

ticipating ecause of the abccnce of wh:at Scott rcigars as adequaie

control groups, benefits w.-2re estimated by the "before and after" method

(controlled for age, marital Litatus, :1L:: d..of d:Tendents, E.nd changes in

level of economic activity) [72, pp. 225 -27]. Scott found that the averaEe

trainee increased his earnings from $186 a month to a month, and was

employed 10.7 months a year following training, as compared to 7.3 months

before training (Table V-14). Net effect cn inco!re was to increase it from

$1,358 a year to $3,392 a year (measured two years after the completion of

training) [72, pp. 233-34].

Table V-3.14

Pre- and Post-Training Earnings of
Indians in the 31A OJT Prognain

in Oklahoma

Earnings Per Months Employed Annual
Period . Month Per Year Income

Pre-Training $186 7.3 $1,358

Post-Training 317 10.7 3,392

a
Adjusted for exogenous factors.

Source: [72], pp. 233-34.

Benefit-cost ratios in Table V-15 resulting from these data suggest

that economic returns from the BIA projects are quite high. Over a 10-year

period the benefit7cost ratios range from about 12 to 15 depending on the

discount rate used. If the time horizon is stretched to 30 years, the ratios

increase to 18.9 and 31.0 for 5 percent and 10 percent discount rates, respec-

tively.
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Table V-15

Bunefit-Co:t Razics of the BIA
OJT Prozra:n in Oklahe:na

Discount 10 year 30-Year
Ra.te Time Time eon

5 peneent

10 percent

15.6 31.0

12.4 18.9

Source: Calculated from [72], Table 7, p. 235.

When employers were asked to oompare KA trainees with their regular

employees, the trainees were rated about normal with respect to turnover.

Their absenteeism rates were higher, and they were not as punctual as other

employees20 However, trainees were rated as having better work habits and

higher productivity than other workers [72, Table 2, p. 224]. It seems

4.4A4.4.4. 61-C.X.1.11::CO 4..41%1 10./6 HUNG a LALILJA.1:11 WLU1 c11.1.1LUUtl.

incentive.

Discussions by Scott in his study lead one to suspect that maw of the

earnings gains by the Indians were due to placeent (through the inducement

of subsidies to firms) rather than any OJT they might have received. Nego-

tiated training periods ranged from 6 to 78 weeks. The training periods

over which firms were reimbursed and the length of time trainees indicated

it took to learn their jobs are compared in Table V-16. In only one case

did the average trainee require the full training period or longer to learn

his assigned job. Over half the trainees responding indicated they learned

their job in two weeks or less, and less than 20 percent of the trainees

20
These are traits often noted in disadvantaged employees generally,

though the Indians' characteristics in these respects ax more widely
publicized.
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Table V-16

Negotiated Traininr: Peric,L
TraisK:c.:1; PC:Vial IL

Twk to Leal'n hAr Job

TraininL;

Negotied
(weeks)

Aver aze od
Wicaed

They 11...:edc:d

(weeks)

6 14a
8 3

11 1
12 3 1/3

13 2 1/4
14 3 1/2
26 1 2/3
32 8

39 2

46 5

52 6

78 4 2/3

acne of two trainees required 24 weeks.

Cource: r"1 m"1- Y. cLo.

required more than a month. The short training time required, combined with

Scott's statement that "Only two of the firms visited indicated they had any

sort of estthlished training program [72, p. 222]." and his suggestion that

the trainees' productiveness was probably increased by only a small amount

[72, p. 233] are consistent with the possibility that p2acement was more

important than training in increasing the Indians' earnings.

In the companion study to Scott's, Paul Blume [6] performed a cost-bene

fit study of insititutional retraining programs supported by BL\ in Oklahoma

between 1958 and 1966. Training was offered in a wide range of occupations

with the courses lasting from 1 to 24 months, all conducted in established

vocational training institutions. The 672 persons participating in the pro-

gram received subsistence payments as well as free training.

g
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Program co:A:., cale.:1:.:Leci by diii dir_:et instructional expandi-

turas, st.Lbsidic:;, ir a'aminic.trative of selecting, and

ostimated that avxue trainin.j and sub:iidy, and aver-

z.z:d n.

there a 1:2.ff0 val-nce in th2 avi.:1\r,e training a:i;1 :-::ubcidy de-

cin .cne offered. Tc...,b10 V-17 containo

Table V-17

Training and Sul:niztem!e Cc..)=.sa of th2

Institut F.etraini:-.- Progran

by Occupation, 19'63-66

Occupation Costs Occupation Costs

Accounting $4 ,279 Dry Cleaning $3,659

Auto Body Repair 4,917 Electronic Engineering 4,409

Auto Mechanics 5,402 Furniture Upholstery 2,473

Banking 3,644 Industri..91 S 132
Maintenance

Barber 1,080 Industrial Electronics 5,096

Building Construction 5,864 Letterpress Printing 3,834

Business Machine 1,971 Lithographic Printing 3,997

Operator

Consrercial Art 6,428 Meat Cutting 656

Cosmetician 1,220 Refigeration and Air 4,689

Conditioning

Culinary Arts 4,006 Secretarial 2,502

Diesel Mec.hanic 5,168 Stenography 2,105

Drafting 3,659 T.V. Electronics . 6,231

aDirect training expenses and subsistence payments are not presented
separately.

Source: [6], Appendix L, pp. 234-35.
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calected occupations for which Indians were trained and the non-administra-

tive costs aesociaced with them. The most expensive skill to offer was T.V.

Electrsnics and the cheapect was Meat Cutting, costing *6,231 and *656, re-

spectively. Office skill anl personal services occupations were substantially

less extensive to ozfer ti .n were skilled trades.

Benefits of the pro77ram, as measured by the difference between ore- and

post-training earnin,j,s,
2

averaged $1,9^ a year when adjusted for age and

changes in general economic activity [6, p. 183]. Post - training earnings

extended up to 100 eenths, depending on what year training was completed.

Using a 5 percent discount rate and a 10-year time horizon, the resulting

benefit -cost ratio is 2.4. This ratio must be interpreted carefully when

evaluating the program and making recommendations for future action. Blume

concludes that the ratio is high enough to justify expanding the BIA's insti-

tutional vutia.ining JAI:451.cm [6, p. 191]. This conclusion, however, is open

to question.

Blume encountered both conceptual and methodological difficulties when

he calculated costs and benefits. First, he included transfer payments in

the form of subsidies as a cost, while ignoring the opportunity costs to so-

ciety of temporarily withdrawing trainees from the labor force. Unless

transfer payments were equal to opportunity costs, some unknown bias is intro-

duced into his cost figures. Second, he failed to discount training and admin-

istrative costs when courses lasted more than a year. This introduces a small

upward bias into costs.

21
Blume gathered data so that the len:7th of the two periods were the same

for each trainee. If post-participation earnings data were available over 24
months, the average earnings immediately preceding program participation were
measured. If the post-participation observation was 48 months, 48 months was
selected for the pre-participation period.
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Third, Blurrp ,.stiz:atcd clOriinistrative costs at a,547 per trainee, an

amount including, much of the operating expen:;es of numerous e.::.ploy:rent assis-

tance officca that aid persons not participating in the rx-2training pro-

gram. He notes that this probably overstates these costs, but wakes no

adjustuent.

Fourth, Diu::::: has depended on a "before and after" comparison of earn-

ings to deteri:iine benefits. While he does make an adjustment for effects of

age and changes in general. economic conditions, it is not clear that these

adjustments adequately answer objections to this methodology. When the obser-

vation period is short, pre-training earnings are likely to be abnormally

depressed. Whon the observation period. is long, high schcol attendance and

military service could be a factor in reducing pre-training earnings of

younger persons and inflation becomes a more important factor. These

rwrikle.mr ivn,rIA Mme. ctotim=tcto.

Last, although Blume attempted to follow-up all 672 persons no longer

in. the training program, only 210 questionnaires were returned. Of course,,

only 133 ultimately were used to estimate training benefits. Blume notes

that those completing training were more likely to return questionnaires

than dropouts, but makes no adjustments to compensate for the likely bias

this introduces. Consequently, the "average" income gain measured in the

study ($1,929) is prcbably overstated. The net effect of all the possible

biases noted above is not known, but this writer suspects the benefit cost

ratios are overstated.

Characteristics of the trainees relative to the rest of the Indian popu-

lation in Oklahoma also may have acted to overstate probable benefits of the

program were it expanded. Blume notes that mrhe average trainee was far
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better educatcd than the 'average Oklah=1 Indian, surpassing hi.m by ahst

three full ycers of school CU., p. 147]." As seen in Table V-18, over 60

Table V-18

I-H.5 1,41st Grade Co:-.71e-,..:ed by Particirant:-.; in BIA

PfC f
in , 1558-66

Highest Grade Cr.,-TActed Percent of Tredni,rs

13+ 2.8
12 59.1
11 11.9
10 9.8
9 7.1
8 6.5

Source: [6], Table 5-2, p. 104.

percent of the trainees had completed 12 or more years of school, and another

12 percent 11 years. These are the persons most easily trained. Through

1966, then, the Bits retraining program may be characterized as having trained

the "cream of the crop" among Indians. Expansion of the program to include

larger proportions of Indians with greater education handicaps is likely to

make training more difficult and lower the benefits per dollar spent.

The above considerations (a possible upward bias in the calculated

benefit-cost ratio and a probable decline in the calculated ratio were the

program expanded), plus the recognition that OJT, conducted by ETA during the

same period, resulted in a benefit-cost ratio about six times larger than

institutional retraining conducted by that by (15.6 vs. 2.4) , suggest that

greater efforts should be made toward expanding BIA OJT rather than institu-

tional training. Blume cannot be blamed for reaching the conclusion he does- -

that BIA institutional training should be expandcd--because Scott's study

evidently had not been completed yet. Blume's reaching what seems to be a

/9 1
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premature conclut.ion hcwever, points out the danger of making ju..15nents On

the 1->asis of .cne coaf.; study (a dan,ser recognized by the who 'nave analyzed

vocatic.mal cducati;:n in hiqh sacols). !at:lough one approac.h to ..training a

certa.in ZI'cup of may yield abenefit7c.cst ratio exceeding ere, alter-

nate approaches raav yield even le r7er ratios.

When e.xaminin training Dr:/r7sem in ;2-J:eater detail, Blume notes that

it suffere.d from a 35 pzroenr. dropout rate [ ,5 pp. 128-29] 22 and he in.:ideates

that overall pc.-rform:11C2 of the prc,gram ccund be improved if this were reduced.

A brief rundaem of the reasons trainees failed to complete the program is in-

s-Lrnactive.. As Table V-19 shows, about 50 percent of those not completing

Table V-19

Reasons for Trainees Not C=pleting the BIA
Institutional Retraining Proir.ram

Reason Percent of Total

Lack of Progress 37.7

Found Work 14.6

Unknown 12.9

Family Problems 11.6.

Alcohol 9.9

Marriage

Misconduct 4.3

Illne3s 1.7

ather. 3.0

Source: [6], Table 5-7, p. 119.

22
The national non-completion rate was 2 percent.



their training did so for reasons of illness, misconduct, merriarre: alcohol,

family preblemn, unknown reasons a::d "other" reasons. To solve thcze pleb-

lum probe:Ay would entail expanding the prezrem beyond its envisicned scope

or coordinating it with other social services available throu7h other

agencies.

The remaining 50 perccnt either found work or did not mak.-, satisfactory

progress. Thoce who dropi:ed out because of an especially good job oppor-
,

tunity cannot be regarded as progem failures. In fact, trainees might

rightly be counseled to take a promising job. Those who want to work be-

cause they needed extra money could have been kept in the program by increas-

ing the level of subsidies. Of the 37.7 percent who failed to rake satis-

factory progress, Blume reports that "many" were dropped by administrators

[6, p. 120]. Some who failed to progress well because they were not inter-

c,ctmA m;Itt hnvm Inat=4n.zA bmttmv, in;+;=1 , Mht-. "mw.101

who were administratively dropped, and the others who became discouraged and

dropped on their own initiative, may have bean victims of the conditions

under which training was offered--in regular classes of already-established

vocational schools. If the pace of training suitable for regular students

was too fast for BIA-sponsored students, individual courses designed for the

latter might have reduced this problem.

Increase. subsidies, better counseling that allows the trainee to follow

his interests more closely,
23

and courses that move at a slower pace suggest

themselves as means to increase the completion rate within the framework of

the existing program. Beyond these suggestions, enlarging the program's

23
Blume reports that GAM scores were unable to predict the likelihood

of a person completing training [6, p. 128].
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functions or -ccordineting it with other eocial and welfare programe are ad-

ditional poesible avenues for reducing the non-ccmpletion rate. Increased

costs of these alternatives weuld have to be compared with their expected

benefits to see which of them (or other unlisted alternatives) should ,e

pursued:

Bluee examines wage rates earned by the trainees after leaving the

and finds then eeevwere employed at jobs paying less than $250 a

month [6, Teble 6-3, p. 176]. Reasoning that such incomes were too low to

support a family, he recommends avoiding of training in the low-paying

occupations--Furniture Upholsterieg, 1:eat Cutting, Cosmetology, Stenoaraphy,

Secretarial. Sciences, and BuilthngMaintenance [6 p. 192]. Since over 90

percent of the females in the program were trained in these low - paying occu-

pations, Blume suggests the higher-paying occupations of Accounting -Book-

Q. (N..1 . :7. V,
£

T 4 4
A-)11J A A14 Aso 5 jl A. ea JJA0w. A

Nursing and Registered Nursing as altern-tives.

Surely the problem is not quite so simple. An income of $250 a month

in 1964 may not have been enough to support a family, but it would have sup-

ported a single person. and been a welcome addition to total family income,

were a hudbandpresent and working. Even if it were the sole source of fam-

ily support, $250 in 1964 (the "average" year over which earnings were mea-

sured) is the equivalent of about $320 a month new (assuming a 4 percent

rate of inflation). It therefore is not clear that $250 a month was too low

an income in 1964. Another consideration is whether the women would accept

training in the alternate occupations suggested by Blume. Accounting-Book-

keeping and Business Machines Operations may be substitutes for Stenography

or Secretarial Sciences, but Nursing requires a different set of skills and

preferences.
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Givvn tat trainin,7 in the "low wx-e" occupationc identified by lau:ric

is riot ncc;:..:carily Drvpiring ITT:Iii.:113 for czplownent at 1 overt:"-levc1 ince:1,as

cost-bf,:ncrit concidcz-a::ions b.!co:r mere important in evaluating the de:Ara-

bility of offcrinz trdinin: in th.lsce occupations. Bi=a does not atttampt to

calculatt; 1:::nefit-co,3t rdtios for individual occupations, but his unadjucv.i

data can 1:,2 usc:.I to estimxte the.:. ratios. The results aptear in Table V-20.

Table V-20

Penefit-Cot Ratios of Varicus Occupations
Oftered in BIA Institutional Retraining

Program, 1958-66

Occupation
BenefitrCost

Ratio

Barbering 5.0
Meat Cutting 4.6
Electronic Engineering 3.8
Drafting 8.6
Refrigeration and Air
Conditionina 3.6

Lithographic Printing 3.6
Industrial Electronics 3.1
Letterpress. Printing. 3.1
Cosmetology. 3.1
T.V. and Electronics 2.6
Diesel Mechanics 2.6
-Auto Body Repair 2.2
Culinary Arts 2.2
Stenography 2.2'

Building Construction 1.9
Dry Cleaning 1.9
Industrial Electrical
Maintenance 1.7

Secretarial Skills 1.7
Auto Mechanics 1.4
Business Machine Operator 1.0

PP.
36;

Source: Calculated from [107], Table 6-2,
173-74; Table 6-3, p. 176; Appendix L, pp. 235 -
and pp. 128-29.
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Unexpect,Aly, B1Lberin3 and I:_ at Cutting Luad the list, with ratios of 5.0

and 4.6, respectively. The 1%...st of the occu?ations with ratios over 3 (with

the exception of Co=etology) are in the skilled tradess. :'one of the occu-

pational offerinzs in associated with a benefit-ccf-3t ratio less than one,

including those occupations Blue recommends avoiding because of the "low"

incomes they prcduce. In fact, these latter occupations yield ratios of

4.6 (Meat Cutting) , 3.1 (Costology), 2.2 (Stenophy), and 1.7 (Secre-

tarial Sciences) .2-`' The occupations Blume suggest as alternatives (for

which benefit-cost ratios could be calculated) yield ratios of 2.2 (Auto

Body Repair) and 1.0 (Business Machine Operations), somewhat la:r ratios

than the "low income" occupations listed above.

These findings (that the occupations Blume recommends avoiding apparently

had higher benefit-cost ratios than those he suggests as alternatives) do

not indicate That Eluma's recommendations are incorrect. A wage rate of

$250 a month associated with even moderate unemployment experiences may

yield an unacceptably low income. Even if an income of $250 were not too

low, it maybe derived from occupations other than those for which the persons

were trained. If this were the case, training should be offered directly

in those occupations.

24
Sufficient data were not available to estimate benefit-cost ratios for

Furniture Upholstery and Building Maincensnoe. iiigh benefit-cost ratios and
low incomes are nor. contradictory. A benefit-cost ratio measures size of
the income gain relative to cost necessary to achieve that gain. A high ratio
is consistent with a small inc..= gain if costs are smaller yet, and consis-
tent with a low final income if initial income was low. Tne hist benefit-
cost ratios in those low incom occupations singled out by Blum:: result from
both low initial inc=es and train:111g costs. Similarly, high final incomes
do not marantee his.,11 benefit-cost ratios, as hl it initial inccs (implying
small income gains) and hid: trainin:; casts can be factors off-setting the
apparent advantage of high final incomes.
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The decision con:;ernin;.7 occupatiorr-3 to offer in .a training; pro-

grem rest on d num1;er conoidc2.-kations, all of which should be

inve:;ti upon a sole critcrion--e.g., monthly :,age rate or

lead to incorrect elloicr-s

DrOr4,ut- 1-re ventio:i

B.A. 1..7eisbred has developed a fram.:ork to test the economic efficiency

of a special proFreni for preveninff dropouts conducted in St. Louis in.1961-

62 [107] . A group of students who had been identified as "potential drop-

outs" were selected on the basis of personal characteristics and performance

in school. They were randomly divided into a control and an experimental

group of 355 and 429 students respectively. The experimental group received

special counseling during the last two years of high school arid fob place-

ment help followina graduation. The control R,roup received normal school

counseling and placement services.

After two years, 189 (4 percent) of the' original 1429 students in the

experimental group and 200 (52 percent) of the original 385 students in the

control group had dropped from school [107, p. 140] . Thus the program might

be regan-led as "successful." lick ever, when the expected economic benefits

to society of the program were compared to the costs of conducting it, the

dropout-prevention prcgrem was not an efficient use of resources.

The cost per dropout prevented (34 in all) was $8,200--$7,300 for per-

sonnel and $900 in additional education costs [107, p. 144]. The benefits,

calculated from the 1950 census as the difference between the discounted

lifetime earnings of persons with 12 years of education and the dropouts,

were estimated to be $2,700 (in 1950 prices) per dropout "saved" [107, p. 142].25

5Weisbrod used a 5 percent discount rate and a time horizon stretching

to age 65.

oW 0
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The result is a benefit-cos t ratio of .4.

Themas ribich [CO) diecUssee Weisbood's study in detail, and recalculates

the benefit-coet reties using 1960 census data. Using aesumptions like

Weiebrod's, the le,nelit-coot ratios derived by Ribich renze from .64 to

depending on whether median in e= of central cities or mean incoeea of

North and West U.S. is used (Weisbrod used the latter) [09, pp. 53-59].

Weisbrod does not conclude that the ratio he calculated (.1) accurately

represents the returns to society from the dropeut-prevention pre 'ail. One

of the important considerations in manpower and poverty programs26 is the way

they affect the distribution of inccme in society. In fact, some income

maintenance programs are conducted in which not any explicit monetary bene-

fits are expected, let alone a one-for-one (or greater) pay-back. To the

extent that potential dropouts were kept in school and thus experienced in-

evimesn^;',1
the distributional goal hoz been achieved at least partly.

There are additional benefits to society noted by Weisbrod. (1) CriT.e

and delinquency are probably reduced. (2) The students may become better

citizens by participating more in community affairs than they would have

otherwise. (3) There may be some "intergeneration" effects, in which they

impart better attitudes and opportunities to their children. (4) Keeping a

student in school who otherwise might have dropped out may keep others in

also. (5) The increased earnings of students who have been prevented from

dropping cut will reduce the transfer payments they would have received

otherwise. While this last item in itself is not an economic benefit to

26
A though it should be clear that "manpower" and "poverty" proerams are

not mutually exclusive. Rather, they go hand in hand and are sometimes in-
distinguishable frxam each other.
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society, the reduction in the ad:rinistrative costs of those transfer pa-;.-a?nts

prograw; is a benefit to society [107; pp. 135,36]. All these factors act

to inerc.'ase the ben-fits to society of such a program, but have not been

included in the calculations.

Even the existence of e%tremely large non-measured benefito of the sort

identified CI bav;a by '...?eisbrxxl does not :nean that the dropout program should

be continued. Instead, it implies that a. more efficient dropout program (in

terms of dollar costs per dropout prevented) should be sought. for. A less

expensive dropout-prevention program presumably would have all the unmeasured

benefits of the more expensive program, but would have the advantage of using

resources more efficiently. Weisbred su ggests that the "dropout problem" may

be indicative of problem with the school curriculum and the way it is of-

fered--that the problem might be better ". . solved by a re- orientation

of soi-ic,ed pi:o43.,ams rather than 'by direct action toward t e otiik.snt [107,

p. 133]."

. Weisbrod's conclusion that- the counseling program appears to be an in-

efficient way to keep students' in school is consistent with some research

findings cited by Ribich [69, p. 52, f.n.], where he notes that economic

problems are not the prime reason for students leaving school. "The most *-

portant reason seems to be the students' open dislike fOr school. Counselors

also cite unfavarable parental attitudes toward education [69, p. 52 f.n.]."

Thus an intensive counseling program designed to aid the students with per-

sonal problems, and to give them greater economic incentives to stay in

school is likely to "fail." Ribich notes that two types of changes have

occurred in the treatment of the dropout problem. The first is the recogni-

tion that non-academic training is needed fer those who do not respond well
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tot raditional edur2avion, Lnd is illustrated by NYC ei-td Job

Corps (for thoe alroady and work-1; tudy and coo7,rative education (for

thoal still in schf-o1). is the reeojnition that dropout-preven-

tion is going to have to biri prior to high school [107, p. GO].

Arthur Cora=ini, in his study of vocational etusation at the hish school

level, attacked the problea of cstimatLns the ability of a vocational pro:n:2n

to reduce the number of high sd tool dropouts [17]. The main difficulty he

encountered was in determining the number cf students that would have dropped

out of schcol but for the availability of vocational educatian, and when they

would have droppsd out
9

Based on his estimates of the nu±er of dropouts

prevented, and the known costs of vocational education, Corazzini suggests

that the benefit-cost ratios of vocational education when its effects Ln

reducing dropouts are included are only slightly higher than without the

considuratiofi of aopouts.

High School Job Placement Services

Larry Singell [75] examined the job-search and subsequent labor -ret

behavior of 1963 Detroit high school graduates. His sample was drawn from

three high school districts; one each in neighborhoods characterized as hav-

ing residents with poor, median and high social and economic characteristics.28

/I:hawing .A a student would have dropped out is important because a
student's stayin: in school when he might have dropped out adds t kinds of
costs to the proziram--the additional schooling costs attributable to the
student, and opportunity costs of wages given up to stay in school. Thus,
the more effective the dropout program the more it costs to operate.

"8
measured by median family income, median years of education, and

the percent of the labor force employed in professional and managerial
occupations [75, p. 85].

a03
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He found tl,,tt the z-,A:luates from the "best" neirhborhoeds had conzistently

L' tter 1:.bor market (.e:I.eri.mces than those from the ";:orst" nciiheeds.

As Table V-21 65 percent of: the graduates frcm District a found -lobs

Toblo V-21

Lalcr-i:ar]:et. rcrforT=c

Hif,h Diorriet

Labor-Nurkr3t :'fcr7znee
Charaoreri,;tic

of Gra-2.c.a.:es fr

in Detroit, 1,252-64

School District

#la flna #3a

Found an .T..nmadiate Job 65% 40% 15%

Job Vithin 6
Months Follc-.:in7 Grad. 100% 95% 85%

Unemployed at Time cf
(cne year

following gra:;uation) 5% 10% 30%

Employed in Factories as
ihihillec.1 Lai4.x. 11% 17% 40%

Hourly Wage Rate One Year
Following Graduation $1.90 $1.66 51.73

aDistrict #1 ranked highest in Detroit by the criteria
used by SinEell; was the median District, ant fi3 was the
lowest District.

Source: [75], Table 3, p. 87, and pp. 88-89.

inirediately upon high school graduation, while only 40-crcent and 15 percent

of those from Districts #2 and #3, respectively, were as successful. All of

the graduates from District #1 found jobs within six months following grad-

uation. Fifteen percent of those from District #3 still had not found jobs

by that time. One year follcwing graduation, the graduates of Districts #1,

#2 and #3 were experiencing unemployment rates of 5, 10, and 30 percent, re-

spectively. Graduates from Districts #2 and #3 who were employed at that

time were earning less than those from the remaining district 01.66 and
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$1.73 an hour vs. $1.90 an hour, mspeotively), and were core likely to be

employed as unfrilled laborers in factories (17 and 40 percent vs. 11 per-

cent).

An examination of the job.-search behavior of grathlates of all three

Districts revealed that they were utilizing incfficient met:-ao:is of loo::ing

for jobs. About 60 prcent of them sought and found jobs through con:ec-

tions of relatives and friends. The next most fr%:quently used approach was

direct .application (almost always to an employer close to home), and was

used by nearly 20 percent of the graduates. Graduates used the State Employ-

ment Service to find jobs a little less than 10 percent of the time, and

generally attempted to avoid it. Newspapers and private and high school

placement offices provided the reaaining.11 percent of productive job leads

[75, Table 5, p. 92, and pp. 93-97]. Additionally, most persons accepted

the first joh offerPd 1.9ther thrl "shopping Avv-min-i"

could find.
29

. Use of relatives and friends, or direct application, certainly are not

the most efficient methods of exposing oneself quickly to a large number of

job openings. Newspapers and public and private placement services can do

this better. Besides being inefficient, the job sources actually utilized

by graduates acted to provide graduates from poor neighborhoods with less

desirable jobs, and do it slower, than the same job sources for graduates

from more wealthy neighborhoods. Poorer neighborhoods were characterized by

relatively low percentages of employment in managerial and professional

29Singell chows that since the costs of job-search must be balanced a-
gainst the probable hither earnin,7s of a better job, and since job-search
costs for unemployed high school graduates are hirh, graduates are rational
to accept the first "reazonable" job offer [75, p. 141] .

ac
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occupaticns, and Lence offered fewer "connection:" to aid ths graduates in

their search for wcrk. Students from poor neighborhoods also were character-

ized by relatively low educational achievement, so that graduates in those

neighberhect:e wore cempetin;,.. ore often with uneeiployed older ceerkers nor

entry-level jcbc. These t factors explain much of the difficulty e':. .:r-

by eeaduates from Districts end in fireling jobs. Since they

were slcreer finding their initial iobz (and, as noted earlier, were not

slower because they were comparing alternative opportunities), they could be

expected to be earning lower wages a year following graduation.

Singell concludes that offering better job information to students while

they are in school (especially in poverty neighborhoods) may be an efficient

way of reducing unemployment among recent graduates. He suggests early

counseling on long-run employment opportunities in occupations being consid-

ered by sLedenis (euwelleieg schools currently are unable to offer) as well

as better placement help. The latter could be accomplished by establishing

school and neighborhood placement offices [75, pp. 141-51].

An "impressionistic" cost-benefit calculation of intensified counseling

and placement activities in high schools results in a benefit-cost ratio of about

16. Costs are comlerised of placement costs incurred by the public employ-

ment service in placing graduates, and are estimated to be $250 per place-

ment (Table V-22). Eenefits include the increased earnings resulting from

.3

reduced unemployment and the expected savings of less crine.
0

Results of

these calculationo are contained in Table V-22.

30Singell is careful to establish a case for tying reduced unemployment

to reduced crime. He estimates the statistical relaticnship between unemploy-
ment and the incidence of crime emceg youth and sueeests that a one percent
reduction of unemployment among them will reduce the number committing crimes
by .06 percent.
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Table V-22

Calculation of the Benefit-Cost Ratio of
Esteb1Lhing State

Offices in :x: roil_ Schools

Cost Calculation

Nub= of plctents
required to re_::: e

youth unempaoymant
by 1%

Total co: is of 21,1::-

went (281 x $250) $70,250

Benefit Calculation

Expected reduction
in the numLer of
delinquents result-

281 ins; from a rec:ue-

tion in unemploy-
ment of 281

Reduction in crime
costs from reduc-
ing delinquency by
15 (15 x $776)

15

$11,640

+ Additional earned
income of the 281
persons placed
(281 x $4,000) $1,124,000

Total benAfits

$1 1°5 640
Benefit-Cost Ratio ' ' 16.2

$70,250

$10:4S,640

While there are many omissions in these calculations likely to affect

the results,31 Singell did not intend to perform a complete analysis. The

31
For example, Singell estimates that 281 placements could reduce the un-

employment rate of Lerroit youth by one percent. If the placement services are
performed in the high schools, many of those being placed by the Emoloyment
Service could have found jobs on their own: taus more then 261 placements would
be required to atnieve a net reduction in uncmploymant of one percent. Youths
also might have to be olaced more than once in order to keep them employed.
Both these factors incrosse costs. But the benefits may also be understated.
Income benefits attributable TO placam.:2nt probably last more than a year, and
many of the ycuths who do not comrit crimes because they are employed, would
have °omitted more than one. These factors increase benefits. The omissions
noted above are not a complete list, but with errors in both directions, net
bias is not known.
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interesting part of his study iz the c.3 timate of savings attributable to re-

duced crl:::e associated with ler.s unemplaymnt. 13 the only study

examined in this stu::y making such.a calculation. TaRing his figures at

face value, placnts would reduce crime costs by en average of 4;41

($11,640 28l).'-

Sinell's study is important because it indicates that while sirnificant

net benefits may be achieved from Placement efforts in high schools, high

school placenent services are cited frequently as inadequate.

Vocational Rehabilitation

Frank Grella [287 has performed a cost-benefit study of vocational re-

habilitation in Connecticut as conducted between July 1, 1966 and June 30,

1967. Besides showing that vocational rehabilitation has a large rrobable

. UP " :"...,tratt,s a_

benefit technique in the internal management of the program. Grellats study

included all 1,545 persons who were in the program and completed it during

that year. Uhile he computed benefit-cost ratios for a number of different

groups, only the private and social ratios are discussed here.33 The method-

ology Grella adopted to estimate benefits conforms quite closely to that of

a cost-benefit study conducted by the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration

32
Even this is not strictly correct, because the calculated relationship

between reduced unemployment and crime was not. linear--recucing unemployment
from initially high levels a greater effect on crime than reducing it
from lower levels [28, Table 12, p. 2417.

33
Grella closely followed generally accepted methodology when examining

the program from the "private" viewpoint. However, he departed significantly
from this methedoloy when viewing it from the "public" standpoint. Although
there ana still important areas for argumcmc, Grelia's data on social costs
and benefits have been modified to approximate more closely more common
methodology.

ooe
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in 1967. Eolh the "beton:: and after" technique to estimate

the ccono:nic banfit2 of mhabii± tation.

is flit^ othr.r, prcF,ramz, th major portion of private costs of

vocational rehc2;ilitaLion is co*:.prised of lost benefits ($14,073,059) rather

than fo::,-rone eaynim:3 ($807,65 0. Table V-22 shot:3 that the major portion

Table V-23

Costs and Eenefits of Vocation:11 Rehabilitation
in Conn'::ctiout, 19,j6-67

Costs`

Loss of Public

Private

Benefits

Increase in Dcpected
Assistance $ 1,896,584 Lifetime Earnings' $74,499,395

Loss of institu- Increase in Value cf
tional Care 11,560,527 'Homemakers and Un-

paid Family :corkers 1,500,000
Loss of Social
Seculit-y Lizaail- (Less Incn,:,:o,,d

ity Payments 615,948 Taxes PAA:ributaole
to Increased

Foregone Earningsc 807,888 Incomes) -12,808,800

$14,880,947 $63,130,595

Social

Direct Rehabilita- Increase in Expected
tation Costs $ 2,585,978 Lifetime Earnings° $74,499,395

Opportunity Costsc 807,888 Increase in Value of
Hmemakers and Un-

$ 3,397,466
paid Family Workers 1,500,000

Reduced Costs of
Institutional Care 11,560,527

$87,559,922

aDiscounted at 4 percent.

bAdjusted for the probability of withdra-.4,11 from the labor force, death,
and increased earninEs at 3 peicent a year.

cBased on earnings at time of entry into the program.

Source: [28], Table 23, p. 154, Table 24, p. 170 and Table 25, p. 182.

y
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of lost beLrit:-; to participants is in the form of decreasc.d institutio:Id!

c . Pr4vilt,.; b:nefits from 17::D CoUrCC:13--1.M.ZX.::aSed OarrarIZS r:Ot Of

en:: the 1:::uted value cf the increased lalior eervieon in the ho=

of these w::o re;:laln eut of the labor force folle.,:in;r particip-,_.:don. The

labor force ,-,articipation rate folic : :Iii rehabilitation amazingly high --

nearly 96 pr.cent--and acoounts in parr for the hic-h estimated earnings that

m're than offset the ls;:ir. forms of r-Zolie assistance. The plivate benefit-

cort ratio resulting fIcm the data in Table V423 is 4.2.

Social costs involved in the vecational rehabilitation progrem are di-

rect rehabilitation c:ists (incluJing all phases of vocational rehabilitation)

and opportunity costs. The total social costs of $3.4 million imply an ex-

penditure of about $2,200 per person.
34

Social benefits are equal to the

sum of the increase in erpected earnings of the participants, the imputed

value of those who voluntarily stay in the home and the savings in resources

achieved through reduced demands for institutional care.35 Using $3.4 mil-

liOn as the total estimated social costs and $37.6 million as the estimated

social benefits yields a social benefit-cost ratio of 25.8.

The Connecticut program dramatically changed the labor-market perform-

ance of its participants. Prior to participation, 85 percent of the rehabil-

itants reported zero inceme (Table V-24) . Only 9 percent were earning $60

or more a waek. Following rehabilitation, only 6 percent reported no earn-

ings and 64 percent reported earning $60 or more a week. The increased

34Since
it is a continuing program with persons entering and leaving

throughout the year, a study covering several years would be necessary to
get an accurate per-person cost.

35
There is disagreement over whether society captures these last two

sources of benefits.
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Table V-24

Weekly E.;.a-rt.in7a of 1-',-Irtizip.7.nts in 21:2 Conn--.:oticuz

Vocalic:nal 1.;-.1L.1..lit,ation

efore and 1: ft.-.1:1-, 1'drtic.i7.aticn

().;rcent)

Weekly i:arnin;:..s

$ 0 85

After

6

1-19 1 3

20-39 1 6

40-59 4 21

60-79 4 34

80-99 3 17

100 + 2 13

Source: [28] , Table 20, p. 128.

.t...`"....r^C.W.14.1.116., 1/441,1 JAN./L. VOCL4.6i\a4.4..1

program. Of the 1,475 persons who were employed after leaving the orogram,

only 78 were employed in sheltered workshops and 1 by the state government.

Another 13 were self-employed. The remaining 1,390 were working in the

competitive labor market [28, p. 155].

Sar Levitan and Garth Mangum argue that the earnings estimates based on

short-term "before and after" data substantially overstate the ines7e gains

experienced by rehabilitants [50, pp. 322-23]. They suggest that earninzs

are likely to be unusually depressed just prior to entry into the program and

unusually high imadiately following it.
36

Adjusting for these tendencies

3
°Their remarks wore actually directed by the Vocational Rehabilitation

Administratio!Os study, Lut since Grella utilized the same metho,lolo:y, the
opmments also apply to Gvella.
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reduced a benefit-cost ratio ealculai.od in the Vocational F.,_:hahilitution

Administration n:.:uey ;:wnticned early r from 35 to 12. If the ratio calcu-

lated by Gella reduced by a similar rz7nitude through these a:::just-

ments, it would be red,Iced fr,:m 25.S to 8.8--still a relaLively high ratio

compared to thosc2 of other ranpower programs. Levitan and 1:anrum conclu.

that

Vocational 7:c:habilitation dementrares th,zt ;Ilany with s:.risus
physical an .d Irat:te cecn=ically self-
supporting by intenF:ive services and a favorable public and
employer reacticn i!fiJ tl:at the r2h::bilitatien effort pays
in both economic 1-,u.::.::nitarian terms. It su,7cests, hut
does not prove, that tha same could be tn.:e with the 7:est
seriously socially and environmentally henaica77ed. It also
demonstrates that evzn a proven p..rioff er...1 an ae.::arent

willingness to supply larger amounts of matchinE fun °s cannot
attract support for services to roe than a fraction of those
eligible [50, D. 323] .

nAMOTTIOTAt4C4

The programs examined in this chapter generally achieved benefit-cost

ratios greater than one. Least successful from this standpoint were the

dropout-prevention programs conducted in St. Louis and the Job Corps as it

was operated nationally. A benefit-cost ratio greater than one was not achieved

in the former program even with the rest favorable assumptions. Further

analyses by Weisbrod [ 107], Ribich [69] and Corazzini [17] suggest that

counseling and traditional vocational education are not efficient ways to

prevent dropouts.
37

On the other hand, counseling and job placement of grad-

uating high school students ray yield substantial net benefits.

Training given by Job Corps nationally, and by BLA in vocational schools

in Oklahoma, yielded lower benefit-cost ratios than their counterparts--NYC

3
7This does not imply that dropout-prevent :on cannot be thought of as

a "side" benefit of these activities.
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and BIA OJT, and ratios are su=rized in Table

V-25. Tha lw:natit-ecst associutcd with OJT supported by BT was about

six tim.::s as as that associated with that a:TfIncy's institutional train-

ing. P.,47.ics about thrac imcs those achieved by the Job Corps.

HDTA ur can be co%-.7-a with flirt institutional training discussed 111

the last ch:2ptcr (Table Rasmussen's study of MDTA OJT was lim-

ited to S:.1:1A's, and beneti-1-.-cost ratios calculated for only 23 of those, an

unwaighted averdge of those 23 ratios is about 1.5 tires as great as the over-

all benefit-cost ratio of E)TA institutional training nationally (2.7 vs. 1.9

using a 10 percent discount rate and a 10-year time horizon). Thus evidence

from three sets of studies (Job Corps vs. NYC, KA institutional vs. Ea OJT,

and ITA institutional vs. EDTA OJT) consistently suggests that OJT yields

greater economic benefits relative to costs than institutional training. Uncer-

tainly cunk.:=L-31-4; ULit: efatct, of dif:ft.u.v.:nt mahc.d.,1t.d1=s

characteristics within each set of studies prevents a conclusion that OJT can

be.substituted for institutional training and still be successful. Research

aimed at reducing these uncertainties should receive high priority.

Vocational rehabilitation may well be the most efficient large scale man-

power program. "Adjusted" benefit-cost ratios of 8.8 and 12 for the Connecticut

and national programs, respectively, are higher than all except isolated ratios

associated with several case studies of other manpower programs. Whether the

processes used in vocational rehabilitation are transferable to programs ser-

ving groups with other disadvantages is not clear. This writer suspects that

an important part of the vocational rehabilitation program's relative success

has been employers' greater willingness to accept persons with physical rather

than social handicaps. If so, further education of employers may improve effi-

ciency in other programs.

3
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Table V-25

Benefit-Cest Patics of Varic= Prorr-am-,

10-Year 20-Y,.!ar

Tir.n Hor :on

Program and :1,..IceEtrcher

2.=.17ran

10 Per:-...?nt

Discount fate
5

Discount F.,ate

High Sclmi 2.4 6.0
9-10 years of :7choo1 0.3 8.2

Females
High School r-aduates 0.0 0.0
9-10 years of school 1.0 2.5

HUTA OJT-SI:SA's, Rasmussen
NQW 1.2 3.0

Phoenix 2.6 6.4
Miami 10.3 25.7

Job Corps-National, O.E.O.
Questionnaire data .6 1.5
Census data .4 .9

SLA WT-UkiaAama, bcott . 12.4 31.0

BIA Institutional-
Oklahoma, name. 1.9 4.8

Dropout-Prevention-St. Louis,
Weisbrod', .2 .6

Counseling and Placement-
Detroit, Singe11=-3 16.2

Vocational Rdhabilitatien-
Connecticut, Grella9 8.8-25.8

aRatios are based on earnings data developed by Ribich from 1960 Census.

b
Includes only one year earnings data.

CRatios include lifetime expected earnings of persons of various ages.

Source: Tables V-3; V-11; V-13; V-l5; pp. 131 -182; pp. 190-191; Table
V-22; p. 202.

ow/



VI

REVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS

Discussion.: in tne preceding chapters have centered around two main

topics:

(1) relative efficiency of various man7.-.7..:er programs as seen through cost-

benefitanslysis, and

(2) the contribution cost-benefit analysis has made in evaluating manps.;.:er

programs.

Assessing the relative efficiency of different programs has proven to

be a formidable task. Since studies were conducted by many different research-

ers, methoJologies utilized by them varied greatly even when similar types of

prograc4L-, were being examined. &ott [72] and Blum.-; [G] , fur =xaml)le, ubed

the "before and after" technique in their studies of retraining sponsored by

BLA, while rein [S4] used the "snowball" method to build a control groin for

his study of NDTA-sponsored institutional training. Other differences among

the studies included the manner of collecting and extrapolating benefit data,

calculating administrative and opportunity costs, and handling vacuum and

displacement effects. In three studies (Corazzirii [18], Taussig [90] and

Hu [39]) , it was not clear that the researchers were using the concepts they

claimed to be using. When sufficient data were presented, this writer made

rough adjustments to make the studies' methodologies more comparable. When

they were not presented, the natures of the biases introduced by methodologies

used were explored.



Conclusions fn.= Cosc-2.enefit:arlalvs4s

Within the manpower area, cont-Lenefit analysis has been applied to sec-

ondary and post-secondary voeTtional ccucation, and retraining programs con-

ducted under state 1,.:Tislation, 1.2n, laTZA (both institutional and OJT components) ,

Economic 0)1:ortunity Act, Social Security /let (vocational rehabilitation),

and Public Lz 959 (trainine; ccn:Iucted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs). The

majority of cost-benefit studies concluded that social benefits of programs

examined exceedes social costs. Thus, manpower programs designed to enhance

the employability and income of their participants, as they were conducted in

the 1960's, returned net economic benefits to society.-

Morris Ullman, et. al. [94], have suggested that

. . . if funds were allocated on the basis of economic efficiency
alone, all vocational eduoation dollars available might. be in-

vested in post - secondary proFrams which, by certain criteria,
yield ule greatest marAiliel return 1-Jar e%ura :lollar invested Lp. 140].

They do not cite evidence that led them to this conclusion. Studies examined

in. this paper suggest the opposite--that investment in vocational education

at the high school level yields greater net benefits (relative to costs) than

such education in post-secondary institutions.

Four cost-benefit studies of vocational education at the secondary level,

and two of vocational education at the post-secondary level, were examined

and their methodologies adjusted to make their results as comparable as possible

That is, they have returned net benefits to society as measured by the

methodology commonly employed in cost-benefit analysis. This study has not

attempted to reach a conclusion concerning whether retraining actually in-

creases national income or only redistributes job opportunities. Discussions

on this issue are likely to continue for soze time.
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Ut4!41*::L a horizon or 30 ydars and a 5 pdrcent discount rate,
2
social

rutic:s ranleU from 1.5 to 13.8 (Table VI-1) . Each of the studies

Table VI-1

R70-'os for '.k)cat4on, Education

Conlucted in :-:,:c:)nd,:lry c.nd

Post-Secon,jazy Schools

Study

Secondary Level

Benefit-Cost Patio

Corazzini 4.8

Hu 7.5-18.8

Kaufman 5.4

Tau.3sig
3.6

Post-Secondary Level

Corazzini 2.1

Carroll and Ihnen 1.5

of .vocational education at the secondary level compared vocational education

in a vocational-technical school as an eternative to general education. The

two studies of vocational education at the post-secondary level compared such

education to entering the labor force following high school graduation.

Benefit-cost ratios of vocational education in high schools exceed those

for vocational education in post-high school institutions. The lowest ratio

2The lon:; time horizon is used here and elsewhere in this chapter with

the justificctLion that studies which followed F7raduates' post-partici=oation

earnirs expriences for ;several years ([9], [12], [39], and [44]) measured no

sicnificant ..!,.!rdat7e in participants' earnings advantaE:e over non-participants.'

Sonrs and E...:1;:echniets [7:i] conclusion that ajvantac7cs of retraining may dia-

appear after seral years of ecom:aic expansion vercrs to cir.olo!..m,mt, not

advant,17e. No fr)ocial justification e is7s for u:3-hg a b percent

discount race: in this final ci apter. Patios may be adjusted to a 10 percent

discount rate by multiplying thun by .6.

aid
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at the high school leyel--3.6--is one and a half times as great as the high-

est ratio at the post-secondary level--2.1.

Conclusion: Availlu cvid:!nce t:cm cDst-:-)enefit analysis consis7:ent1v

so-t7---sts tha: c,ducaticn in vocationol-t.:ehnical secondary schcolc

yields hixher n:turns 1.TI:U1 such cducatisn in nost,econdary imtitutions.

The largest singl...1 factor contributing to the lower returns at the post-

secondary level is the hi^h opportunity cost associated with withdrawing par-

ticipants from the labor force to attend post-secondary schools.

A variety of institutional retraining programs for persons out of school

has been examined. Results are summarized in Table VI-2. The three studies

Table VI-2

Summary of Benefit-Cost Ratios Relating
to Institutional Retraining Programs

FLog.,.,dmand Scope Benefit-Cant Rat4.e

MDTA--National 4.7

MDrAMichigan 3.7

BIAOklahoma 4.8

ARA--Massachusetts 9.4

ARAWest Virginia 16.8

ARA--Connecticut 14.7

aUsing a 5 percent discount rate and a
30-year time horizon.

of ARA-sponsored training yielded benefit-cost ratios ranging from 9.4 to 16.8,

substantially higher than the 3.7 to 4.8 ratios from the three studies of DTA-

and BIA-sponsored training.

Conclusion: Evidence from cost-benefit studies suggests that institutional

training conducted under ARA yielded higher returns than institutional training

.92
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undo.: eith:r T.qA. ExpL-4nations for the differential prol::clay lie

with (1) the extrcr.lely short-tel.:71 nature of classes conducted under AR A and

(2) the greater a:neunt of job-placement guarantee. associated with A A train-

ing, rather than with differences in efficiency with proirrams were

operated.

Results of the thr,,e stu:lies of progra.-rs in which OJT played a major role

appear in Table V1-3. 131A-conducted OJT appears to yield the hiEhest benefit-

Table VI-3

Summary of Benefit-Cost Ratios Relating
to OJT Program s

Program and Scope Benefit-Cost Ratio°

ISTA--SMSA' s 6.7b

NYC--Indiana 3.7

ETA. 01-1-'107:-. 31.0'

°Using a 5 Percent discount rate and a
30-year time horizon.

bEstimated taking an unweighted average
of the ratios for each SMSA.

cost ratio--31.0--and NYC the lowest--3.7. Of the three programs, only NYC

offered work training in public agencies.

Conclusion: - Evidence from cost-benefit analysis suggests that OJT con-

ducted by MLA. yields e-reater returns than MDTA and NYC-sponsored OJT, and

that work trainin offemd in the rxivate sector yields greater returns than

such trainiriz offered in public elroloyment. Measured advantages'. of sane OJT

programs over others may be explained by (1) unrt.concilable methodological dif-

ferences among the studies, and (2) greater job guarantees associated with work
..

training, in the private sector wham, the employment relaticnship continues

unbroken following training.



Comparison of brJnefit-cost racks for institutional retraining with

ratios for OJT is difficult. Bocause of Tr..cthedological differencas, c.:1:;'

Borus' study of NYC [8] lends itself to co:Tarison with any of the .c t"

of institutional x,:trainin;; and only hardin and Borus' study of TT in

Michigan [33] contains sufficient detail to allow the ca:: orison to be ba.-

on similar F,roups. RC:52111=i of this comparison appear in Table VI-4.

Table VI-4

Benefit-Cost Ratios of NYC in Indiana and MDTA in
Michigan by Educational Level of Participants

Training Proginmn
Educational Benefit-Cost

Level Ratioa

NYC 9 and 10 years 5.3
12 years 3.0

MDTA 9-11 years 15.7
12 years and

r woe 1].5

a
5 percent discount rate and 30-year time horizon.

A benefit-cost ratio of 5.3 is associated with persons having 10 years

of schooling in the NYC program, compared to a ratio of 15.7 for similar per-
.

sons in MUM. Ratios for those with 12 years of school in the NYC and MDTA

programs respectively are 3.0 and 11.5. While the two programs are not iden-

tical with respect to the groups they are designed to serve (NYC containinz

more young, non white persons), and education classifications of the two

studies arc not identical, MDTA institutional training seems to yield great,.7.r

returns than does NYC.

Job Corps training appears to yield the lowest benefit-cost ratio of aLl

out-of-school retraining programs aired at the economically and educationally

disadvantaged. Even so, a ratio of 1.5 was achieved when a 5 percent

0
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rate and 3G-T.:ar timn horizon were used. If economic efficiency were the

only goal, Job Corps activities should be reduced relative to other types of

training prozrolps.

Concluf;ion: Ev4d.Ince- from ccot-Lenefit amlysis sat77-,e5lts that NYC

yields greater eccno:Tic nuturns than Jcb Cor7,s, but that ji:zzitucionll

traininc: aimed at thcos.. reTi.th 9 throurh 12 years of school

turns than NYC ;;erring- the same zrour). Differences in these ratios may result

from unmeasured differences in characteristics of participants.

Vocational rehabilitation, while of a somewhat different nature than other

manpower programs, appears to yield impressive benefit-cost ratios. Voca-

tional rehabilitation in Connecticut achieved a ratio somewhere between 9 and

25 in 1966-67. While methodological differences prevent direct comparison

of these results with those of other programs, it seems clear that reducing

physical hm1H4caDQ and offer,ing treinimg when neAriAd, 1 nnQ to be

absorbed into the labor force at costs substantially below their future con-

tribution to output.

Conclusion: Evidence from cost - benefit analysis suggests that vocational

rehabilitation yields hi4Th returns to society.

High school dropout-prevention programs were seen to be inefficient means

of increasing incomes of persons who, without them, would have dropped out of

school. A major difficulty in operating "efficient" dropout-prevention pro-

grams lies in identifying future dropouts "before the fact." Inability to do

this requires that "treatment" be given to irony who would not have dropped out

anyway. In the face of a .6 benefit -cost ratio for dropout-prevention as stud--

ied by Weisbrod [107], and of the higher ratios achieved by MNA, NYC and Job

Corps programs providing training and education to persons who did drop out

aal
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of high school, a mre efficicnt couose to pursue than to keep students in

scho:l through conselin7; would be to aid these persons after they have

dropped out.

Conclusion: Cc:'_ -b-,neFit aa1wi2 su:7:,ests that drovout-Drevention pro-

grams inzcnr:ivo o:y-177.-,lin7: of 7otentiai droDouts is an inefficient

mthod of incT:=in; fut=

Cost-Benefit Analysis' Contribution, to Program Evaluation

Manpower activities ex fined earlier can be ranked according to their

benefit-cost ratios. Based on results surveyed in this paper, such a ranking

(in descending order of ratios) lists:3

1. Vocational Rehabilitation (9-25)

2 and 3. Programs utilizing OJT, and vocational education invocational-

- : .1 .... _ is r
1.16:1 sta

4. Out-of-school institutional retraining (4.6)

5. Post-secondary vocational education (1.8)

6. Job Corps (1.5)

7. Dropout- prevention program (.6).

If program priorities were determined solely on the basis of the above

rankings, programs would be funded in that order, and dropout-prevention

3
Ratios which were comprised of only one type of programvocational re-

habilitation, secondary and post-secondary vocational education, Job Corps,
and dropout-preventionwere determined by entering the calculated ratio if
there were only or Trudy, and by taking an unweighted average of ratios if
there were more than one study. Ratios comprised of more than onetype of pro-
gram--out-of-school OJT and institutional trainingwere determined by weighting
individual Drk-If by the estimated total federal expenditures on those pro-
grams between 1.963 and 1069. Because of the problems inherent in cost-benefit
analysis and the wocedures followed in arriving at the above ranking, the
order in which programs are listed must be interpreted carefully.



proz,Trams of the sort exaraind by Wei ;}rod would Le abanboned. E:.:oanded fund-

ing for various OJT prr...,0-..ann in the la:A. several yer.:rs--cooi:erative education

and work-stizt.lv for in-schrx11 :iouth; an::1 JOLZ, 1.7111 and Pub 3ie Service Careers

(a kind of JOBS ::,rc.;rra:n in.th:: public sector) , for o...).t-of-T2lool perE.:ons--is

consistent with this ranking; as are E:::panded efforts in -vocational c-c:uoation

at the secondary level. This writer does not hlOw if cost -b:Istefit studies

were influential in redirecting manpo.zer activities tc-.7ard pc72-ams.air.ed at

giving OJT experience., or if legislators were influenced primarily by- other

factors.

Conclusion: Shifts in the cc: sition of rznc:).. :er pro7rarns are consistent

with the relative efficiency of these vrograzns as neasured by cost-benefit

analysis:

Cost-benefit studies (and data developed from them) have done more than

simply indicate relative efficie.ney of broad programs. In many cases, studies

have provided information that could aid program admi_nistrators in setting

internal operating priorities. Sane of the conclusions of this nature reached

in studies examined in earlier chapters are:

(1) NYC in Indiana was most efficient in aiding male high school drop-.

outs, and least efficient in aiding female high school graduates

(2) MDT-A-sponsored OJT in urban areas was more efficient in aiding. black,

than white, persons

(3) Job Corps was more efficient. in aiding persons Itho remained in the

program nine months than those remaining only five months

(4) MD TA institutional retraining in Winona, Michigan, was most effi-

cient in training persons for general office skills, and least efficient in

training them in automobile repair skills
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(5) MDTA institutional training in Michigan was highly efficient when

courses were no 3onper than 200 hours in length, an highly inefficient when

courses exceeded 200 hours in length

(6) EZPAri institutional training in Ei.chigan was most efficient when aid-

ing non-white females, and loastefficient when aidin7 white males

(7) Comprehensive high school vocational prozrams may be MOST efficient

in offering "low-cost" programs such as business education, and least effi-

cient in offering "high-cost" programs such as electronic repair

(8) Vocational education in post-high school institutions is more effi-

cient when programs are offered in skills not available in high school

prograns.

To the extent that program administrators are interested in increasing the

economic efficiency of their programs, these conclusions are important.

Conclusion: 'vihen cost-benefit sLudies develop benefit -cost ratios re-

lating to internal aspects of prozramS, they provide significant guidelines

for increasing the economic efficiency of those programs .

Benefit-cost ratios certainly are only estimates. Chapter I included

discussions of problems encountered in cost-benefit analysis which indicated

that costs and benefits, as measured for calculation purposes, contain in-

accuracies.

Analysis of actual cost-benefit studies in subsequent chapters indicated

that differences in computational methods which greatly affect resulting bene-

fit-cost ratios are a paramount characteristic of this type of analysis.

Apparently economists still have not agreed on which accounting costs are

relevant and which are not. Most studies either unconsciously deviate from

the marginal cost concept or consider cost distortions thus introduced as

unimportant.
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Eco!:omista are in broader agrcennnt concerning the importance of includ-

ing opportunity costs in th2 coot-benefit calculation. Studies of proprams

where good control groups were available, and which statistically controlled

for diffcrencas in the chacacteristics Idetween tha experimental and control

groups, probably obtainad reasonably accurate estimates of such costs. Studies

of vocational education in high school make the acceptable assumption that

opportunity costs are zero; that vocational education students' real option

to such education is general education.
4

Most problems encountered in computing costs can be remedied. It is to

be hoped that researchers eventually will be able to agree on the importance

of adhering to the marginal cost concept. Adequate data with which to work

will not be available until program costs are kept in sufficient detail and

form. MD TA institutional programs do keep such records at the local level.

Sccolidcwy ana post-seeol&lary senools, however, will have to make significant

changes in their accounting procedures before accurate assessments of voca-

tional education--total, as well as by program--can be made.
5

Conclusion: Accounting procedures, especially in secondary and post-
.

secondary schools, must be frproved before accurate cost data can be developed.

Complaints concerning the inability of cost-benefit analysis to measure

accurately benefits of an activity are more significant than similar complaints

concerning costs. Frequently listed benefits that are unmeasured by earnings

are:

4This is not true, of course, when vocational education in high schools
is considered a dropout-prevention program. in this ease, foregone earnings
of students who would have droppod out in the absence of vocational education
should be considered a cost.

SEvidence exists that schools are moving in this direction. Maricopa County
Junior College, in Phonix. Arizona, r.Bcontly developed the capability of com-
puting program cots by course of study.
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(1) reduction in cilre

(2) inereaL:ed productivity through better health

(3) inerk2ased eal."nins of children of trainees (intergeneration effect)

(4) non-waze job ben:A:its

(5) increa:::ed productivity of othzr resources

(6) COnSL vi_ol s of training activities

(7) benefits to society of improved citizenship

(8) personal satisfaction of succeeding in selected occupation

(9) value of options opened up by better education and training

(10) value of income redistribution.

The importance of these sources of benefits relative to earnings is a serious

consideration in assessing the value of cost-benefit analysis as it has been

applied to manpower prog;rars. The larger the unmeasured benefits, the less

confidence we can have in calculated benefit-cost ratios. Several studies

(most included in preceding chapters) help throw some light on the importance

of items neglected by traditional analysis.6

The value of crime reduction was broached by Singell [75], who estimated

the effects of reducing unemployment on the incidence of juvenile delinquency.

His calculations suggest that savings to society in reduced property damage and

theft were around $42 for each graduating high school student placed in.a job.7

6
The following discussion is not meant to be a complete analysis of this

issue. It is meant only to indicate how serious some of the objections are
and how cost-benefit analysis can meet them.

7This figure is low despite the fact that for each person induced to "stay
out of crime tho savings are large. The low savings per participant result
from the same prcblem operating to make dropout-prevention programs inefficient--
inability to id,..2ntify those who will act in an undesirable Ia3hlon (in this case,
carnit crinr2) before thcoe acts have been correitted. Reduced crime as a source
of benefits undoubtedly would b significantly larger for programs aimed at
persons with previous "records" than for those without.
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Applying this figure to other' manpower programs suggests that society saves

$42 for each participant who becomes successfully employed as a result of

program participation. Relative to the wage gains already measured, neglect

of this sum does not result in substantial understate :: ?ant of benefits.

Society also benefits from crime reduction because persons who ether ice would

have committed crimes and been sent to prison can be employ :d productively.

But this source of benefits has already been measured by participants' earn-

ings. No estimate has been made for income lost by others resulting from

bodily injury and property demage; both sources of benefits when crime is

reduced. Savings in crime control costs as crime is reduced also have not

been measured.

Economic benefits resulting from better health have already been measured.

If better health results in decreased absenteeism from work, this is reflected

in earnings.

The intergeneration effect has been estimated by Swift and Weisbrod [89].

Their data suggest that a parent who receives some high school education in-

creases the present value of his child's lifetime increased earnings by about

Table VI-5

Present Value of Male Child's Increased Earnings
Resulting From Further Education of Parent"

Increment to Parent's Present Value of Child's
'Education Increased Earnings

5 Percent
Discount Rate

8 Percent
Discount Rate

Some High School $ 550 $ 90

Completing High
School 1,000 160

Some College 591 95

aCalculted using a time horizon lasting until child's
retirement, and that education costs of child are $704 a year.

Source: Calculated from [89].

as 7



at a .5 percent disecunt rate and about $90 at an 8 percent discount rate.

Ceepletinz hi'"h echoel increases these fiEures to a,000 and $160, respectively.

Tnereeeine the di scum: rate to 10 percent would wipe cut most gains from in-

telLeneeatien effect:. Coneceuently, deeending on what is ounsidered to be

the eenru: iele discount rate, interzeneration effects may be an important

uearce of herniate.

Carroll and ihnen have estimated the value of some non-wage benefits

accruing to junior college graduates [12]. Annual value to these parsons of

lower required overtime, longer paid vacations and more paid holidays was put

at $440. This gain is sizable and would substantially alter any benefit-cost

ratios in which it was included. TAile values of other non-wage gains were

not estimated by Carroll and Ihnen, gains from such things as emplcyer-paid

benefits could be estimated. Failure of cost-benefit studies to include these

benefits preikuily results from the methodology conmonly used to collect wage

data -- questionnaires .8

Increased productivity of other resources has been neglected, and the im-

portance of this benefit is unknown. Fart of this benefit, however, is reflected

back into wage increases for trainees; increases that are measured in normal

analysis.
9

Consumption value of training and education likewise has been left un-

measured. Again, the importance of this factor is unknown.

Benefits to society of improved citizenship probably defy measurement.

Ha ever, Flu [39] found that voting behavior (a kind of index for community

8
Respondents usually are unable to supply dependable information of this

sort. Cost considerations probably restrict researchers from getting this in-
formation film encaoyers.

91Most internediate-level economic theory texts explain why this is so.
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spirit) was not affected by vccational education in high nehcol. Whether

this is the case in other manpower activities has yet to be seen, but such

data could be collected in routine Rollo :-ups of e::- trainees.

Personal natisfaction of succeeding in a selected occupation is another

nebulous benefit. A gc:.0. ortion of it is aln,lady reflected in inc.leased

earnings that come with being successful. Furthermore, vocational education

in high school may riot give persons large benefits from this source. Kaufman

[44] found that an unexpectedly low percentage of vocational high school

graduates was able to find employment in selected occupations, and that vo-

cational graduates were no more satisfied with their first jobs than were

non-vocational graduates.

Value of options created by participating in manpower programs may be

large, but most of this value is already measured by earnings. Tha satisfac-

tinn 'w get9 merely from having or Available is not mRasuren.

Value of income redistribution is a social decision. There is no way

for cost-benefit analysis to determine such a value independently. Itirick

Freeman [23] has developed a framework for integrating the value of income

redistribution into the benefit calculation. It involves attaching arithme-

tic weights to income gains which vary with the absolute.incomes achieved by

manpower program participants. As noted above, officials first must indi-

cate what value they wish placed on income redistribution.

Of the claimed "unmeasured" benefits accruing from manpower programs,

we have seen that many of the benefits of decreased crime, improved health,

wider options, personal satisfaction of succeeding, and increased productiv-

ity of other resources are already included in earnings. Three other sources- -

decreased property loss from crime, intergeneration effects and benefits of
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improved citizere:hip--noy not be very large. ren-waee job benefits m:.'y be

large, but are easceptible to measurcenent. Value of irliCW!2 redistribution

has not been mex;ured, but a irethodolczy exists for integrating it into the

calculation as eea n as its relative ie.;ertance is ceecified. The remainine

item--consumption value of the training--is not ryasured; and it is not clear

had it should b. eeame-ed.

Conclusion: Earnines already include rany of the benefits claimed miss-

ing from cost-benefit analysis.

The significance of unmeasured benefits is temeered by other considera-

tions. If the relative magnitudes of unmeasured benefits do not vary widely

among different programs, the ranking of programs by benefit-cost ratios which

exclude them will not differ much from a ranking which includes them. Deci-

sions based on either set of ratios will be "correct.
10

rven if unmee:e,rad Denefits da vary widely aeong programs (and thus re-

duce our confidence in a ranking of ratios when they are excluded), their

variance among participants within a given program will be substantially less

because of the greater homogeneity of participants. Thus even the presence

of large and varying unmeasured benefits does not prevent confident use of

benefit-cost ratios for internal management of programs.

Conclusion: The significance of unmeasured benefits depends more on how

their magnitudes vary when programs or aspects of programs are compared than

on their absolute rasnitucie.

10
This would not be true if ignoring those extra benefits results in a

ratio less than one, and including them increases the ratio to greater than
one. Of all the manpagor programs ex:.;Inined in this paper, only dropout-pre-
vention programs might be affected by this consideration.
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CONCLUSION

Cost-benefit studies have been made of monpr4:cr programs operating under

a number of different settini,s servin7, many different groups. Most numerous

are studies of institutional traininF: cenducted under ARA and IECA. !..!ithout

exception, these trainir:g pronme3 wore seen t o y ield benefit-cost ratios

greater than on Likewise, cost-benefit studies of vocational rehabilitation,

vocational education in vocational hiEh schools and in post-high school in-

stitutions; of institutional and OJT programs Sponsored by BI PI; and of NYC

and Job CorTs all resulted in benefit-cost ratios exceeding one. Only drop-

out-prevention promnmns in high school achieved a ratio less than one.

Vocational rehabilitation appears to yield the highest benefit-cost ratios,

followed by programs involving OJT, vocational education in vocational high

schools, out-of-school institutional retraining progrems, post-secondary vo-

cational education, JOD Lorps, and dropout-prevention proarams.

Comparisons of these activities are hindered by economists' failure to

agree on a common methodology for conducting cost - benefit researeh the exist-

ence of unmeasured benefits and costs,. the Absence of good cost data, and an

insufficient economic commitment to conduct cost-benefit analysis as reflected

in the relatively small number of studies that have been made.

Whatever their sources, deficiencies in cost-benefit analysis appear to

be minimized when the analysis is directed at the internal operation of pro-

grams. It is in this direction that cost-benefit analysis particularly needs

to be developed.
11

rnis conclusion is not original with
many times beton!. In fact, cost-benefit an
as a decision-making tool in worker mobility

this writer. It has been reached
alysis currently is being applied
programs in Canada (40].
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